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3i\cli. iimtu'mt Olontelius
Prefident of the A r c o t  A s s e m b l y
For over twenty*hve years an honoured and taithiul w o r k e r  in the Mission as a 
teacher and minister. M r .  Cornelius visited A m e r i c a  this year on the 
special invitation of the B o a r d  of Foreign Missions.
Ninety-fourth Annual Report of the
Board of Foreign Missions
of the Reformed Church in America
T h e  Sixty-ninth Year of Separate Action 
Organized, 1832 Independent, 1857 Incorporated, 1860
M I S S I O N S  
Amoy, China, 1842 
Arcot, India, 1853 
Japan, 1859 
Arabia, 1889
Presented to the General Synod at 
Holland, Mich. June, 1926
T h e A bbott P ress, N. Y.
A N N U A L  R E P O R T ,  1926
The Board of Foreign Missions respectfully presents to General 
Synod its Ninety-fourth Annual Report and the Sixty-ninth of its separ­
ate and independent action.
T h e P ersonnel of t h e B oard
The terms of the following members of the Board expire with this 
Session of General S y n o d :
R ev. J. W .  B eardslee, P h .D. R ev. T. Porter D r u m m , D.D.
R ev. E. J. B l e k k i n k, D.D. R ev. T. H. M ackenzie, D.D.
R ev. J. H. B rinckerhoff P res. E. D. D i m n e n t, Litt.D.
R ev. W .  H. S. D emarest, LL.D. M r . Cornelius D osker
M r. H e r m a n  V a n d e r w a r t
T h e A m a l g a m a t i o n of t h e A rabian M ission
Pursuant to the action of General Synod of 1924, authorizing the 
Board of Foreign Missions to bring about the complete amalgamation of 
the Arabian Mission with the Board, and in accordance with the an­
nouncement made in the Annual Report of last year upon the steps that 
had been taken, this amalgamation has n o w  been completed. A  petition 
in full legal form dissolving the incorporation of the Arabian Mission in 
N e w  Jersey and recognizing the Board of Foreign Missions, incorpor­
ated in N e w  York, as its legal successor, was granted by the Court of 
Chancery of the State of N e w  Jersey with effect from September 14, 
192S. The Arabian Mission, therefore, has become a Mission of the 
Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in America in full 
and regular standing. The history of this Mission is so well known that 
a brief S u m m a r y  will here suffice.
Founded in 1889 by members of the Reformed Church in Amerita, 
it appealed for adoption by the Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A., at 
that time. Since, however, the Board felt unable to undertake a new 
Mission, the Arabian Mission continued its separate existence, being in­
corporated under the laws of N e w  Jersey in 1894. It drew upon a wide 
constituency, largely members of our Denomination, but ma ny  belonging 
also to other communions. It was practically adopted by the Reformed t 
Church in America in 1894. Gradually its constituency was limited to 
members of our Denomination so that in recent years, since July 1, 1919, 
the Executive Committee of the Board of Foreign Missions by a 
formal request of the Trustees of the Arabian Mission, has been the ad­
ministrative body for the Arabian Mission. With the year 192S it be­
comes a part of the direct responsibility of the Board of Foreign Mis­
sions. While, therefore, the Arabian Mission disappears from the list 
of separate benevolences of our Church, its financial needs remain the 
same, expanding with enlarged opportunities.
The Board has been planning for several years to commemorate the 
completion of thirty-five years of the notable history of the Arabian
Mission and its formal amalgamation with the other Missions of the 
Board by the preparation of the history of this unique Mission. In 
all probability the work done by the missionaries of our Church in 
Arabia is one of the most distinct contributions toward the solution of 
the difficult problem of the Christianization of the Moslem world. Its 
published history would therefore be notable. The task of preparing this 
history was undertaken at the request of the Board by the late Rev. 
Dr. A. D e  Witt Mason. At the time of his death the book was not 
completed. It is n o w  approaching completion and it is hoped that it will 
be issued this fall in book form in time to serve as a reference book 
during the year when the Moslem world is to be the special subject of 
missionary interest and study in the churches of America.
M rs. Jo h n  Scupper
The Report of the year must needs record at the very outset an 
event of such significant and historic interest as the death of Mrs. John 
Scudder in the eighty-seventh year of her eventful life— sixty-four of 
which had been spent in missionary service in India— the longest service 
in the history of the Missions of the Reformed Church in America. This 
occurred in Vellore, India, on August 30, 1925. W e  enter here in our 
permanent records a statement of the deep significance of this event, pre­
pared by one w h o  has been a member of the Secretarial staff of the 
Board during this year:
Mrs. Scudder was the widow of Dr. John Scudder, the seventh and 
youngest son of the pioneer, Dr. John Scudder. Added to the deep 
sense of personal loss experienced by all w h o  knew “Mrs. John,” and to 
w h o m  she endeared herself by her sweet motherliness, is the regret 
which the whole Church and missionary cause must feel as it loses one 
of its direct contacts with the remarkable group of m e n  and w o m e n  
whose faith and courage launched the Arcot Mission in India.
W e  must go back to a day sixty-four years ago when Dr. and Mrs. 
Scudder set sail from Boston harbor on March 11, 1861, a young m a n  
of twenty-five and his bride of twenty-two, w h o m  he had married on 
N e w  Year’s D a y  of that year. For three months their little sailing 
vessel voyaged, rounding the Cape of Good Hope, until at length it 
stood off the coast of Madras on the eastern shores of India. One is 
tempted to endless contrasts between that day and this, the span of Mrs. 
Scudder’s life. Mrs. Scudder’s passing is something more than the death 
of an individual; it marks the close of an epoch, and it is worth our 
while to pause and look back upon the history with which her life is 
so closely identified.
Terse and eloquent were the words with which the first report of 
the Arcot Mission opened: "This Mission consists of three brothers—  
Henry M. Scudder, William W .  Scudder and Joseph Scudder. W e  were 
constituted a separate Mission in 1853, under the name of the American 
Arcot Mission. W e  n o w  have three stations, Vellore, Chittoor and 
Arnee. In regard to them w e  give the following particulars . . .” 
Eight years later, when John and his bride joined his brothers, the Mis­
sion had grown so that it included not only the seven sons of Dr. John 
Scudder, the pioneer, but also Dr. Jacob Chamberlain and Rev. J. 
Mayou. That year was one of great encouragement. The Mission had 
w on its first village for Christ, the village of Sattambady. After eight 
years of work they recorded a church of two hundred and thirty-two 
communicants. . .
T he other picture belongs to the year 1924. The “Mission of three 
brothers,” so modestly begun, was writing “Finis” to its first chapter, and 
was ushering in a new day. O n  the table of the church at Vellore lay a
charter whereby the Mission declared itself no longer a “Mission”_ '“a
thing sent out”— but something belonging to India, and created in place 
ot the "American Arcot Mission” the “Arcot Assembly,” a body where 
Indians and foreign missionaries should co-operate in’ carrying on the 
Mission s work. As the motion for its adoption came before the house 
an amendment was offered that Mrs. John Scudder be the first to sign this document.
W e  m a y  pass over all the contrasts of material things between that 
day and this to emphasize the fact that within the span of Mrs. Scudder’s 
hie the Mission, m  whose beginnings she had a part, had not only grown 
to such magnitude and was expressing its original purpose in a great 
variety of activities, but had built so wisely that, by the grace of God, 
the Church, which it had called into being, attained such spiritual and 
moral stature as warranted the Mission and Board in transferring re­
sponsibility for its work to the Indian Christian. These thoughts were 
vivid in the minds of all those who saw her come forward to place her 
signature at the head of the Constitution of the Arcot Assembly.
It is difficult to measure such lives as Mrs. Scudder’s. O f  some 
missionaries w e  can say that they built this and that institution and point 
to specific things they have done. But w h o  can estimate the far-reaching 
effects of a life of quiet influence? T o  h o w  m a n y  young, impatient and 
eager missionaries has Mrs. Scudder spoken a small word which re­
minded them of those who had laid the foundations and inspired them to 
continue that building in the spirit and faith in which it had been begun 
Her m m d ,  always bright and clear, knew us all and though she spoke 
little, her words were ever kind and understanding. She was in very 
truth the ^ mother of the Mission. The children might get very excited 
about their schemes n o w  and then, they might wrangle about them they 
might get depressed; Mrs. Scudder was too wise to argue with them,
“er serenity was a rebuke to the hasty. Her touch was light but 
effective. She was an ever present reminder that the Christian mission­
ary must be sure and calm in his faith and tender and loving in all his 
ways. F e w  could so gracefully and kindly keep before us the lessons of 
the past. Blessed are the dead zeho die in the Lord, their works do 
follow them.’’
Miss C y n t h i a B o r g m a n
In length of years and of service, in striking contrast with the 
record memorialized above, is Miss Cynthia Borg m a n ’s death after only 
twenty months of membership in the A m o y  Mission bringing to an un­
timely end a missionary career of peculiar promise of usefulness. The 
records of the W o m a n ’s Board include the following worthv tribute to 
one of its youngest and most promising missionaries:
Attacked by the germ of one of the most obstinate of tropical dis­
eases, Miss Borgman laid d o w n  her life after only twenty months of mis­
sionary service in the A m o y  Mission.
B y  steadiness of purpose and untiring application she had already 
conquered the initial difficulties of the most perplexing language of our 
foreign missionary fields. B y  her Christian spirit, her devotion to her 
work, her personal consecration and her joy in Christian fellowship she 
had endeared herself to her colleagues on the field and had raised high 
hopes for a service of large value to the Chinese to whose welfare and 
conversion to the Christian life she had dedicated all her spiritual gifts. 
The outlook for long years of effective service was bright before her. 
Instinctively one thinks of her death as untimely, of her life so un­
finished. But death met with such perfect trust and confident acceptance 
of G o d ’s will cannot be called untimely, and life lived in such devoted 
consecration to His service cannot be called unfinished. Cynthia Borg­
m a n ’s death will bear m u ch  fruit if it inspires us to renewed effort in 
behalf of those for w h o m  she laid d o w n  her young life.
T H E  M I S S I O N  F I E L D S
The picture portraying the national and political background of the 
fields in which our missions play their part has been almost wholly 
filled this year with China. The M u h a m m a d a n  world has absorbed the 
shock of the complete separation of Church and State under the vigor­
ous hegemony of a revived, though shrunken, Turkey, and Arabia and 
Mesopotamia have settled do wn  to an acceptance of this entirely un­
anticipated severance of relationships, although imbedded in thirteen 
centuries of historic fact.* India has not withdrawn its nationalistic 
claims, but the great figure of Gandhi, around w h o m  all India gathered 
with a passionate devotion as the exponent of their national and spiritual 
ideals, has receded somewhat into the background, his programme lacking 
the elements of construction and of progress.
Japan has pursued the even tenor of her way, inviting and compelling 
the admiration of the world by her steadiness and dignity and her fine 
observance of honorable relations with other nations, though subjected to 
shocks from within and without, uninvited and unexpected.
But with China the case has been different. All the lethargy of 
many centuries— indeed, of several millenniums— seems to have given way 
before the accumulated passion of feeling of recent years which burst 
out with suddenness and violence on the occasion of the shooting 
by some policemen of unarmed students in Shanghai on M a y  30, 1925. 
This seems destined to become a fixed and important date in the modern 
history of the ancient people of China. The one all important fact to 
be recognized today is that the present real government of China is 
public opinion. The various rapidly changing governments functioning 
in Peking and in the provinces merely put official sanction upon the 
public voice. Never before in their long history have the Chinese 
people been so unanimous, so well informed and so deeply stirred as 
they are n o w  over the issue ’ of their sovereign rights in relation to 
other countries. The phenomenon of a vast populace which, since the 
overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty in 1911, has been notoriously dis­
tracted by factional differences, n o w  unified— at least, so far as concerns 
their demand for the revision of unequal treaties, is one of surpassing 
significance. The Chinese people seem to be absolutely one in this 
sentiment. The students, held so largely responsible, are merely the most 
highly sensitized part of the population and are the most vocal and
active. .
This nationalistic self-consciousness slowly forming for many years, 
more recently with amazing celerity, developed into a ferment of vivid 
and violent energy immediately under the stimulus of the event of M a y  
30. It rapidly assumed an highly organized form and became very 
articulate. It is a striking instance of democracy, the sheer, unmiti­
gated rule of the whole people on a living issue.
Dr. Leighton Stuart, the President of the Union Christian Uni­
versity at Peking, states with much force a controlling element in the 
situation.
“A n  aspect of this popular feeling suggested by the reference to 
China’s great sage is that the emotion which has so stirred that people 
springs from the soul of the nation, which, more than any other perhaps 
in h u ma n  history, has always been primarily concerned with moral issues.
The philosophy of China is moral philosophy. Its history is the study 
of moral causes and consequences. Its culture deals with ethical values. 
The Chinese m a y  not always live up to their own high standards, but at 
any rate their basic interest is in h u ma n  behavior, and they possess to a 
remarkable degree an instinct for appraising it. Their indignation over 
the recent occurrences and those pent-up grievances brought afresh to 
their attention by these occurrences, is not in their o w n  thought anti- 
foreign as such; it is moral. Their plea is based upon the essential 
rightness of their case.”
There are several implications in this present and dominant state of 
affairs in China. A n d  the first in the present situation is that force is 
entirely futile. T o  attempt to protect our interests or to enforce 
our policies by military or naval power would merely influence further 
the already highly excited national mind. It would be of no avail what­
soever when the national government could not accede to any demands 
which the popular will would not approve. Another implication in a 
time when popular opinion is regnant is that it becomes abnormal with 
delayed remedial action. It is aggravated by rumor. It is exploited 
by propagandist agencies. The condition becomes pathological. Hence 
the blind m o b  disturbances that have followed upon M a y  30.
Still another implication which seems to lie in the present situation—  
one in which popular opinion is dominant— is that the Chinese have 
always emphasized the amenities of life. Alike in private and in public 
relations courtesy is never forgotten. In any issue between friends the 
thing that is done is always of less importance than the way in which 
it is done. Lack of manners therefore is literally immoral. A  last, 
and to us a very pertinent and relevant, implication in the present situa­
tion is that the Chinese feel a peculiar friendliness toward the United 
States and that the American people have an equally genuine friendliness 
toward them, and on the whole a disinterested good will toward China.
The splendidly hopeful and easy thing about the problem is that all 
w e  need to do is to make articulate and forceful the state of mind and 
heart which we already have. The Chinese are waiting with a very 
eager, frightened expectancy for us to act— eager because of what they 
have learned to believe of u s ; frightened because the disillusionment 
would be crushing. Need we point out that the corollary which follows 
upon this last implication in particular lays a weighty emphasis upon the 
maintenance and strengthening of our Christian contact with China— for 
us of the Reformed Church, by w a y  of A m o y ?
T H E  M I S S I O N S  A T  W O R K
A m o y
The report of the year in A m o y  is colored by the distracting political 
movements in China. O n  M a y  30th foreign police fired upon a crowd 
of Chinese in Shanghai and almost overnight there burst into flame a 
fierce anti-foreign feeling which has been raging in China ever since. 
T he incident in Shanghai was not the real cause; it was simply the 
torch to the tinder of a rapidly developing national consciousness bit­
terly resentful of the unequal treaties with foreign nations which robbed 
her of national dignity. Once started, this flame has spread far and
wide. In m a ny  places it assumed the form of an anti-Christian agitation 
which emptied some mission schools for a time. Added to the internal 
political dissension of China it has produced chaotic conditions which 
have rendered steady, effective work almost impossible. Yet through it 
all the close observer can read the rebirth of a nation which is n o w  
more rapidly becoming conscious of her latent powers and long re­
stricted rights.
As w e  turn the pages of the report of the Mission each page re­
flects in some aspect this revolution of thought, even though the full 
effects of the disturbance were not felt so keenly in and about A m o y  
as in other parts of China. The report indicates that there are an 
equal number of m e n  and w o m e n  in the churches, and that in the 
schools there are only about twice as m a n y  boys as girls, sure sign 
of the development of w o manhood in a land where w o m a n  has long 
been relegated to a position of minor importance. The girls’ schools are 
flourishing, and particularly in the school at A m o y  is the future bright 
with promise as they move into the new quarters provided by the 
Jubilee gifts to the W o m a n ’s Board. Talmage College has been moved 
to Chiang-chiu, and in spite of the transition after long history in 
another city, has maintained almost its full enrollment. Even when the 
Shanghai incident occurred there was no unpleasant feeling displayed 
against our missionaries and in spite of anti-foreign agitation the enroll­
ment increased in the fall. A n  old temple on the new campus has been 
stripped of its idols and converted into a temporary chapel and dining 
hall. In all districts there are similar reports of sustained progress in 
spite of the wave of popular feeling. The most striking development in 
the schools is the increasing interest of the Chinese in the institutions. 
Joint Boards have been formed, with Chinese members, w h o  have given 
invaluable aid in m a ny  ways. Their increasing share in the management 
of the institutions is greatly enlarging their interest and giving them a 
sense of responsibility which promises well for the future.
The hospitals also report a year of great activity. The Elisabeth 
Blauvelt Memorial Hospital at Tong-an has been kept open, and a 
Chinese doctor, ably assisted by Mrs. Vandeweg, has done a heroic 
work. Fighting in the district brought m a n y  wounded to the wards, 
overflowing even into the chapel and halls. At Leng-na, the departure 
of Dr. Holleman on furlough and further reducing of the staff brought 
down somewhat the total number of patients treated, yet over 10,000 
were ministered to during the year. The report of H o p e  and Wilhel- 
mina Hospitals gives convincing proof of their efficiency. The staff has 
been built up, all departments are carefully organized, and four grad­
uate and fourteen undergraduate nurses provide for the careful treat­
ment of the thousands of patients w h o  are annually cared for. Receipts 
have also risen so that the Hospital is n o w  practically on a self­
supporting basis.
The story of the churches is an epic of devotion in the face of 
almost insurmountable obstacles. Soldiers and bandits have compelled 
the closing of some chapels, they have brought persecution to the Chris­
tians in m a n y  districts, yet they have maintained, and the total number 
of those added to the church has been two hundred and ten souls, a 
slight increase over last year.
The Chheng-khe church in Tong-an district is a glorious example of 
the tenacious faith and courage of our Chinese Christian brothers. In 
a period of seven weeks in the midst of continuous fighting, the govern­
ment changed five times. N o  one was safe from attack. A  famine 
increased the distress. Yet in the midst of such tribulations the list of 
inquirers was lengthened, a goodly number of new members were re­
ceived, and the year’s total receipts reached the highest figure in the 
history of the church.
A  final proof of the vitality of the church and its rise toward inde­
pendence,— surely again an echo of the widespread demonstration of a 
n e w  national consciousness,— is the story of the receipts on the field for 
the work of the church and the mission. The figures are so striking 
that we quote them in full from the report:—
R eceipts on t h e F ield
Church Work, General..............  $43,597 M.
Educational, Boarding ...............  48,508 M.
Educational, D a y  Schools.............  12,353 M.
Medical W o r k  .....................  34,778 M.
Total Received on Field......... $139,236 M.
Total Received from America..... $139,030 M.
Per Capita 
$12.04 M.
11.68 M. 
1.55 M.
3 he only possible solution of meeting the needs of a growing work 
while the contributions of the churches of America have not greatly 
increased has been this splendid development of Chinese resources. W e  
rejoice that their spirit has been made strong in the face of great perse­
cution and trial.
A rcot
Especial interest attaches to the Arcot Assembly, because of the visit 
to America of its president, the Reverend Simeon Cornelius, during this 
past year. The Assembly has n o w  completed the second year of its 
existence, machinery does not creak so noticeably, problems of organiza­
tion and constitution require less attention and doubts and fears as to 
the worth and practicability of an organization of this type have given 
place to a feeling of confidence and appreciation of its work. N e w  
viewpoints, n ew problems, new policies begin to emerge in this year’s 
report as a result of including the Indian mind in our thinking and 
planning. The greatest satisfaction is expressed in the working of the 
Local Councils which are directly responsible for the management of 
each institution. These bodies are the real training ground for develop­
ing future leadership and responsibility and as such their importance can 
hardly be overestimated.
Several interesting and unusual facts are recorded in connection with 
the work of union institutions in which the Assembly co-operates with 
other missions. T w o  of these, the W o m e n ’s Christian College at Madras 
and the Tuberculosis Sanatorium at Madanapalle, rounded out the first 
decade of their existence this year. Both began in very modest ways 
and have achieved distinction and influence which extend even beyond 
the borders of India. A  percentage of positive results as high as 72.2
per cent, for the ten years of its history marks the Union Mission 
Tuberculosis Sanatorium as one of the most successful of its kind any­
where, an achievement more worthy of recording because most of its 
patients come in an advanced stage of the disease. During the past 
year it records positive results in 90 per cent, of the 352 patients 
treated. The extensive building plans of the W o m e n ’s Medical School 
at Vellore continue to absorb mu ch  attention and energy but the final 
approval of plans by Government recently received is expected to remove 
the last obstacles to pressing these to completion. The United Theo­
logical College at Bangalore is passing through critical days as it has 
experienced the loss of its principal and founder, Dr. L. P. Larsen, and 
at the same time confronts financial difficulties for which it sees no 
solution. Nevertheless, more students are enrolled than for several years 
previous and the scholastic results last year were very gratifying. One 
of the most significant facts recorded in the whole report of the A s se m ­
bly is the enrollment of seven students in the Madras Christian College. 
This means that they have successfully passed the first two years of the 
collegiate course at Vellore and are n o w  well on their w a y  to gradua­
tion from the Madras University. This is the largest number w e  have 
had in Christian College at one time and about equals the total number 
of graduates the Mission has produced in its whole history. N o  more 
convincing evidence of developing leadership can be displayed.
The Indian Church Board presents this year its last report as such. 
After fourteen years of great progress it has attained to a n ew stage in 
its development and transfers its functions to the Madras Church Council 
of the South India United Church. This body is the ecclesiastical 
organization to which our churches of the Arcot Mission belong and in 
which are also included the churches of the two adjoining Scotch mis­
sions and several independent churches. Several years of negotiation 
have at length resulted in this Council or Classis taking over the evan­
gelistic and congregational work of the missions connected with it and 
the practical withdrawal of the missions concerned from the active con­
trol of this department of our work. Our missionaries will still partici­
pate in this work and will hold important positions in the new organiza­
tion but they will serve under the Indian church and the responsibility 
will rest upon the Church Council to direct and carry on the work of 
establishing and spreading the church of Christ in this territory. Thus 
another great step is taken toward the completion of our work as a 
foreign mission in India. This final report of the Indian Church Board 
records a year of very even progress. Greater progress might have been 
recorded if the churches had not been prevented by lack of funds from 
entering n ew villages. The total Christian community stands at 19,937, 
a net gain over last year of 509, though actually 949 persons were 
received from the non-Christian community. The churches received 406 
communicants on confession of faith. There were 1,154 baptisms, of 
w h o m  471 were adults. In spite of a year of continued hardship the 
contributions show an encouraging leap forward, the total gifts reaching 
Rs. 22,261, a gain of Rs. 1,180.
It is gratifying to note that the evangelistic spirit and effort, far 
from exhibiting any diminution under the Assembly, is more to the fore
than ever. The Western Circle reports revivals in several old and 
barren villages. The Assembly records that it has more workers devot­
ing themselves wholly to evangelistic work than any other mission in 
South India, three of w h o m  are among our most highly qualified men. 
Divided into four bands these men report that they spent 1,033 days on 
tour, delivering their message over 10,000 times and reaching an audience 
of more than 125,000 people.
It is in the report of the Educational Board that w e  find Indian 
opinion making itself felt most strongly. Problem after problem is stated 
almost with a sense of bewilderment and futility when viewed in the 
light of the slender resources available, but with a feeling that the solu­
tions must be discovered for India by our Christian institutions. Con­
spicuous success has marked the experimental work in new curricula in 
the Training Schools for teachers at Vellore and Chittoor, in the Sher­
m an Girls’ High School, in the Ranipet Girls’ School and in the village 
“Central School” recently established at Kottamallapalle. Village schools 
have been provided with a new syllabus and teachers’ institutes are being 
conducted annually for instructing teachers in the use of this new course 
of study.
Considerable change has been made in the three high schools for 
boys. Ho pe  High School at Madanapalle has been reduced to an ele­
mentary school and the Tindivanum High School is n ow almost wholly a 
Hindu school, while all the Christian high school boys are concentrated 
in the High School department of Voorhees College with the object of 
providing them with better instruction and surrounding them more thor­
oughly with Christian influences. The Principal points out the diffi­
culties of accomplishing this in a school where the Christian students are 
such a small minority and the Christian community faces in the educa­
tion of its boys one of those problems for which it has not yet found a 
satisfactory solution. Voorhees College reports a very successful year in 
that it has n o w  seven students at Madras entering upon the final stage 
of their college career.
The Arcot Theological Seminary has been doing some very practical 
training of its students in village evangelistic work. The annual meet­
ing of the Alumni is becoming a notable event, providing an occasion 
for practical and inspiring discussions of the ma ny  problems of village 
work.
The report of the Economic Board asks what our forefathers would 
have thought of one whole department of the mission’s organization being 
devoted to the economic salvation of our Christian community. Yet this 
work is not merely to alleviate the distress of the people but is essential 
to the establishment of the Christian church which cannot be supported 
by an insolvent constituency.
The Katpadi Industrial Institute is both a school for industrial train­
ing and a factory for providing employment after training. Its c o m ­
mercial department takes first rank among similar institutions of this 
type. Doors and windows for our hospital at Bahrain, Arabia, seats for 
the school at Basrah, furniture for sister missions in all parts of India 
and Ceylon are made in Katpadi. Cable orders from American have 
been filled. M o r e  orders are received than they are equipped to handle
and the installation of Rs. 9,000 of new machinery, it is hoped, will enable 
them to cope with their ever-increasing business more successfully.
The Agricultural School opened its first class during the year. Six­
teen village boys enrolled and have displayed much enthusiasm in taking 
up this new kind of work. M a n y  conferences, special courses and demon­
strations have been conducted throughout the year both at the farm and 
at various other centers. M u c h  has been accomplished in establishing 
and supervising co-operative credit societies, of which there are about 
fifty within our Christian community.
The Medical Board finds its work suffering for lack of funds. 
Appropriations have remained stationary for years while work has 
grown and hospital costs are out of all proportion to what they formerly 
were. The Hospital at Ranipet is the only in-patient general hospital 
within a radius of ten to fifteen miles and serves the needs of a popu­
lation of fifty thousand. The new buildings of the Scudder Memorial 
Hospital are rapidly nearing completion and the staff is eagerly looking 
forward to their occupancy. A  new feature of the Ranipet work is a 
Friday morning clinic for lepers which is attended regularly by about 
thirty of these sufferers. The M a r y  Lott Lyles Hospital at Madanapalle 
was greatly stimulated by a visit from His Excellency Viscount Goschen, 
Governor of Madras Presidency, and Lady Goschen, w h o  recorded very 
high praise in the visitors’ book. The motor ambulance work of Dr. 
Hart has greatly extended the range of the hospital's work in the dis­
trict. The M a r y  Taber Schell Hospital at Vellore, though under the 
administration of the Union Medical School for W o m e n ,  continues to 
serve the medical needs of our mission area as effectively as in previous 
years and opens the way for the Christian Gospel throughout our district.
Japa n
All life that is lived in a country with a strong government, especially 
when related to organized effort, is affected by political conditions. This 
is true of China and India where such conditions are having a peculiar 
present emphasis, as the reports of our Missions in those countries state. 
This strong national environment is also commented upon in the year’s 
story of the Mission in Japan, where it has long been a dominating 
circumstance. Reference is made in this connection to the adoption 
within the year of universal male suffrage, increasing the electorate from 
3,400,000 to 14,150,000, although this is limited to the choosing of repre­
sentatives only to the Lower House of Parliament whose powers are 
much circumscribed. However, it is an unmistakable indication of the 
rising tide of democracy in a land of strong and long established imper­
ialistic traditions.
During the year an international conference of Buddhists, the first 
of its kind, was held in Tokyo. Over one thousand Buddhist priests, 
representing practically every sect in China, Korea and Japan, were 
present. The primary aim of the Conference was to discuss means for 
closer relations between various Buddhist sects and for the promotion of 
co-ordination in the work of disseminating the principles of their religion.
Parallel with this effort to strengthen Buddhism, somewhat spas­
modic, the Christian Church in Japan carried forward its steady and
progressive programme. A  one-year evangelistic campaign under the 
direction of the National Christian Council, representing the Churches 
and the Missions, came to a conclusion in June. Meetings were held in 
most of the cities and in some of the larger towns, which were for the 
most part well attended and left an impression upon the Christians in 
awakening a sense of responsibility, and upon the non-Christian c o m ­
munity also. The H o m e  and the Educational Departments of Government 
were unusually sympathetic in recognition of the wholesome influence of 
real religion upon the life of the people.
M a d a m  \ajima, the well known Christian leader in Japan, died in 
June at the ripe age of 93. The wide notice taken of this event, and 
the general comment upon her work and character, furnished ample 
proof that, after only a little more than a half century of Christian 
work, the Japanese Church is producing m e n  and w o m e n  w h o  are truly 
national characters.
There was held in M a y  an important conference of the pastors and 
laymen of the Church of Christ in Japan, with which our Reformed and 
Presbyterian Missions are affiliated, at which missionaries were present 
and participated. This was felt to be a very helpful conference, in 
awakening a deeper sense of responsibility and in promoting relations of 
friendliness and co-operation between the Japanese Church leaders and 
the missionaries. Indeed, the story of the year bears ample testimony to 
the fulfillment of the expectations aroused in the previous year as the 
one happy result of the passage by the U. S. Congress of the Immigra­
tion Act of 1924, with its exclusion clause, that the relations between the 
American missionaries and the leaders and people of Japan had been 
strengthened while national friendships had been strained.
In the matter of the publication of Christian literature there has 
been an unexpected and notable recovery after the destruction by the 
great earthquake of 1923, not only of large stocks of Christian books, 
but the publishing plants producing them. This recovery is commented 
upon as being nothing less than phenomenal. A m o n g  other books the 
Christian Literature Society brought out during the year the Life of 
Christ, prepared by our Dr. Pieters, a book that is unique in that it is 
the only book in the Japanese language that attempts to make the life 
of Christ understandable to the m a n  on the street. The large part which 
our missionaries have taken in the work of the Christian Literature So­
ciety has been illustrated by the invitation extended by the Society, in 
its recently reorganized and extended activity, to Dr. Peeke to become 
associated with it as one of its executive officers, giving the major por­
tion of his time to the creation and dissemination of Christian literature.
Within the field of our own immediate responsibilities the Mission is 
gratified to report that three more of the Churches planted and nourished 
by it have risen to the status of independence. This is the more note­
worthy at a time of great financial depression. Indeed, the Mission is 
happy to place on record, by reason of the work of the year, its testi­
m o n y  to the faithfulness of the Japanese converts, especially in certain 
fields in Kyushu, and under circumstances that have not been strikingly 
encouraging except for the assurance of G o d ’s call to the service which 
has been their opportunity.
Noteworthy evidences of progress are recorded in the Mission’s re­
port in the direction of the acquisition of church property and the 
erection of church buildings through the efforts of Japanese Christians, 
aided to some extent by the Mission. These exertions have done much 
to quicken the pulse and to enliven the whole church family. It is also 
interesting to note that in Japan, as in the United States, churches 
suffer from the removal of their members. O n  the other hand, other 
churches gain by this migration.
T w o  unique features of evangelistic work appear in this report. 
That by means of newspaper advertising continues to be effective up to 
the measure of its resources. T he striking fact is brought out that 
through this instrumentality every township in a certain Province has 
been touched in a positive w a y  during a period of two years. In other 
words, the Eiseikwan Newspaper Evangelism work is making its contribu­
tion to the tremendous problems of the evangelism of the immense rural 
population by dropping the Gospel seed every two years on every nine 
square miles of the rural regions of the Province in which it is carried 
on; and dropping it, not at random, but where some person has evinced 
enough interest, aroused by newspaper advertising, to make a definite 
request for it. The other unique form of evangelistic work is by means 
of an automobile especially equipped with a stereopticon and with 
Scriptures and portions. This enables the missionary to work over a 
wide area and with swiftness. Through this means 625 Bibles, Gospels 
and Portions, 90 H y m n  Books and 400 other Christian books were dis­
tributed by sales and 20,000 tracts by gifts.
It is evident that the Christian Church in Japan, planted and still 
nourished by Christian Missions, is being confirmed in that leading 
country in Asia and is adding to itself, not only members, but spiritual 
Strength. The progress m a y  not be very rapid, but it appears to be 
steady and sure.
Educational work under Christian auspices has a peculiar strength in 
Japan, and our Mission carries on this phase of work with effectiveness. 
Ferris Seminary for Girls at Y o ko h a m a  is rising up out of the ashes to 
which it was physically reduced in the great catastrophe of 1923. A  
splendid piece of property has been secured adjoining the former site. 
These together will afford opportunity for rebuilding and expansion. The 
new buildings are n o w  being erected. The year has also been a success­
ful one in the inner life of the school, notwithstanding its handicaps. 
The Christian work of the school has been well planned and the results 
have been satisfactory.
Sturges Seminary, the other school for girls, at Shimonoseki, this one 
maintained in co-operation with the Presbyterian Mission, has had a 
normal year, with some innovations introduced into its contacts with the 
community, in the way of baby clinics and town Sunday Schools. Be­
cause of its location it is n o w  receiving pupils from Korea and Formosa, 
the outlying portions of the Japanese Empire.
Meiji Gakuin in Tokyo, also maintained in co-operation with the 
Presbyterians, with its three departments— Academic, Collegiate and 
Theological— all record a satisfactory year with especial features that 
are commented on in the report. There are well over a thousand stu­
dents in this institution. Situated in the Capital City of the Empire, it 
exercises a strong Christian influence upon the life of the people.
Steele Academy in Nagasaki, the other school for boys, situated in 
the southern part of the Empire, is grateful particularly for the religious 
conditions of the year. Missionaries of the City co-operated in some 
special religious services which had a considerable influence upon the 450 
pupils, with some practical results.
All of these institutions report with much satisfaction a distinct 
advance in the number and character of the Christian teachers, so 
important a factor in the achievement of the great purpose of these 
Christian schools. It is a fact which w e  record with deep gratitude 
that the Mission schools and colleges of Japan are distinctly fruitful in 
the Christian activities and results which, we hope and believe, will 
bring about the establishment of the Kingdom of Christ in that land.
A rabia
The life and work of this Mission have exhibited during the year 
qualities of strength and interest as revealed in the correspondence with 
the Board and the brief reports that have appeared in “Neglected 
Arabia,” the formal Annual Report having failed to arrive through 
some unexplained circumstance.
The Mission is still busy with the foundations. It continues to 
build, encouraged by good reports and undeterred by evil reports. It 
realizes that the task to which it has put its hand is a difficult one and 
it keeps steadily at it. B y  means of the ministries of friendship, of 
healing and of teaching, extending through nearly four decades, it has 
become a part of the life, not of the Persian Gulf, but of neglected 
Arabia; not of the life of the m a n y  peopled port cities alone, but of the 
lonely and needy desert— -a dry and thirsty land where no water is. It 
has responded to the challenge of the difficult, and it is much encouraged 
by the vision of the future. The agencies by means of which the Mis­
sion carries on its three-fold ministries are tours along the coasts and 
increasingly inland, and hospitals and schools. These agencies have all 
been active during the year. The schools, strongest naturally in the 
capital city of Basrah, have also been developing in Bahrain and Kuwait, 
the last station n o w  calling for a missionary especially equipped for and 
designated to educational work. The greatest advance in the year has 
been in the development of the medical work in which the station at 
Bahrain has been conspicuous by the rapid progress of plans for the 
erection, n o w  proceeding, of a hospital especially designed for w o m e n  
and children, and affiliated with the original hospital of the Mission, 
Mason Memorial Hospital. This has been made possible through gen­
erous gifts of land by the Sheikh and of money to the amount of Rs. 
16,600, contributed by the friendly Arabs of the city, in addition to 
appropriations by the Boards from our Legacy Funds. The northern­
most station of the Mission, Amarah, lying well up in Mesopotamia, is 
also to begin a strong medical work, plans having been laid during the 
year. A  medical member of the Mission staff has been stationed in that 
city, and a dispensary opened. The Lansing Memorial Hospital, long in 
Basrah, closed for some years for lack of medical staff, has been trans-
{erred to A m a r a h ; land has been secured and the erection of the building 
will soon be undertaken.
The great traditions of the Mission in the setting up of friendly 
relations, upon a distinctly Christian basis, with a Moslem people whose 
friendship is not easily secured on such a basis, have been continued 
through the year. This is achieved not only by means of friendly and 
frank conversations with Arabs w h o  m a y  meet them in their homes or 
in the Bible shops, but with great Sheikhs and wandering Bedouins w h o m  
they m a y  meet through the bold adventure of tours inland. During the 
year under review notable journeys have been made inland into the heart 
of Arabia from Bahrain, the medical missionary leading the way. O n  
the closing day of the year another such venturesome journey was made 
by a medical member of the Mission staff, accompanied by an evangel­
istic missionary, inland into Oman, with Muscat as a base. This was 
done with a view to determining whether it would be possible to open 
medical work in this southern area of Arabia, making use of a fund 
which some years ago was given to the Mission for this purpose. Grad­
ually, but surely, the interior of Arabia, the Cradle of Islam, is being 
penetrated by these journeys of our courageous missionaries, carrying 
with them the ministries of friendship and of healing, and establishing 
m a n y  contacts with important Moslem rulers, thus lajdng the founda­
tions for the building of the Church of Christ in the land dominated 
for m a n y  centuries by the False Prophet.
M esopotamia
The United Mission in Mesopotamia, maintained co-operatively by 
the Presbyterian and the two Reformed Boards, has entered very early 
in its life into the experiences that are the tragedies of missionary life. 
Already its founder has been constrained to leave the Mission on the 
ground of conditions of health incompatible with the tropics, while the 
youngest member of the Mission on his journey to the field met with a 
tragic death in an automobile accident in Jerusalem.
The Evangelistic and Educational work of this young Mission is 
assuming organized life and with it a measure of progress. Baghdad 
and Mosul, both on the Tigris, continue to be the only stations occupied 
by missionaries, but in the course of the year Hillah, on the Euphrates, 
was occupied by a resident evangelist, a m a n  of long experience in the 
Arabian Mission. Hillah, the site of ancient Babylon, is after the Cap­
ital the most promising city in the Vilayet, or Province, and the next to 
be occupied by a missionary. Indeed, action has been taken looking to 
the transfer of a missionary family to that station in 1926. Kerkuk, 
another large city to the northeast, connected with Baghdad by rail, also 
makes its urgent appeal for a resident missionary with the activities that 
go with such occupancy.
In Baghdad the evangelistic work continues to be promising. Sev­
eral enquirers are under instruction. The evangelistic work in Mosul 
centers around the Protestant Arabic congregation and the Assyrian 
refugees temporarily domiciled there. Native evangelists are also work­
ing among neighboring Yazedi and Kurdish communities.
The Mission schools have developed steadily through the year—  
from the Kindergarten to the High School, both for girls and boys. 
The foremost a m on g  these is the Baghdad Boys’ School. A  Brother­
hood has been organized in this school, somewhat after the order of a 
college Y. M. C. A., and is exercising a good influence upon the non- 
Christians. The Girls’ School in Baghdad has made a creditable begin­
ning, drawing its pupils from all classes of society, the family of the 
Prime Minister being represented. The favorable settlement with the 
Government of the right of the Mission to freedom of religious instruc­
tion will doubtless mean much for Mission Schools in all Iraq for the 
future.
Mosul Station maintains a Kindergarten, the only one m  Iraq, a 
Girls’ School and a Night School, all of which are prospering. The 
educational policy of this young Mission is still in its formation period, 
as indeed is that of the Government.
A  fund of nearly $12,000, started by Dr. Z w emer when last in the 
United States, and brought to a happy conclusion by Dr. Cantine, makes 
possible the project for a Union Church and Religious Center in Bagh­
dad. Land is being secured and it is hoped that a Christian Church will 
soon arise worthy of the opportunity in this ancient city of the Caliphs.
T H E  H O M E  D E P A R T M E N T
The year just closed has been marked by unusual activity in keep­
ing before the churches the cause of Foreign Missions. There have 
been more missionaries resident in the eastern Synods than in any other 
year in recent times, and they have traveled far and wide a mong these 
churches, with a vital and compelling message out of their o w n  expe­
rience. The Rev. Simeon Cornelius, President of the South India 
United Church, also spent six months among the churches, traveling 
almost constantly and speaking in nearly 170 different churches. This 
visit of one of our Indian fellow-laborers has brought the fields nearer 
to us than ever before and it would be hard to overstate the importance 
of his service. If our congregations have not caught some very distinct 
impressions of the service of our church in ma ny  lands it is not through 
any failure of those w h o  are laboring there to enlist their interest and 
support.
The response of the churches to the appeal for a special O ne D a y ’s 
Income offering to meet the accumulated deficit of the Board was an 
indication of the loyal interest of the church. Difficult as it sometimes 
is to call for a special offering, there were over 250 churches which 
responded, their gifts totalling $39,865.17, while the gifts of individuals 
swelled the total to $54,094.18, enough to meet the old deficit and help 
toward the budget of the current year. At the same time, w h e n  the 
total gifts of churches, Sunday Schools, W o m a n ’s Board and individuals 
for regular work are considered, we find that they fell about $3,000 
below the total of last year, which made it impossible to meet current 
expenses without drawing heavily upon legacies. In some way w e  must 
secure for the regular budget next year an increase at least equal to the 
special offering this year. It needs no long explanation to show that a 
special offering to meet an old deficit will not solve the problem of
meeting a recurrent budget which is nearly $50,000 beyond the receipts 
of the Board. Substantial increase in giving or serious retrenchment 
remain the only alternatives even after the encouraging response to the 
deficit appeal. ■
The impression which one gains almost inevitably from the expe­
rience of the year, and from .a survey of the past five years, is that the 
only w ay to secure a substantial increase in gifts is to present some spe­
cial object. The regular budget of great numbers of the churches seems 
to have become stationary, the giving to it almost automatic. N o  real 
forward step will come until the people w h o  are asked to give shall be 
able to visualize that budget as they are able to visualize and center 
their attention upon a special appeal. For this reason, the Board is 
planning next year to invite churches not only to support individual 
missionaries, but particular parts of the work. O n e  individual this year 
gave $3,000 to carry the budget of Voorhees College; in similar manner 
this year opportunity will be given to churches, societies and individuals 
not simply to contribute to the general work, but to assume responsibility 
for definite parts of it. W e  believe that the supplying of a more definite 
object m a y  quicken interest and result in the necessary increased re­
sources which are so vital to the work.
T o  analyze the receipts of the year a little more in detail, it is 
interesting to note that the gifts of the churches increased $39,502.90, 
which is within $362.27 of being their exact contribution in special
offerings for the deficit. In other words, their gifts for regular work
of the year were again at practically the same level as has been held for 
six years. O n  the other hand, Sunday Schools increased their contribu­
tions by $6,560.78, a gain of over 20 per cent. This is a most encour­
aging developing and a study of the tables at the back of this book
leads one to believe that still greater progress can be ma de  here. The 
Sunday Schools of one Classis alone gave nearly one-third of the total, 
while in another Classis no receipts are reported from this source. 
Doubtless, in some churches the Sunday School sends its contribution 
through the channels of the church, but it Would seem well worth while 
for Pastors to study the situation this year and assure themselves that 
the young people are receiving that vital part of religious education, 
sympathy and understanding of those of other nations and races and 
concrete expression of that interest. Gifts from Young People’s So­
cieties total $2,024.73, a loss of 20 per cent. Perhaps gifts from both 
Sunday Schools and Y o un g  People’s Societies should hardly be ex­
pected, as they represent practically the same source, but in one place 
or the other the young people should learn to support the enterprises 
of our o u m  church. This can often best be accomplished by the adoption 
of definite objects for support, and the Board intends to send out sug­
gestions for such projects this year.
D eputation W ork
Missionaries on furlough have given unstintedly of their time to the 
important task of informing the church at home concerning the work 
on the field. N o  journey was too arduous, no audience too small, and 
they report the usual w a r m  welcome from the churches. It is a hard
service for the missionary on furlough to spend nearly all of his S un­
days from home, and to see little of friends and relatives, often members 
of his o wn immediate family, from w h o m  he has been separated for 
five or seven long years. They m a y  at least feel assured of the deep 
appreciation of their sacrifice on the part of both the Board and the 
church. Reference has already been made to the splendid service of the 
Rev. Simeon Cornelius, also, w h o  spent six months in almost continuous 
visitation of the churches.
Exact statistics are not at hand for the western Synods, but in the 
eastern Synods 398 speaking engagements were filled by Mr. Cornelius, 
missionaries and secretaries, about 250 churches being reached. M a n y  
more churches were also touched through classical rallies, of which 
thirteen were visited, while there were also several rallies of smaller 
groups of churches. The Board is confident that the result of these 
efforts will be a quickened interest in the cause of missions. W e  believe 
also that in the Reformed Church a clear realization of need brings 
always a sure increase in gifts to meet that need.
P hiladelphia C onvention
A  unique convention was held at Philadelphia February 9-11, under 
the auspices of the Foreign Mission Boards of the Presbyterian Church 
North, the Presbyterian Church South, the United Presbyterian Church, 
the Reformed Church in the United States and our o w n  denomination. 
The survey of the work on the fields and of conditions at home as they 
affect the Foreign Mission enterprise, was most inspiring and useful 
because of the ma ny  points of contact in our work, particularly in 
Mesopotamia, where a United Mission is carried on by three of these 
denominations. It was the consensus of opinion that similar conven­
tions should be planned for the future, for the greatness of our c o m m o n  
task demands the closest co-operation and co-ordination of effort.
P ublications
T h e  Board has continued to co-operate in the publication of The 
Shristian Intelligencer and Mission Field. There is criticism of this 
paper as there is of every denominational organ, but more and more it 
is becoming evident that the critics are those w h o  do not read it, and 
that there is a large circle of faithful readers w h o  find in its columns 
the latest news of the work of our o w n  denomination in all fields. Strik­
ing proof of this fact was furnished in the wide response to articles ap­
pearing this year in its columns calling attention to definite needs. Near­
ly $1,500 was secured as the result of articles on foreign work, while 
there has also been generous response to articles on other phases of de­
nominational activity. Assistance has also been given to The Leader, and 
De Hope, which have again proved themselves useful organs of pub­
licity.
Neglected Arabia has appeared quarterly, as usual, but no Special 
Nezvs Bulletin has been issued this year, as the mailing list needs to be 
thoroughly revised to be effective.
T H E  W E S T E R N  D I S T R I C T
As heretofore, the work of the Western District, comprising the 
Synods of Chicago and Iowa, was continued under the supervision of 
the District Secretary in co-operation with the District Committee, which 
is composed of members of the Board residing within the bounds of the 
two Western Synods.
Though the range of the District Secretary’s activities was very 
m u ch  limited by illness, operation and the subsequent rather long period 
of convalescence, the work of keeping in touch with the churches has 
been maintained by correspondence, by occasional circular letters, by 
pamphlets presenting such information as the churches needed to have, 
and, especially, by m a ny  addresses delivered by furloughed missionaries 
residing in the West. B y  their kind and ready assistance it was pos­
sible to bring the missionary message to a considerable percentage of 
the churches. For this willing co-operation w e  desire to express sincere 
thanks.
The visit of the Rev. Simeon Cornelius of the Arcot Assembly 
to the church centers of the West was most welcome and effective. It 
contributed very m u ch  to the awakening of a large response to the 
financial needs of the Board. It was a great inspiration to the churches 
to meet this m a n  of God w h o  is filling so large and responsible a place 
in Christian work in his o w n  country.
It is but fitting that w e  should also make mention of the tour of 
the President of the General Synod, the Rev. William Bancroft Hill, 
D.D., and his party in various parts of the West. This tour, all the 
details of which were so well planned by Dr. Ingham, Secretary of the 
Progress Council, also made its contribution to a better understanding 
of our denominational work.
Mission Fests and Conferences were held in various Holland and 
German churches and communities of the West. In general, w e  m a y  
say that, with a possible exception here and there, these annual gather­
ings are holding their place in the interest of the churches of the two 
western Synods.
W e  are very happy to report a large and ready response to the 
appeal for One D a y ’s Income contributions for Foreign Missions. A  
large percentage of the churches contributed to the Fund which wiped 
out the accumulated deficit of the Board. W e  trust that the year upon 
which w e  have entered m a y  witness a liberal response to the appeal for 
a necessary increase in the regular offerings.
H arold E. V i.ld.max, M.D. 
Detroit, ]\!idiis>-an 
Hope College, 1921 
Detroit (. ol. of Medicine and 
Surgery, 1926
W illiam Y ander M eek 
Alton, Iowa 
/lope College, 1920 
Jiarfjord Theological Seminary, 192(j
Pearl I*. V eldman 
Graml Rapids, Mich, 
Hope College, 1924
Agnes J. B uikrma 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Hope College, 1925
Cornie A. D e Bruin 
Marion, North Dakota 
Central College, 1923 
ll'esteni Theological Seminary, 1926
Frances L. D e Bruin 
Winfred, South Dakota 
Central College
Bessie J. Shafer 
Cobleskill. X. V. 
Albany Business College. 1909
M artin H okkse.ua 
Holland. Mich. 
Hope College, 1925 
(short term)
E ugene C. D urvee 
Jersey City
Rutgers Cnk'crsity, 1923 
Hartford Theological Seminary, 1926
G arrett E. D e Jong 
Orange City, Iowa 
Hope College, 1922 
ll 'esteni Theological Seminary, 1925
Everdene K. D e Jong 
Cedar Grove, Wis. 
Hope College, 1923
T heodore Essebaggers 
Muskegon, Mich. 
Hope College, 1926 
(Short Term)
Swan tin a J. D e Y oung 
Chicago, HI.
Hope College, 1923 
Ch icago University
M I S S I O N A R I E S  A N D  T H E I R  M O V E M E N T S
At the end of the year 192S there were 172 missionaries in the 
service of the Board of w h o m  45 are ordained and 15 unordained m e n  
and 54 married w o m e n  and 58 unmarried women. In addition there are 
five emeritus missionaries on the roll of the Board.
R eturned to t h e F ield
The following missionaries have returned to their respective fields 
this year after furlough:
T o  China— Miss Leona Vander Linden, Mr. and Mrs. H e r m a n  
Renskers, Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Veenschoten, Rev. and Mrs. Henry 
Poppen.
T o  India— Miss Delia M. Houghton, Rev. and Mrs. H. E. V a n  
Vranken, Miss Wilhelmina Noordyk.
T o  Japan— Rev. and Mrs. W .  G. Hoekje.
T o  Arabia— Mrs. Sharon J. Thoms, Rev. and Mrs. G. J. Pennings. 
R eturned H o m e  on F urlough
China— Rev. and Mrs. E. W .  Koeppe, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Holle- 
man, Mrs. Maria A. Vandeweg, Miss Tena Holkeboer, Miss Jean 
Nienhuis.
India— -Rev. and ' Mrs. W .  H. Farrar, Miss Elizabeth W .  Conklin, 
Miss Clara M .  Coburn, Miss Ruth L. Scudder, Mr. Meinte Schuurmans 
(completed short term service).
Japan— Miss S. M. Couch, Rev. and Mrs. L. J. Shafer, Miss Jennie 
A. Pieters, Miss J. Gertrude Pieters, Miss E. V. Teets, Mr. Gerald A. 
M o k m a  (completed short term service).
Arabia— Rev. and Mrs. James Cantine, Rev. and Mrs. John V a n  Ess, 
Miss Jane A. Scardefield, Dr. Sarah L. Hosmon, Mr. George Gosselink 
(completed short term service).
N e w  M issionaries
The following new missionaries entered upon service in the course 
of the year:
In China— Rev. William R. Angus, Miss Agnes J. Buikema.
In India— Mrs. Mason Olcott, Mrs. Arthur Wald, Miss Cornelia W .  
Jongewaard, Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Korteling.
In Japan— Miss Henrietta Keizer (short term), Mr. Cornelius Dyk- 
huizen (short term), Mr. Martin Hoeksema (short term).
N e w  A ppointments
The following new appointments have been m a d e :
T o  China— Mr. William Vander Meer, Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. 
Veldman.
T o  India— Mr. and Mrs. Cornie A. D e  Bruin.
T o  Japan— -Miss Bessie J. Shafer, Mr. Eugene C. Duryee.
T o  Arabia— Miss Swantina D e  Young, Rev. and Mrs. Garrett E. 
D e  Jong, Mr. Theodore Essebaggers (short term).
F I N A N C E S
R eceipts, B oard of Foreign M issions
O n  the opposite page will be found a s u m m a r y  statement of the 
receipts of the year, which, with the c o mm e n t s  on expenses in the 
pages following, will give a concise view of the operations of the 
year. At the back of the report will be found also the statement of 
the Certified Public Accountants, giving the operations of the year in 
greater detail, together with full tabulation Of Trust Funds.
Total receipts amounted to $553,364.00, an increase of $21,217.31 
over the preceding year. Contributions from living sources also 
increased by $32,042.05, making a total under that caption of $467,­
751.76. T h e  chief item explaining this increase is the O n e  D a y ’s 
Income Fund, raised to meet the old deficit, the contributions to 
that fund amounting to $54,094.18.
T o  understand the operations of the Board it is necessary to 
distinguish clearly between the receipts under I, which are for the 
regular w o r k  of the Board, and those under II, which are for 
special objects. T o  meet its budget the Board can appropriate only 
the receipts under I, as gifts for special objects must be simply 
passed on to those for w h o m  the gifts are designated. Normally 
legacies are excluded from Class I, and are reserved for permanent 
property improvements, but for reasons which will be noted later 
the Board has drawn upon these legacies for current expenses this 
year. T h e  total under I, excluding legacies, is $449,128.48. After 
meeting the old deficit of $46,681.40, there was left for the current 
budget $402,447.08, an a m ount almost identical with that received last 
year. O u r  expenses exceeded this amount by $48,673.87. In view of 
the response of the churches to the deficit appeal, and the presence 
of a considerable balance in the legacy fund given without restriction 
to the Board, it was voted to draw upon that fund to meet the current 
deficit, with the result that the Board can report all obligations met. 
B y  this action the unappropriated balance in the legacy fund is 
reduced to $17,796.43. This means that w e  have meager resources 
on which to draw for n e w  buildings and property improvements as 
they are required, and makes it essential that w e  shall meet next 
year’s expenses from the receipts of the living, the only dependable 
source of revenue.
It will be noted that the accounts of the Arabian Mission have 
been merged with those of the Board, from the date September 14, 
1925. In comparing this year’s audited statement in the back of the 
book with last year’s it is necessary, therefore, to turn to the report 
of both Board and Arabian Mission last year. In the tabular state­
ment of receipts from the churches, all gifts during the year are 
credited to the Board of Foreign Missions, the separate column for 
the Arabian Mission being eliminated.
F I N A N C E S  xxiii
R E C E I P T S
I. F or t h e R egular W ork of t h e B oard :
F r o m  Contributions:
Churches, S. S. and Y. P. S................. $264,839.14
W o m a n ’s Board .........................  121,193.15
Individual Gifts .........................  44,461.32
Matured Conditional Gifts...................  1,000.00
$431,493.61
Interest on Funds available for the General W o r k
of the Board........................... $16,994.92
Interest on Current Deposits................  639.95
Legacies ................................ 45,229.37
-------- $494,357.85
II. F or Special O bjects N ot A ppearing in A n n u a l  B udget :
F r o m  Direct Contributions...................  $18,461.89
W o m a n ’s Board .........................  15,796.26
Legacies ................................  11,317.93
Conditional Gifts .........................  2,000.00
Addition to Trust Funds...................  1,000.00
Interest on Funds not available for the General
W o r k  of the Board......................  10,430.07
-------- - 59,006.15
Total Receipts ..................................  $553,364.00
Deducting:
Legacies ................................ $56,547.30
Interest on Funds and Deposits..............  28,064.94
Matured Conditional Gifts.................  1,000.00 85,612.24
Total of all Contributions, 1926................  $467,751.76
Total of all Contributions, 1925 ................  435,709.71
Gain in Contributions.........................  $32,042.05
Gain in Total Receipts........................ $21,217.31
H o m e E xpenses a n d P er C apita G ifts
H o m e  expenditures for the year amounted to $44,369.20, an increase 
of $5,904.27 over last year. This includes our share of the expense of 
the Progress Council, the Christian Intelligencer and Mission Field and 
other expenses such as the printing and circulating of literature, travel 
among the churches, etc. The increase is due mainly to three large items, 
$1,500 additional spent on travel a m on g  the churches in the interest of 
cultivation, the expenses of travel to and from India of the Rev. Simeon 
Cornelius, and additional assistance in the office secured at the suggestion 
of General Synod. These added expenditures have resulted in a much 
closer contact between the Board, the missionaries, and the churches. 
The item of interest on Bank Loans was only $1,213.83 this year, which 
is largely offset by interest received on daily balances, amounting to 
$639.95. Administration expenses are this year about 5 l 4 %  of total 
receipts, and all home expenses, as shown above, 7j4%.
The per capita rate of receipts for the year, calculated upon the 
basis of total receipts, is $3.81 as compared with $3.68 last year. C o n ­
tributions from living donors show a per capita rate of $3.22 as against 
$3.06 last year. The per capita rate based upon the grand total of re­
ceipts of the W o m a n ’s Board added to the receipts of Synod’s Board is 
$4.13 as against $5.26 last year.
F ield E xpenditures, B oard of Foreign M issions
The total amount expended for the regular work on the fields, in­
cluding the maintenance of missionaries, was $399,702.98 or $28,924.68 
more than last year, this increase being partially due to increased cost 
of exchange. These expenditures were distributed as follows: Amoy, 
$88,927.63; Arcot, $137,794.60; Japan, $97,055.47; Arabia, $75,925.28. 
$5,506.00 was also contributed toward the United Mission in Mesopotamia, 
largely from specially designated gifts. In addition $24,669.69 was ex­
pended upon new buildings, repairs and equipment, these items being met 
by legacies to the Board.
T H E  W O M A N ’S B O A R D
Receipts from all sources total $183,817.35. This figure is $56,779.93 
below that of last year, when there were such generous receipts for the 
Jubilee Fund. Included in the total are $8,736.98 from legacies, annuity 
gifts of $3,500.00 and $11,497.56 from interest on funds. $121,193.15 was 
turned over to General Synod’s Board for the regular work of the year, 
and $15,796.26 was transmitted to that Board for special objects desig­
nated by donors.
General Synod’s Board would again express its appreciation of the 
hearty co-operation of the W o m a n ’s Board, not only in the substantial 
contribution toward the general budget of the year, but also in the m a n y  
conferences necessary for the direction of our c o m m o n  work. The deep 
and sustained interest of the w o m e n  of the church remains one of the 
most reliable and encouraging factors in the carrying on of this great 
enterprise.
The ensuing pages which contain the reports of the Missions do not 
as a rule cover the work done by the W o m a n ’s Board. The latter issues 
a very complete report of its o w n  work which it is not desirable to 
duplicate in our o w n  pages. It is to be regretted that this somewhat 
mars the completeness of the picture of our work and that w e  lose some 
very interesting incidents and phases of missionary activity. W e  have, 
however, included a few references to larger institutions and to events 
and policies of important significance to mission work as a whole.
C O N C L U S I O N
R ecommendations of t h e B oard
1. That the last Sunday in February be designated for the special 
presentation of Foreign Missions in our Churches and Sunday Schools.
2. That the churches be assured of the deep appreciation of the 
Board and the Missions of their prompt and hearty response to the re­
quest for a special offering under the direction of General Synod to 
abolish the old deficit, a response which the Board interprets as an in­
dication of the purpose of the Church that the foreign work shall suffer 
no diminution.
3. That encouragement be given to the Board to appropriate for the 
year 1927 a budget of $450,000 for the regular work, this being just 
equal to the budget on which the Board is n o w  operating.
4. That to meet this budget for which the regular contributions of 
this year have proved inadequate by about $50,000, the churches be urged 
to make an increase of $25,000 or 1 0 %  in their offerings; Sunday 
Schools an increase of $10,000 or 2 5 %  ; Y o un g  People’s Societies $5,000, 
or 200%, while the Board make special effort to secure an increase of 
$10,000 from the gifts of individuals.
5. That the attention of pastors be called to the large number of 
Sunday Schools and Y o un g  People’s Societies which are making no con­
tribution whatever to Missions, and that each Pastor be urged to make 
certain that the young people of his church shall make such contribu­
tion this year, as an essential part of their religious education.
6. That in view of the generous response to a special appeal this 
year the Board be encouraged to adopt a plan of special objects within 
the regular budget, which m a y  be assigned to churches and societies for 
support, the budget for educational work totalling $60,000, being particu­
larly recommended to Sunday Schools for their support as an appropriate 
expression of their interest in the young people of other color, nationality 
and race.
7. That Pastors and Sunday School Superintendents be urged, where 
possible, to adopt such special objects for support, or in other ways to 
provide for an increase in the budget, reporting the same to the Board 
by November 1, 1926, when the Board makes its appropriations for 1927, 
in order that the Board m a y  be assured of the successful financing of 
its budget.
8. That if no reasonable assurance is received from churches and 
Sunday Schools before November 1, 1926 that the necessary increased 
contributions for the maintenance of our present work will be forth­
coming, General Synod authorize the Board to bring about with the co­
operation of the Missions such material reduction in the work of each 
as m a y  appear necessary.
9. That w e  send to each Mission the assurance of the Church’s deep 
interest in the progress of its work and to each missionary our affection­
ate greetings and the assurance of our constant prayers that they m a y  be 
sustained in a great and noble work by the strength of the Master whose 
c o m m a n d  they have obeyed.
Approved by the Board, 
M a y  13, 1926.
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T H E  A M O Y  M I S S I O N ,  C H I N A
F ounded 1842
A rea occupied 8,000 square miles. P opulation, 4,000,000
Missionaries.— Amoy: Miss K. M. Talmage, Miss M. E. Talmage, 
Miss L. N. Duryee, Miss E. K. Beekman, Dr. T. Bosch, Rev. L. A. 
Talman, Miss A. L. Mathieson. Chiang-chiu: Miss M. C. Morrison, 
Rev. H. P. Boot, Rev. H. P. D e  Free, Rev. S. Day, Miss L. Vander 
Linden, Mr. H. Renskers, Rev. H. M. Veenschoten, Rev. H. Beltman, 
Mr. G. T. Kots. Sio-khe: Rev. H. J. Voskuil, Miss E. G. Bruce, Dr. 
R. Hofstra, *Miss C. C. Borgman, Rev. W .  R. Angus, Miss A. J.
Buikema. Leng-na: Miss K. R. Green, Rev. H. Poppen, Rev. A. J.
Westmaas. Tong-an: Miss N. Zvvemer, Rev. F. Eckerson, Miss R. 
Broekema.
Associate Missionaries— Mrs. H. P. D e  Free, Mrs. H. P. Boot, 
Mrs. H. J. Voskuil, Mrs. S. Day, Mrs. H. Renskers. Mrs. T. Bosch,
Mrs. L. A. Talman, Mrs. H. M. Veenschoten, Mrs. H. Poppen. Mrs.
H. Beltman, Mrs. R. Hofstra, Mrs. A. J. Westmaas.
O n  Furlough.— Rev. and Mrs. E. W .  Koeppe, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. 
Holleman, Mrs. M. A. Vandeweg, Miss T. Holkeboer, Miss J. Nienhuis.
Chinese Helpers.— Ordained ministers, IS. Other Helpers: Preach­
ers, 62; Bible W o m e n ,  30; Teachers in Boarding Schools, 146; Teachers 
in D a y  Schools, 171.
Churches.— Twenty-four; Communicants, 3,617; Sunday Schools, 16; 
Scholars, 2,272.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys’, 6; scholars, 1,044; Girls', 6; scholars, 901; 
W o m e n ’s, 4; scholars, 129; Theological, 1; students, 25; Day Schools, 
63; scholars, 3,030. Total schools, 80; scholars, 5,129.
Hospitals and Dispensaries.— Six; Patients treated, 45,513.
"Died, June 30, 1925.
R E P O R T  F O R  1925
I N T R O D U C T I O N
N o  man liveth unto himself, he is one of ma ny  members. It m ay 
as truly be said, “N o  mission liveth unto itself.” W e  m a y  think of 
our peculiar mission responsibility and work as limited to the A m o y  
region, and the South Fukien Church, but in reality it is bound up in a 
great "complex” of m a n y  movements, both favorable and unfavorable, all 
more or less affecting our work. Even within this field w e  are already 
united with two other missions— the English Presbyterian and the L on­
don Mission— in a united church, in which the churches are no longer 
thought of denominationally. The work, moreover, is becoming more
and more church-centric, rather than mission-centric. This is instanced, 
for example, in the development of the project to have one Theological 
Seminary to represent the three missions and the Chinese church. It 
seemed, after mu ch  discussion on the part of the Synod, that the time 
had not come to put the institution in any one of the three places, Amoy, 
Chin-chew, or Chiang-chiu, all of which had their supporters. But the 
definite change was made to place the two existing institutions— the Bible 
School in Chin-chew, and the Theological Seminary in Chiang-chiu, of 
the English Presbyterian, and the Reformed Mission respectively— both 
under the direction and control of a Board appointed by and responsible 
to the Chinese Church Synod only. Such developments are making it 
increasingly difficult to speak of “our” work in any narrow sense of the 
word.
The Shanghai incident of M a y  30th is the outstanding illustration of 
the way in which the work is affected by other great movements in 
China. The effect of this unfortunate affair spread like an electric shock 
throughout China. A n d  immediately churches, missions and schools were 
greatly affected. This was all apart from its influence on industry and 
commerce. This report can hardly deal in any adequate w a y  with that 
affair. This has already been fully covered by the press. Let us realize, 
however, that perhaps no one thing has more profoundly affected mis­
sion work in China in the year that has passed, or called more loudly 
for a readjustment of our relations to the Chinese government and for a 
change in attitude and spirit toward the people with w h o m  w e  associate.
The Shanghai affair was closely related to other movements, most 
of which are no longer new. The rise of Nationalism, the Student 
Movement, and the anti-foreign feeling which has, in fact, been always 
more or less evident, all played a part in that outburst of protest and 
resentment. There is also still another distinct propaganda known as 
the anti-religious movement. Sanford Chen, n o w  secretary of the China 
Educational Association, explains this in an article in the China Educa­
tional Review. After speaking of the New-Culture Movement, and the 
general student unrest, he continues:
“The anti-Christian movement is an instance of such propaganda. 
The promoters, as w e  find after careful study, are of two parties with a 
third group having no definite purpose of its own. The Y o u n g  China 
Society started the movement from the point of view of nationalism in 
education.
“The Communists agitated behind the curtain of the Kwomingtang 
party from the Bolshevik standpoint. T o  some it m a y  seem that the 
National Association for the Advancement of Education was responsible 
for the origin of the movement, but the forces behind the scenes have 
been working ever since the W orld Student Christian Federation held 
its conference in Peking in 1922.”
Bolshevism has made great strides south of us in Canton and 
Swatow, seriously affecting mission work. Missionaries had to leave 
Canton and Swatow for a while during the summer months. In Swatow 
the Cantonese “Reds” in charge have taken over the English Presby­
terian schools, and prohibited the teaching of religion in them. In some 
places soldiers have occupied missionary residences.
Militarism has continued for m a ny  years n o w  with its by-products—  
banditry and opium growing. All these affect the work of the missions 
and the churches, as our report will further show. Mr. Poppen and 
family, returning from furlough and on their w a y  to their station in 
Leng-na, were robbed by bandits. Just n o w  the fields are beautiful in­
deed with poppies in full bloom. O n e  might say that they tithe one-tenth 
of their fields to the cultivation of the harmful drug. T o  combat this 
evil the National Anti-Opium Society has been formed, representing 
Christians and non-Christians, but they carry on under great odds, for 
it seems that opium is the only means for raising the heavy taxes 
demanded by the Military.
It m a y  be that to have carried on under such conditions and against 
such adverse forces, as a ship plows its w ay through a storm, though 
making no great progress, in itself m a y  be considered as attaining 
one’s aim. The progress of educational work has been little, if any, re­
tarded by these things. But the growth in membership in the. church as 
a whole has as in late years been quite discouraging.
Special mention is made in the reports of the A m o y  district of the 
meetings there held by a Chinese evangelist, Mr. Wong. H e  is a young 
m a n  w h o  left a good position in the navy to become an evangelist. H e  
speaks very simply but in the power of the Spirit. There was confession 
of sin and a number united with the church. A  Y. W .  C. A. was
started in the Girls’ School. In the fall meetings were held also by
Miss Dora Yu.
The annual Preachers’ Conference was held in the latter part of 
August in Tong-an. The chief speaker from the outside was Dr. Logan, 
of the Southern Presbyterian Mission of Japan. His addresses were 
greatly appreciated. They were full of excellent teaching and bore wit­
ness to the speaker’s o w n  experience of the power and love of God. It 
was intensely interesting to hear at first hand something of the history 
of the Japanese church and her methods of church organization and 
expansion. The meetings of the conference were varied in character. 
S o m e  were for prayer, some for Bible study, and some for the dis­
cussion of important church problems. Plans are n o w  in hand for the
conference in 1926, and the committee asks for special prayer for the
speakers and all w h o  will attend.
Special mention should also be made of the successful moving of a 
large educational institution, Talmage College, to its n ew campus and 
h o me  in Chiang-chiu, accomplished during the China N e w  Year’s vaca­
tion. This has been a cause for great satisfaction and is the realization 
of plans long ago made in connection with the raising of what w e  called 
the China Educational Fund. The next great step needed is the raising 
of more funds from the Chinese to complete the buildings and campus.
With great sorrow we record the loss of one of the mission family 
during the year, Miss Cynthia Borgman. Ours was the privilege of only 
a few short years of fellowship with her in this service, but it was 
sufficient to show her splendid devotion.
A  careful study of the statistics has brought to light some rather 
amazing facts. The following table of contributions shows that the 
income from Chinese sources equals dollar for dollar the gifts received 
from America.
R E C E I P T S  F R O M  T H E  F I E L D
(Gwen in Mexican dollars which are equivalent to about fifty cents American gold)
R eceipts on t h e F ield
Church work, general.... 
Educational, Boarding ... 
Educational, D ay Schools 
Medical W o r k  .......
Per capita 
$43,597M $12.04M
48,508M
12.3S3M 11.86M
34,778M 1.45M
Total on Field..................  $139,236M
Total from America.............  $139,030M
O n e  other striking fact which emerges is that womanhood is coming 
to the fore. T he church membership is about equally divided between 
m e n  and w o m e n  and the same is true for the pupils in boarding schools. 
In the day schools the boys outnumber the girls two to one, but the 
number of the latter shows very satisfactory increase in proportion to the 
number of boys.
Amoy District
It was in the beginning of this year that two institutions, Talmage 
College and the Theological Seminary, were moved to Chiang-chiu, thus 
decreasing the number of institutions and missionaries at work in this 
district.
A m o y  G irls’ M iddle School
The great event of the year was the moving of the school to the 
building given to us by the W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions in 
m e m o r y  of their Jubilee, and formerly used by Talmage College. After 
the most necessary repairs were made the school moved in for the new 
term in February. The new dormitory was not begun until October, 
but at the time of writing it is going up rapidly and promises to be a 
very commodious building. W e  have been using the upper story of the 
old class room building for dormitories. The school has increased its 
enrollment to 78 pupils, and 8 students were graduated in June. Four 
of these graduates are at work teaching in our own primary schools, 
two in government schools, one is doing private teaching, and one is 
continuing her studies elsewhere. Miss Duryee is in charge of the 
school.
K u l a n g s u B oys’ P rimary School
The school opened the year with about the usual number enrolled 
— just over 2S0 pupils. During the spring term the members of the 
Board of the school began a financial campaign to raise funds for a 
much needed n e w  building. Almost $3,000 was promised locally when 
the M a y  30th incident in Shanghai brought an abrupt end to it. There 
was a great deal of agitation and unrest in all schools at that time and 
it seemed best to close the term somewhat earlier than usual.
Schools generally seemed to have a markedly decreased enrollment 
on the opening of the fall term. Although some decrease is the usual 
thing, this was somewhat the result of the Shanghai affair. O ur c o m ­
paratively small enrollment of just over 200 pupils was mainly due to 
the fact that in conformity with almost all schools of like grade 
throughout China, the highest class, the seventh grade, was discontinued, 
to conform with the corresponding change made in Talmage College to’ 
a Junior and Senior High School.
The Board of Trustees of the school has received the permission
of the Mission to arrange for the opening of a Junior High School
embracing only the first year’s work. This is in order that w e  might
keep in touch with boys of Christian families, whose parents consider
them not old enough to send to Talmage College in Chiang-chiu. There 
were 27 pupils. This venture is under the direction of the Board of the 
school entirely, and not a part of the Mission’s work, only in so far as 
the Mission is represented on the Board, i.e., by its two representatives, 
Mr. Talman and Mr. Day. Mr. Talman is in charge of the Kulangsu 
Boys’ Primary School.
H ope a n d W ilhelmina H ospital
T he year 1925 stands out in the history of the hospital as a year of 
progress along all lines. This progress has been steady and persistent, 
so that w e  n o w  look upon our hospital year as the best we have ever 
witnessed. The medical work has increased remarkably. In order ade­
quately to appreciate this one must make a study of the number of 
in-patients since the re-opening of the hospital in 1917. The total for 
the year was 2,017, the largest number since the opening and a net 
increase of more than 25 per cent, over the past year. Since our most 
important work is done with those patients that stay with us for some 
time, w e  here give only the record of in-patients, though the number of 
out-patients— 17,605— shows a corresponding increase over the preceding 
years. W e  cannot adequately answer w h y  w e  should have had this 
increase. A m o n g  other factors the upbuilding of the staff has been of 
great importance. All the doctors are graduates of accredited medical 
institutions. As the work is divided at present, Dr. H. S. H u an g  
(U. S. A. Registry) is in charge of the Hope Hospital, representing the 
m e n ’s work. H e  and Dr. I. L. Y o un g  (Shanghai Graduate) have been 
doing m u ch  to build up the work a m o n g  the men. The Wilhelmina 
Hospital for w o m e n  is in charge of Dr. T. W .  Lee (Hackett Graduate). 
W e  were much pleased to receive from the Hackett Medical School the 
only interne they sent out this year; and Dr. A. W o n g  is doing valuable 
work and making enviable progress under the direction of Dr. Lee. The 
drug room is under the charge of Dr. C. L. Y o u n g  (Hackett Graduate). 
Although each one in his sphere is entirely unhampered in his or her 
work, the whole is co-ordinated by the Superintendent, Dr. T. Bosch 
(U. S. A. Registry). Not only is it our aim to have accredited physi­
cians, but w e  are also anxious to secure graduate nurses in place of 
the illiterate orderly. W e  rejoice in having four graduate nurses: Miss 
J. Nienhuis (U. S. A. Registry), w h o  is at present on furlough; Miss 
A. L. Mathiesen (Danish Registry), w h o  is the Superintendent of nurses; 
Miss S. T. Lee (Chinese Registry), w h o  is taking advanced work, and 
Miss C. K. H a n  (Chinese Registry). In addition to these there are 
fourteen undergraduate nurses, one of tvhom is temporarily helping in
the Fagg Memorial Hospital at Leng-na. After all, a patient comes to 
a hospital lor expert care and we strive to give that in ever greater 
measure.
A s  for daily routine, one of our visitors stated that it is difficult 
for their hospitals to have rules about bathing and hospital garments. 
W e  are experiencing very little difficulty along these lines. All our 
patients are immediately bathed and put into clean clothes and given 
hospital bedding; and the patient’s clothing is stored away. Daily 
rounds are made by the staff, and during these rounds the most im­
portant cases are discussed and dressings changed. It gives the patient 
a feeling of comfort to k n o w  that he is taken care of by several physi­
cians instead of only one. After the daily rounds one doctor will take 
care of the out calls, some one else will attend to the clinics, which are 
held three times a week, others will do their operative work, for which 
two operating rooms have been set aside. Since these clinics are at 
definite hours, and since all the operations are announced the night 
before, the nursing staff is kept unusually busy during the morning. In 
the afternoon two hours are devoted to teaching. In all, during the week, 
twenty hours of didactic work are given to the nurses. This teach­
ing is divided among members of the staff. It was during this 
year also that our school for nurses came up to the standard of the 
China Nurses Association and was entered as a member of the asso­
ciation. The rest of the afternoon is devoted to operative and laboratory 
work. Night duty is performed in rotation by the members of the 
staff; though all of them are prepared to be called for serious cases.
The religious work has been well done by the resident preacher and 
the Bible W o m a n ,  and other members of the staff. M a n y  of the workers 
and the patients profited by the evangelistic meetings held in the spring, 
and m a n y  of the patients showed an inclination to study the Bible 
more thoroughly. T o  all those on leaving the hospital a letter was 
given to present to the pastor of the church nearest their home, and 
another letter was forwarded by mail to that pastor informing him o 
those patients that were especially touched by the Gospel, urging him to 
visit them. A  Christian Endeavor Society was also organized for the 
nurses. They seem to enjoy these meetings very much and derive much 
benefit from them. Our hospital chapel attendance on Sundays averages 
about a hundred, and not infrequently our little church is full. M a n y  
special meetings were held during the year; some of educational, others 
of religious value.
Financially, the year was one of marked progress. Whereas the 
total figures for 1924 showed a total receipt of $26,500, the total income 
for 1925 was well over $33,000. This includes a gift of $2,735 (Gold) 
for the purchase of an X-ray and also over $1,000 received from thank­
ful patients. Since, however, most of our patients come from the poorer 
classes, the expenses also mounted very high, and thus it became im­
possible to close with any balance.
Dr. Bosch, who is in charge of the hospital, closes his report with 
words of thanks, “to all those w h o  have contributed to make this active 
year of 1925 a period of great progress. W e  thank them for their co­
operation, their persistent labor, their devotion, their sense of duty, and
their love lor the work. W e  furthermore thank those societies in 
America which have sent us hospital supplies. . . . Once more do w e  
thank those Chinese patients w h o  have appreciated our work, our purpose 
and our call well enough to grant us, on leaving, valuable donations to 
carry on our work and further our purpose, which is to bring healing 
in the name of the Great Healer to the people of A m oy . ”
Chiang-chiu District
E vangelistic W ork
During the year this district has suffered little in comparison with 
other sections of China. General Chang has ruled his soldiers with an 
iron hand, and excesses or insubordination met with summary discipline. 
Taxes levied have been many and heavy. Bandits and local defense 
committees have n o w  and then vied for power and position. Defeated 
armies have passed through certain sections, demanding food and shelter 
en route and leaving in their wake both waste and munitions for 
defense or aggression. Opposition meeting with greater loss or even 
death, people chose the alternative of flight, and m a n y  church families 
spent weeks on the mountains. Several were kidnapped and compelled to 
pay ransom for their release. But as far as is known to us no church 
members met with death through violence.
Chiang-chiu people can look back with joy upon several important 
events that took place here that are of more than local interest.
The Classis and the Synod both held their sessions in this city and 
left their impress on church and civic life. At this and an adjourned 
meeting of the Classis two preachers were examined for licensure and 
ordination and one new pastor ordained. The two m e n  have promises 
of calls within the bounds of this Classis— a cause for hope and joy. 
Another young man, a m e mb e r  of the first graduating class of the 
present seminary, hopes to take his first examination next year.
During the General Synod the Tang-poa-au church, with its seating 
capacity of 1,200 taxed to the limit, was solemnly dedicated in an im­
pressive service. Congratulatory banners lined three interior walls. The 
Synod, various churches, the three missions, and the local civil magis­
trate favored the audience with addresses. A  brief history of the church 
and of the development of the new building was read by one of the 
leading elders, and the entire congregation united responsively in the 
dedicatory service. Vocal and instrumental music added greatly to the 
occasion.
During the year there were in the five organized churches of this 
district forty additions on confession of faith. Fifteen deaths and 
twenty-one letters of dismissal to other churches made the church barely 
hold her o w n  in numbers. There are, however, several awaiting bap­
tism, and a growing number of inquiries is recorded in three centers.
City Evangelistic W o r k .— As an outgrowth of the N e w  Year’s week 
of prayer, the four city churches joined in union evangelistic work for 
city and surrounding villages. Considerable interest was manifested and 
an organization formed. Flags, instrumental music, lanterns, and liter­
ature were useful accessories. The definite monthly program carried
out for six months called for four days of village preaching and two 
evenings of city street preaching. For the latter definite subjects were 
assigned to four preachers an evening. At the foot of General Chang’s 
monument, in the center of the city, on a busy thoroughfare, from two 
hundred to five hundred an evening listened to the truth sown in faith. 
Time alone will reveal the harvest that m a y  be gleaned from this series 
of meetings in the open air.
While the M a y  30th incident temporarily prevented our renewing 
these union efforts this autumn, the opportunity was regarded so favor­
ably that efforts to erect a Gospel hall on a triangular piece of adjacent 
land are about to be realized. Then w e  shall need a nearby place to 
which inquirers m a y  be taken to secure even better results. Over a 
social cup of tea, amid surroundings that proclaim the Christ, and with 
literature to set forth His praise, w e  m a y  hope to further His Kingdom. 
The village work, too, has already brought some m e n  and w o m e n  to 
church services on Sunday.
Inquirers' Meetings.— For some time there has been a deeply felt 
need of imparting more intensive teaching along certain doctrinal lines. 
This need has been more recently intensified because of the so-called True 
Church of Christ movement. For several months now, Thursday eve­
nings have been devoted to the discussion of timely topics in line with 
the leading tenets of those w h o  seek to disturb the membership of the 
churches by raising questions of doubt. The audiences have varied in 
numbers, but never has zeal or attention flagged. Questions raised gave 
proof of intelligent research and desire to kn ow  the truth. Greater 
clarity will enable them to withstand the temptations that assail. Inter­
est has been sustained throughout the series, and another series of 
meetings will be undertaken after the N e w  Year’s meetings. It has been 
a source of great joy to prepare for some of these meetings. T o  know 
the truth will result inevitably in more doing of the truth.
Thian-po Church.— This church is feeling the effects of its aged 
pastor’s physical weakness. The church school was maintained with 
greater difficulty and with reduced numbers. N o  additions to church 
membership are recorded for the year. S u m m e r  preaching by one of the 
seminary students at their out-station seems to have imparted but little 
added life or inspiration. Already negotiations are pending looking 
towards opening up new work at Lam-cheng, the county seat, instead of 
this out-station.
Chioh-be Church.— Pastor A n g  rejoices in securing a good assistant, 
one of our 1925 seminary graduates. The assistant gives time to the 
large school as well as to the church, and shares in both preaching and 
pastoral work— a fine education for a young m a n  under an efficient 
pastor. Evidently their joint efforts are appreciated by the congregation. 
Hai-teng, their out-station, has had more supervision and added to their 
church membership; efforts bid fair to materialize in a n e w  church 
building program; best of all, twelve new people joined the ranks of 
active membership during the year. The veteran pastor took a prominent 
part in the work of classis and synods this year, and his sage advice was 
repeatedly sought and followed.
Leng-soa.— In this church there has been some dissension. False 
economy temporarily led the officers to make one m a n  do the work of 
two to the detriment of both church and school. The three out-stations 
have each suffered in their o w n  way. In Elang, the brethren failed to 
bring in their quota of the preacher’s salary, and consequently lost h i m ; 
and they are without hope of securing another until the mother-church 
will guarantee this. San-khu-chhan continues to suffer because of opium 
taxes levied there and Catholic opposition. Yet even there the word has 
been blessed to the saving of several souls. In Lak-tau, bandit troubles 
resulted in considerable loss of property to the people and the preacher 
alike, but the services continue regularly. Sometimes those are held in 
the bog castle rather than the little church, when conditions are unsettled. 
Soldiers have been garrisoned there throughout the year, causing the 
people to spend weeks at a time in hiding on the mountains. Yet this 
very trouble has no doubt deepened the faith of some. Others, again, 
have waxed cold, and are becoming conformed to the world and are 
seeking worldly preferment.
Soa-sia Church— In two of the out-stations of this church the 
faithful work of resident preachers resulted in the in-gathering of new 
members. Lam-khi, so long without a preacher, revived considerably 
through the student preaching during the summer months. The mother 
church tired of being without a minister, and bestirred herself during 
the year. A  pastor was called and was recently installed amid festal 
joy and a barbecue in which the church and the world alike partici­
pated. As an evidence that there is some m oney a m on g  the church 
membership, m a y  record the kidnapping of an elder and his son and 
son-in-law, and later of a deacon. Each family had to pay some $800 
Mex., ransom money for the release of the captives. M a n y  hardships 
but drive them closer to the Master.
In the church schools of this district a force of thirty-six teachers 
has been ministering daily to no less than S61 children, of which 
number 17S were girls. With so mu ch  agitation against Christian schools 
these days, the increased attendance of the church schools is a cause for 
added joy. A  proposed questionnaire will later give us facts as to the 
nature and amount of Christian instruction these schools purvey, what 
percentage of the pupils come from Christian homes, and to what extent 
these schools secure the patronage of others.
While there has been no growth in the financial gifts of the church 
for definitely Christian work, the fact that, with one exception, all the 
budgets have been met, speaks well for the district.
There is a growing realization of the need for a thoroughgoing 
revival, and small groups for prayer have already been quietly organized.
Instead of union evangelistic meetings, the four churches of the 
city will each hold separate meetings for five days in the forenoons. In 
one church there will also be daily meetings in the afternoon for the 
women. All the churches will hold cottage meetings in the evenings. ■
Beautiful plans for the proposed n e w  city hospital have been pre­
pared by Mr. Kales, the Talmage College architect, but work, for the 
time being, has ceased on account of international complications. W o r k  
with non-Christians in committee meetings has already given proof that
co-operation along certain lines m a y  prove an open door to definite 
Christian work. Mutual understanding and fellowship disarm distrust.
During the first half-year Mr. Boot was in charge of the district
evangelistic work, and in the second half of the year Mr. Veenschoten
shared the responsibility.
T heological Se m inary
The Theological Seminary has carried on its work this year in an 
ancestral hall where rows of wooden tablets supposed to contain the 
spirits of various members of the clan for seventeen generations back 
look down on the classes. Good reports have been coming to us from 
all of them as to the way in which they have begun their ministry. 
The graduation of four m e n  reduced the number of full-time students 
from twelve to eight, but we added in the fall term six new names
to the list of Talmage College students taking part-time work of a
preparatory nature, so that our total number receiving instruction in­
stead of diminishing increased from twenty to twenty-two. These 
students in Talmage have been enthusiastic about doing evangelistic 
work on Sundays, going out to nearby villages; and m a n y  of them give 
promise of becoming good seminary students and church workers in the 
future. The eight full-time students have gone in pairs to a mountain 
village about fifteen miles away, the birthplace of one of our pastors, 
w h o  has for years been urging that work be started there. T o  reach 
this place ten miles was traversed on a small push-car railway, each 
car seating four persons and pushed along a narrow gauge track by a 
coolie. The remainder of the distance was traveled on foot. A s  there 
are no Christians in this mountain village it was real pioneer evangelistic 
work, and presented m a n y  problems and furnished good training for the 
students. During the summer these same eight students took charge 
of various churches in three districts for periods of from eight to ten 
weeks.
The school in the new year is to come under the control of the 
committee of Synod that takes over theological education. One of the 
pastors chosen by Synod, Rev. Tan Chhiu Kheng, will begin to do part­
time teaching. Applications to enter the school have already come from 
several new students. So w e  hope that the Chinese church will thus 
take a deeper interest in the training of its workers. This will un­
doubtedly mean an increase in the number of students and will help to 
develop a still better type of graduate for the work of the ministry.
T a l m a g e College
The year marks the first year of Talmage College in its n ew location 
in Chiang-chiu. Moving furniture and the apparatus of a school is easier 
than effecting the change in thought and habits which the association of 
more than two score years has established. Although w e  came to a new 
dormitory and a partly completed class-room building, there was much 
work going on in further preparation of buildings and campus; so that 
the newness of the place seemed to impress students and teachers alike. 
During the first month the students seemed lost on a large campus,
making little effort to utilize it in athletics and being more keenly inter­
ested in getting acquainted with the town. The four churches of the 
city all had meetings to welcome the school to the city, which helped us 
to realize our close relation to the Christian forces of the city. A  
local athletic meet, in which the school w o n  the banner, started the 
boys in the use of the athletic field, and by bringing them into contact 
with other schools developed more of a feeling of pride and owner­
ship in the new location. The excitement which prevailed all over 
China in connection with the Shanghai M a y  30th incident, touched us 
also, and although there were no unpleasant feelings manifested against 
foreign missionaries, it brought another call to join with other schools 
in giving proof of their patriotism. W e  are satisfied that in spite of 
statements sometimes made that mission schools are unpatriotic, the 
evidence furnished by the contributions of money and by the time given 
to work carried on jointly by the Chiang-chiu schools is concrete proof 
of sincere patriotism.
A  few days before school opened in the spring, twenty-six life-size 
idols were carried from an old temple situated on the campus. This 
building was converted partly into a temporary chapel and partly into a 
dining hall. W o r k  on n e w  buildings continued during the spring term, 
and when the fall work opened, a second class-room building was ready, 
giving us twelve class rooms besides the three rooms in the basement. 
Soon after this the Chinese principal’s residence was also ready for 
occupancy. For the rapid completion of the four new buildings, besides 
the two n ew residences for missionaries on the campus, Mr. Beltman 
deserves m u ch  credit. W e  were better able in the fall, therefore, to take 
care of a large enrollment. The average enrollment for the year was 
203, which was only twenty below that of the previous year; so that we 
feel that w e  have passed through this trying stage of moving a school 
wdthout any great falling off in numbers. M a n y  feared that the anti- 
foreign agitation of the summer would seriously affect the fall enroll­
ment, but w e  did not find this to be the case, but rather the contrary.
The military dictator in charge of this district, General Chang, 
planned an athletic meet in the fall, in which schools from the entire 
district, covering an area of a thousand square miles, participated. 
There were both games and track events, and enthusiasm ran high both 
in the three days of preliminaries and in the finals. These athletics, 
however, while they gave the school a silver cup and several banners, 
also brought a test to students and teachers, which revealed that the 
spirit of true sportsmanship could be better developed. T o  be willing 
to lose rather than use a player w h o  is not properly a m e mber of the 
school, is a state of mind that is hard to attain, because of the ingrained 
aversion to “losing face.” Although w e  have been disappointed in this 
matter it has also revealed to us another aspect in which we should 
help them toward a higher ideal and a Christian spirit.
Special events in the school calendar have , been numerous. The 
meeting of Synod held in Chiang-chiu in December, the dedication of 
the city church, in which the students worship, and the meeting of the 
Talmage College Alumni for two days in December, all helped to link 
the school with the outside world more closely. During the year a band
of twenty pieces was organized. They have made great progress under 
the able direction of Mr. Kots, and during the fall months they have 
been in much demand to play at various functions at the churches In 
these and other activities the students’ Y. M. C. A. has been very active. 
Special mention should be made of the evangelistic band which has had 
about twenty students engaged in Sunday school and preaching on Sun­
day. Twelve students joined the church on confession of faith during 
the fall term.
C h iang-chiu B oys’ P rimary
The school year has been a peaceful one; especially so if one con­
trasts it to the unrest that has been prevalent in most of China’s 
schools. At times conditions looked dark, but w e  have managed to 
avoid unpleasant developments. A  strong feeling of loyalty has pre­
vailed a m on g  teachers and scholars, all working for the good of the 
school. Morning chapel services w'ere well attended, as also the evening 
prayers, which are always conducted by the students themselves. Sunday 
observance has not waned; on the contrary, there seems to be an 
increasing reverence for the Lord’s day. W e  have had a very large 
percentage of the students attending both the morning and the afternoon 
services— the latter including Sunday school. This is a cause for re­
joicing, for the greater number of our students this year have come 
from non-Christian homes.
O ur average enrollment was 2S0, reaching a total of 267 in the 
spring term. Materially we have also progressed, for during the summer 
months a new dining hall, with kitchen and wash rooms on the first 
floor, was built. The second floor provides for a reading room, two 
large class-rooms, and a few teachers’ rooms. M u c h  credit for the 
erection of this building is due to the Chinese principal, Chan H a k  
Law, and the Chinese members of the School Board of Trustees, who 
helped us to secure “rock bottom” Chinese prices. Though erected at 
a very low cost, it is a good, substantial building. Our Chinese Trustees 
show an active interest in the school, and are willing to help in all that 
pertains to the development of the institution. They are beginning to 
feel that the school is theirs and needs their assistance. Our prayer is 
that this feeling of responsibility m a y  grow, and a willingness to serve 
and support m a y  grasp the Chinese leaders, that soon they m a y  take 
over complete control. Rev. Henry Beltman has been in charge.
Sio-khe District
E vangelistic W ork
One of the first things to report is the opening of a new station. 
This place was visited m a ny  times before, but during the past year a 
new believer was added, and n o w  the time seems ripe for opening. All
the pastors of the county agree that w e  should no longer leave the
county seat outside the ministrations of the church. W e  were about to 
secure a building in a central position within the city, but difficulties 
multiplied until everything was halted by an invasion of the Cantonese
troops. It then seemed best to locate for the present in the home vil­
lage of our two members, and await opportunity to “mo ve  to town.” 
T he first communion service was held in February, and the preacher 
moved in this fall. A  young hospital student w h o  has opened a medical 
shop near by has shown interest in the new chapel.
The churches have had a year of considerable though not serious 
disturbance. At the beginning of the year the defection of the military 
stationed here involved some of our leading members, from two of the 
churches, in difficulties with the government. Fortunately this has been 
mostly overcome and the fines paid; but our people are n o w  very wary 
of taking part in public works. T he burden of a fine for taking a 
share with the defecting colonel will not soon be forgotten, even though 
the affair followed the worthy object of building a public road.
This burden has fallen heaviest on the Sio-khe church. T he evening 
services which were quite flourishing during 1924 have been suspended 
for a good part of the year, and for the rest of the year have been 
chiefly left to the pastor. The members, even those w h o  attend, show 
no enthusiasm. This is a good barometer of the church life, since this 
is not a formal meeting, but one depending upon voluntary interest. 
The regular Sunday services have been pretty well maintained, and the 
finances are about equal to the needs of the church, though maintained 
with some difficulty. Since the Mission supports schools in this center 
the church takes no responsibility for such institutions, but since the Mis­
sion has asked each of the four churches of the district to appoint a 
m e mb e r  on the Board of the Sio-khe Boys’ School, which has the 
management of the same, the Board of the school has already taken up 
this responsibility. Not only so, but at one informal meeting they dis­
cussed favorably the proposition of running a Junior High School in 
connection with this Primary School, without the aid of funds supplied 
by the Mission.
The church which was most flourishing last year and which has 
most nearly maintained its advance is Lam-sin. Their advance in 
accessions and their maintenance of the services of the church speak their 
devotion. The beginning of a small girlsj school by the pastor’s wife 
shows where the source of some of this enthusiasm is. Both the pastor 
and his wife are rather unassuming, but they possess a real spiritual life.
The church of Poa-a is rich in its out-stations, having three such 
chapels. Unfortunately, one of these has been without a preacher most 
of the year, and the serious illness of its leading member has been a 
hardship to that station. The other two stations have maintained their 
status, added to their attendance, and increased their gifts. In the case 
of Siang-khe this was materially helped by the appointment of a sem­
inary graduate to that place. This same m a n  is running a night school 
for which he gets assistance only in his absence. His work and his 
enthusiasm are highly commendable. The home church, Poa-a, more 
than the other stations, suffered from the visit of the Cantonese A r m y  
this spring, but has not suffered such a spiritual shock as from their 
previous visit. The pastor, though weak in body, has worked with con­
tinued interest and enlarged the work of the church and its monthly 
preaching band. His salary has also been increased.
The church at Haw-san seems to be in a better condition. In the
mid-year they also obtained the appointment of a seminary graduate. 
This active young preacher has already presented a class of eight candi­
dates for church membership. Several of these candidates are women, 
which is a rather unusual thing for these churches, most of their w o m e n  
coming from the schools, or through letters from other churches. In 
this case, the mothers of some of the young m e n  are coming forward.
At the beginning of the year a building was completed at Paw-a for 
the preacher’s residence, to which the local people contributed half the 
funds. And, although a heavy storm during the summer destroyed part 
of their school building, the people immediately taxed themselves to pro­
vide for this repair, and n o w  with the aid of the Mission this work goes 
happily on.
There were four stations which formerly were too far away to be 
administered by any of the existing church organizations. They were 
called Bi-kong-hoe (American Mission) and were under the Missionary 
in charge. This is n o w  known as the Law-khe church, which, although 
it has not enough members (twenty-five) to be recognized as a fully 
organized church, was given a local name and recognized by Classis 
in issuing to them a consistory right and seal. The membership 
is n o w  twenty, but w e  hope to add several to that during the year. 
Hong-thau-poa, the oldest of these stations, was opened in the days of 
Pastor Yap and Dr. Warnshuis. The second, Tham-phoe, was opened 
about ten years ago, and was made quite a flourishing center by one 
of its preachers; but under the present ministration of its colporteur there 
is not mu ch  life. The third station, Liong-nia-poe, has thus far been 
opened and cared for by a brother w h o  has done something to establish 
the Kingdom in that place.
Peng-ho, the last station, of which w e  have written above, was 
opened in the county seat. W e  have a good preacher there, but the 
disturbance caused by the Cantonese army has hindered the work. Mr. 
Voskuil is the Missionary in charge.
Sio-k h e  B oys’ P rimary School
This school has been less affected by the Cantonese invasion than 
most of its neighbors. Its work was interrupted for onlj' about two 
weeks— the time during which both parents and students were keeping 
out of the way of the soldiers.
The spring term work went smoothly, with an enrollment of 173 
students. The faculty have worked well together and have done 
admirable work. M a n y  of these are staying with us at a considerable 
sacrifice, and w e  wish to record our appreciation.
The greatest blessing has come to us in the completion of the fund 
for the n e w  school building. This n e w  building is n o w  more than half 
finished and promises to be a very suitable one. The local people have 
found it in their hearts to contribute a considerable sum, $1,000, making 
it possible to build the whole structure as previously planned, and 
without curtailment.
Another step in advance this year has been in connection with 
management and control. The Mission has asked each of the four 
churches of the district to appoint one matt to act with the head teacher
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and some members of the Mission as a School Board. The Board has 
not yet been formally organized but has already begun to function in an 
advisory capacity. This step ma de  by the Mission was in part due to 
the n e w  feeling of nationalism, and also because w e  felt that the parents 
w h o  pay the fees of the pupils should have some larger part in their 
disbursement. Mr. Voskuil has had charge of the school.
N eerbosch H ospital
This year has been more peaceful than the previous two years in 
this region. There has been no fighting to disturb the neople, and we 
have consequently had a larger number of patients. This year the total 
number of in-patients came to 730, a larger number than there has ever 
been in this hospital during peaceful times. Our out-patients show a 
total of 1,795 new patients w h o  have altogether made about seven 
thousand calls for treatment, in spite of the fact that w e  were forced to 
raise the fees to double what they were formerly, because of the high 
price of rice and because of the ten per cent, cut on appropriations.
For the evangelistic work a mong the patients, Mr. Png still con­
tinues his faithful work. At all hours of the day he m a y  be found sit­
ting at the bed side of the patients teaching them hymns and Bible 
verses, and in the evening he teaches them to sing these verses and 
prays with them. For the soldiers w h o  speak a very different dialect 
we have bought tracts and Gospels written in their o w n  dialects, and 
some young preachers have promised to come to speak to them. Once 
a week w e  give them lantern slide lectures on Bible stories and the Life 
of Christ.
The few small steps w e  have made in advance in medical care and 
treatment of our patients have placed an extra burden upon the shoulders 
of the students and the two assistants, but they have worked hard and 
done well. The hospital has been under the direction of Dr. Hofstra.
Leng-na (North River) District
E vangelistic W ork
The evangelistic work of the district has been carried forward this 
year with a staff of twenty-two preachers and one Chinese pastor. The 
old pastor has done good work, keeping in close touch with about two- 
thirds of the churches and making several trips to different sections in 
addition to the work in his o w n  district. Practically all the m e n  for­
merly engaged as preachers had little or no theological training. Our 
new men, however, have had both the training and inspiration of the 
Bible school or theological seminary. These men, with some of the 
better m e n  of the older type w h o  have advanced by themselves, are the 
ones in w h o m  w e  are placing our hope. There has also been a feeling 
for some time that a rearrangement was necessary. S o m e  of the smaller 
villages will no longer have a resident preacher, but w e  hope gradually 
to place more m e n  in the larger villages.
The work at Chang-chau shows very clearly m a n y  of the side­
lights of the work at this time. The preacher, a student of the old type, 
but with some theological training, has forged ahead spiritually, intel-
lectually and in experience. In his report at Classis, instead of reporting 
the number of members he reported the number of families. H e  is not 
satisfied with winning a person, but works until they have their entire 
family coming with them. Speaking on his “method” at Classis, he said 
that he had only one method, and that was to “love them into the King­
dom.” H e  has, too, some striking examples of the success of his method. 
One would think that his church must be growing, but, rather, it 
is weaker this year than last. This is due to the soldiers and bandits. 
During the year he lost seven entire families w h o  moved d o w n  to 
Chiang-chiu or Amoy, to escape them. N o  one with any wealth is safe. 
If they cannot rob a m a n  directly, they take him captive and hold him 
for ransom. Consequently, only the very poorest people are left. H e  
is not discouraged, however, and says that there is still a great field for 
work. N or have his labors been confined to his o w n  field. H e  has also 
assumed part responsibility for a church ten miles distant which is 
without a preacher and has opened new work in another and larger vil­
lage nearby. At Classis he requested a preacher for this new place, but
shortage of m e n  prevented us from granting it. H e  will have to carry 
on as best he can until a preacher is available.
The work at Se-iu-poa has also flourished, and this year at Classis
time their new combined church and school building was dedicated.
The m a n  mentioned in last year’s report as coming to the Christmas 
exercises from a nearby village to learn more of the meaning of 
Christmas, has n o w  come forward and opened work for us at our 
newest station, Liong-mui, or Dragon’s Gate. First inviting us to send 
someone to preach in his home, he soon got the vision of a church 
building. Subscribing liberally himself, doing most of the soliciting and 
handling all of the finances in a most acceptable way, he has built a new 
church building which is a valuable addition to our work. Every 
Sunday and almost every market day services are held there. In spite 
of a vigorous anti-Christian campaign held there this summer, the vil­
lagers as a whole are very friendly, and especially on market days large 
numbers come to stop, look and listen; perhaps to receive a tract, per­
haps to buy one. At present it is being served by the combined forces 
of the preacher from another and older station, the hospital preacher, 
and brethren and preacher from the Leng-na church.
In closing, a word about Leng-na. T he new preacher, a recent 
graduate of our Theological Seminary in Chiang-chiu, has been doing 
splendid work. Evangelistic meetings held in the homes of the brethren 
and other places have been well attended. One meeting held in an 
ancestral hall was attended by about three hundred people; it was 
frankly admitted there that ten years ago a meeting held by the church 
would have been hooted and ridiculed. Now, however, large numbers 
not only listened attentively, but w e  w'ere invited to hold meetings there 
regularly three times a month. Such is the present challenge.
B oys’ P eimaky School
The Boys’ School, with an average attendance of 78, has passed 
through a year of steady work. T o  have passed through this year doing 
steady consistent work is an achievement for any school in China. In
many places disturbances and forced holidays have been numerous. H o w ­
ever, w e  have been forced to use non-Christian teachers and they have 
not been in sympathy with our program. Next year most of the faculty 
will be new and w e  hope to obtain professing Christians in every case.
The custom of our Mission schools in teaching the Bible, of having 
morning and evening worship, of learning and singing hj'mns, of attend­
ing church on Sunday in a body, and of having Sunday school on Sunday 
afternoons has been observed faithfully. This is, of course, our weak 
point or our strong point, according to the point of view. It is exactly 
what the Student Unions and those w h o  like to call themselves “patriots” 
dislike and criticize so much. However, on the other hand, because of 
our Bible instruction, many parents send their boys to our school regard­
less of the extra cost of maintenance at the school. I feel that the con­
viction that w e  need a Christian primary school here has become 
stronger in our constituency than it ever was before.
I would like to add a word of praise for the Principal. H e  is a 
splendid Christian, and w e  have no better Bible student in the station 
than he. Originally he came up from Chiang-chiu on the earnest request 
of Mr. D e  Free and the wish of his mother that he do the service that 
offered the largest opportunity. H e  has stayed through and stood firm 
in his purpose and Christian work even though at times opposed by 
almost his entire staff. Three boys w h o  entered Talmage last summer, 
all with definite purpose to complete their courses there and ultimately 
do Christian work, are a part of the visible fruits of the institution.
The D a y  Schools in connection with m a n y  of the churches have tried 
to fill the need for a Christian primary school training. S o m e  of them 
have developed into boarding schools. At Eng-hok the church went 
beyond its means trying to build a school that would measure up to 
their aspirations. The Chiang-peng church, with more foresight, has 
been slower, but they also are n o w  building a new school which should 
greatly increase their standing in the community as well as their effi­
ciency.
One can hardly say that the problem of the church schools has been 
met satisfactorily. The evident laxity of standards in almost all other 
schools and the earnestness and the consecration of m a n y  of our teachers 
go a long w ay toward holding up the reputation of the church schools. 
None of the church schools, however, measures up to the standard set 
by the government. So me  of the reasons for this are scarcity of trained 
m e n  of any type, a still greater scarcity of Christian teachers, the diffi­
culty of communication which brings do wn  both ideals and incentives, 
the uncertainty and unrest throughout the country caused both by the 
larger troop movements, as noted in the papers, and the military opera­
tions of the petty commanders and bandits, and last, but not least, the 
ignorance and poverty of the people. In spite of all this, however, real 
work has been done and mu ch  accomplished. Here and there a boy goes 
on to Talmage College, but most important of all, a steady contribution 
is ma de  to the development of the church life. Mr. Westmaas has had 
charge of the above work.
F agg M emorial H ospital
The work for the year 1925 has been most interesting and profitable. 
Beginning with few patients, because only in case of stern necessity will 
the Chinese remain away from their homes during the N e w  Year season, 
at once a rare opportunity presented itself. A  m a n  of outstanding impor­
tance in a neighboring village, and already interested in Christianity, 
came in with a badly infected leg. H e  was obliged to stay throughout 
the holiday season, but the opportunity was not lost, and he went home 
ready to provide a preaching place whenever someone could come to 
preach in his village. At first he offered his home and later became 
the moving spirit in building the latest addition to our North River 
churches— the Church at Dragon’s Gate— above mentioned.
The following several months, with a staff including Dr. C. H. Holle- 
man, the Chinese assistant Tan N g a w  Chiok, and two students, the tri­
weekly dispensaries regularly numbered over one hundred patients, with 
large numbers of in-patients and out-patients.
Preparatory to Dr. Holleman’s return to America on furlough a 
movement was started for a farewell gathering. A  number of the 
leading m e n  of the city were invited to take part and the result was 
most gratifying. It is felt that this expression from them of their 
favorable attitude toward the work of the hospital and their appreciation 
was most opportune inasmuch as Dr. Holleman had not yet arrived at 
Shanghai when the Shanghai incident occurred. While some hospitals 
were seriously affected, our hospital work went on mu ch  the same. A  
movement also started by the hospital, to encourage anti-plague vaccina­
tion, was sponsored by the leading m e n  in both the government Middle 
School and the Board of Trade. Surely the hospital has done m u c h  to 
discredit the false propaganda carried on there as elsewhere, as to the 
evil purpose of foreign countries in using the church and missionaries as 
advance agents in a plan to dominate all China.
After the return of Dr. Holleman, the assistant, Dr. Tan, was for 
some time left to cany on alone, because of the withdrawal of the two 
students, one on account of health, and another to study medicine else­
where. In September he was relieved by Dr. Bosch releasing one of 
his most promising students to assist here. In view of the greatly 
reduced staff w e  feel that the report of the year is a favorable one.
Total
N u mb e r  Minor Major 
of Patients Operations Operations
1924 .................  11,170 ... 28
1925 .................  10,551 737 36
In addition to the hospital responsibilities the assistant has given 
weekly lectures on hygiene in both the boys’ and the girls’ schools, and 
both there and in dispensaries every opportunity is taken to stress the 
importance of preventive medicine, for which there is no greater field 
than China.
Finally, w e  wish to emphasize the other side of the hospital work. 
During the last half of the year the hospital was served by a Chinese
preacher w h o  speaks the native dialect very fluently. H e  also has a 
marvelous fund of stories and illustrations, which make a very successful 
approach to the average patient. After careful observation one is justi­
fied in saying that one-fourth of the people attending the service before 
each dispensary come especially for the service. O n  Sundays, it is not 
unusual to have some ten or more people go from the hospital to attend 
the church service. O ne has good grounds for making the statement 
that the Fagg Memorial Hospital is the most effective, single, evangel­
izing agency that w e  have in North River.
Tong-an District
E vangelistic W ork
The report for this district begins with the work that falls under 
the direction of Rev. Frank Eckerson.
“Splashes of glory on darkest clouds! That is Tong-an’s story for 
1925. O f  course there is some shading from one into the other, but in 
its general appearance it is a year of striking contrasts.” Thus begins 
the report of the district. .
Through the region occupied by the Hong-san church the dark lines 
are drawn by a secret organization, k nown as the “Three Dots Society,” 
which started years ago as a patriotic movement. Its present object 
seems to be chiefly to enrich its leaders. The society spread like an 
epidemic, and it was much feared. Its method was very simple. 
Coming into a village, it chose what men it would invite to join. If 
they joined they became “brothers” and their property was at the so­
ciety’s disposal— and their o w n  persons, also. If they declined, a night 
raid brought all their property into the society’s possession by force, and 
if they were caught, persons were held for ransom. Those not invited 
to join were the unfortunate objects of the society’s raids. The darkest 
lines came where some Christians went through the initiatory rites, and 
knelt with burning incense before their idol. O n  the other hand, the 
brighter lines are recorded where families forsook their homes and 
property and fled to Amoy, rather than offend their consciences; and 
glory shines where one elder came out of the trial after six months’ 
captivity, declaring that he had a great opportunity to preach the Gospel, 
and that hereafter he would give not only his Sundays to the Lord, but 
each Saturday also to going out to preach for Him. The generous 
friendliness of the A m o y  Christians during those months has helped to 
bind the whole church together. The movement as a whole was not 
aiming at persecution of the church, but in one or two instances it did 
have this effect, and somewhat checked the program of preaching to the 
non-Christians.
T h e  Chin-be Chapel of this church, facing unprecedented oppor­
tunity, in that it is situated where there is a school of 2,500 of all 
grades up to the university, had its worst year because the m a n  invited 
to be their preacher, having been robbed, ran away fearing the “Three 
Dots.” The preacher at Te-thau also ran away, but later returned 
repentant. Yet this same m a n  had suffered during the Boxer Uprising, 
being maltreated until given up for dying, so he knew better than any
other what physical suffering he might have to undergo. Ang-tng-thau 
Chapel started the year without a preacher, but in the mid-year secured 
a good one, who, unfortunately, has been driven away by the above 
society. In a neighboring chapel he has encouraged the people, and re­
mained with them through all the trouble, and the audiences have grown. 
Twenty years ago the Au-khoe Chapel started plans for a new building, 
and this year decided that they must build. They have invited the 
Classis to help them dedicate this in the fall— a building project in which 
they have received little help from foreigners.
The Tong-an church suffered less from the activities of the society, 
but some families joined and others had to move out.
T he preacher in the Chioh-jim Chapel is a bright young man. The 
old preacher at the Au-paw Chapel has fallen out with most of his con­
gregation and has been away much from his work and his resignation 
was accepted at the end of the year. The older preacher at Taw-kio 
Chapel is a character, and a good one. H e  is enthusiastic and a good 
influence wherever he is. The glory of this Tong-an church is the 
“Grace Chapel,” which has changed its Chinese name to “Living Water.” 
It has had its dark spots, too, but its preacher has been the most con­
sistent, active, and soul-saving on its list. In the spring Mr. W o n g  
the evangelist spent ten days in this church, which were a great blessing 
to Tong-an church also. Although these meetings were announced for 
Christians only, yet so m a n y  non-Christians came that one meeting a 
day was made entirely evangelistic.
Through the whole section covered by these two churches, Hong-san 
and Tong-an, our military government has levied taxes of all sorts, but 
in return the people have had a government. In the territory blessed 
by the third church of the district, the Chheng-khe church, the story 
has been quite different. There they had had so many governments that 
no one had kept track of the number of times the county seat had 
changed hands; but in a period of seven weeks one recalls it did change 
five times. This was not without fighting and danger to non-combatants. 
N o  one was safe from attack. One would be surprised to find h o w  large 
a military establishment has been maintained in such a limited district. 
But it seems that not only this has been done, but that the leaders have 
also made fortunes. O n e  marked result has been the continuous stream 
of people leaving the country for the safer environment of the Straits 
Settlements, thus further impoverishing the region. A  famine this year 
caused great distress. O n  this occasion the pastor of the Chheng-khe 
church was m u c h  praised for arranging for the bringing in of rice from 
abroad. Against the darkness of such conditions w e  record the glory of 
the Chheng-khe church, in its having passed a year showing advance in 
every line. T o  meet their financial obligations, realizing their poverty, 
they thoughtfully and prayerfully planned to raise the required funds. 
The preachers helped each other in getting pledges, and each preacher 
took a deacon with him when he went to the neighboring chapel for the 
purpose. One of them carried through the church his enthusiasm for 
tithing, and thus their year’s totals reached the highest figure of their 
church history. The list of enquirers was lengthened and a goodly 
number of n e w  members received into the church.
Although this church has been organized for several years, yet it 
has never secured a pastor of its own, and during most of its history 
Mr. Eckerson has been moderator of its consistory. The spirit pro­
duced by their being drawn closely together in recent years and their 
faith in G o d ’s aid, led them to try to elect a pastor. At a most happy 
meeting in the fail the election was held and resulted in unanimous vote 
for the preacher w h o  had been so long with them, Mr. S. H. Ngaw', w h o  
had recently completed his examinations and had been licensed. A s  he 
had calls to safer places with larger salary, his decision to accept their 
call showed marked consecration and faith. The fact that m a n y  m e m ­
bers had to walk a full day to get to the place of meeting, and some 
few, more than a day, shows their hearty interest and something of the 
extent of the work the new pastor will have.
S o m e  of the most interesting and blessed work of this church has 
centered at Ku-khoe, generally known as “the district where Mr. Ecker­
son was shot.” The colporteur in charge there has been most active along 
the right lines. Daily he goes out to preach in the neighboring villages 
and markets. Each night he has a meeting in the little shop cleared out 
for a preaching place. It seems that under the blessing of our Master 
he is not only evangelizing that region, but also laying well the founda­
tions of the church there. His wife has developed into a splendid 
helper.
The Sai-pi chapel is not yet rebuilt, and every passing band of sol­
diers makes the present quarters its barracks. Frequently our meetings 
are interrupted by the bringing in of captives to tie up and torture. The 
old preacher, himself, has been both robbed and captured by soldiers. The 
congregation remains very small and widely scattered. Toa-pi is one of 
our most unresponsive places, but the preacher has been faithful and 
some results are evident.
The greatest fight of the year has been at the remaining chapel, Poa- 
nia. There one of the families of the church tried in every way to drive 
out the preacher, on the one hand opening a meeting in another building, 
and on the other, even threatening his life. The preacher might have 
been removed to a more comfortable place, but he stayed on. The 
church finally did have to leave its o w n  building and meet in another 
village, but its audiences have not diminished.
T ong-a n  B oys’ P rimary School
The Livingston Easter School had the great blessing, during the 
first term, of Miss Holkeboer’s guidance. It has felt her absence
seriously. The principal has maintained his excellent faithfulness and
grown in capability, developing spiritual power that is producing most 
gracious results. The wave of anger that engulfed China last June 
broke here on a case of discipline within the school, but those in charge
met it so bravely that it made but a temporary disturbance. This
school has been given permission by the Mission to continue its seventh 
year also, and it has carried it successfully. The school, also, need not 
fear in any comparison with its neighboring government schools; and 
w e  are glad to have all our graduates that applied for entrance to Tal­
mage in the fall accepted. Military operations have impoverished this
district, however, and it is difficult to collect enough fees to run the 
school.
E lisabeth H. Blauvelt M emorial H ospital
After the death of Dr. Vandeweg, a Chinese doctor was secured to 
take charge of the work, under the supervision of Mrs. Vandeweg. Dr. 
lap is building up a splendid name for himself and extending the fame 
of the hospital widely. During one period patients were so numerous 
that the chapel and halls were filled. One feels that the splendid per­
centage of cures is the result of the prayers that are the basis of the 
hospital’s daily work, as well as of good science. The tuberculosis pa­
vilion was in use most of the year and proved itself a most valuable 
adjunct. For his kind and skilful attention to soldiers, one of the col­
onels presented the doctor a handsome memorial tablet. The whole staff 
has been most willing in their work and have made it a pleasure to 
work with them. They feel that the hospital is theirs and they nut their 
whole hearts into their work. They calculated a way to save fuel in 
the kitchen that cut the bills for wo od  in half. Instead of taking vaca­
tions in the summer they spent the time making sauces and salting vege­
tables for the year’s menu, thereby saving much money. They are 
willing to feed ducks and pigs to use up the leavings and when we 
needed a hundred dollars to meet the year’s deficit they brought in a 
little more than that as profit from the sale of pigs. The sale of ducks 
replaced our stock of Bibles and hy mn  books and literature for the 
patients. The housekeeper is also in charge of the religious work, and 
much credit is due to her for her most satisfactory work. The hospital 
has been able to give a few public lectures on health subjects.
T h e “L ittle N okthfield”
The report of this district would be incomplete if no mention were 
made of the Pastors and Preachers’ Conference, “The Little North- 
field,” which is held in Tong-an. It is one of the most impressive 
developments of the work in South Fukien and the entertaining of the 
Conference is perhaps the greatest contribution of this district to the 
general work of the church.
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T H E  A R G O T  M I S S I O N ,  I N D I A
F ounded 1853
Sq. Popu-A reA OCCUPIED: Miles. lation.
In the Chittoor District 5 Taluqs (Counties) and parts of 2 others 4,104 805,991" North Arcot District 7 “ “ “ part “ 1 other 2,816 1,289,935" South Arcot District 2 “ “ “ “ “ 1 “ 1,017 529,669" Mysore State 1 “ “ “ “ “ 1 “ 340 75,788
Total.......... 15 Taluqs (Counties) 8,277 2,701,383
Languages:— Tamil, 1,600,700; Telegu, 950,000; Hindustani, 150,600; 
Kanarese, etc.
Missionaries.— A r m :  Rev. C. R. Wierenga. Chittoor: Miss J. C. 
Scudder, Miss A. B. V a n  Doren, Miss C. C. WyckofF, Miss H. T. 
Scudder. Katpadi: Rev. B. Rottschaefer, Mr. J. D e  Valois, Mr. A  
Wald. Madanapalle: Dr. L. H. Hart, Miss S. TeWinkel, Miss J. V. 
TeWinkel, Rev. J. D. Muyskens, Miss H. Brumler, Mrs. S. W .  Zwemer. 
Palmaner: Miss A. S. Smallegan, Miss M. E. Geegh. Ranipettai: Mrs. 
L. D. M. Honegger, Rev. H. E. V a n  Vranken, Miss W .  Noordyk, Dr. 
G. F. Scudder, Miss C. L. Ingham. Tindwanam: Rev. W .  T. Scudder. 
Vellore: *Mrs. S. W  Scudder, Dr. L. R. Scudder, Dr. I. S. Scudder, 
Miss D. M. Houghton, Dr. M. Rottschaefer, Miss G. Dodd, Rev. J. J. 
D e  Boer, Mr. M. Olcott, M. Schuurmans. Punganur: Rev. H. J. Scudder.
Associates Missionaries.— Mrs. L. R. Scudder, Mrs. H. J. Scudder, 
Mrs. W .  T. Scudder, M.D., Mrs. B. Rottschaefer, Mrs. H. E. Van 
Vranken, Mrs. G. F. Scudder, Mrs. J. D e  Valois, Mrs. J. J. D e  Boer, 
Mrs. J. D. Muyskens, Mrs. M. Olcott, Mrs. C. R. Wierenga.
Kodaikanal.-— Language School: Miss C. W .  Jongewaard.
O n  Furlough.— Rev. and Mrs. W .  H. Farrar, Rev. and Mrs. J. H. 
Warnshuis, Miss E. W .  Conklin, Rev. and Mrs. L. Hekhuis, Miss C. M. 
Coburn, Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Potter, Miss R. L. Scudder.
Indian Helpers.— Ordained Ministers, 23. Other Helpers: Men, 378; 
W o m e n ,  197. Total, 598.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys’, 8; Scholars, 503; Girls’, 6; Scholars, 
467. Theological, 1; Students, 31. D a y  Schools, 232; Scholars, 10,301. 
Total Schools, 247; Scholars, 11,315.
Hospitals and Dispensaries.— Six; Patients treated, 27,607.
*Died, August 30, 1925.
T H E  A R C O T  A S S E M B L Y  
Report for 1925
It is difficult to write briefly on the subject of “The Arcot Assembly.” 
The Assembly has n o w  passed its second mile stone. At the close of its 
second year it is most gratifying to observe that w e  are developing a 
real Assembly “consciousness.” The doubts and fears as to the worth 
and practicability of an Assembly constituted as the Arcot Assembly is,
have almost entirely given place to a feeling of confidence and of appre­
ciation of its work. In the meetings of the Assembly, despite occasional 
lapses which occur even in the most historic of such bodies, one noted 
a real attempt on the part of the general body to grapple with the 
manifold problems n o w  facing us, as they face the whole missionary 
movement in India. Most significant was the very real co-operation be­
tween missionary and Indian Christian. A  brief review of the minutes 
of the last Assembly will convince anyone of the amount of real work 
done. The time given to matters relating to constitution and organiza­
tion is gradually diminishing and there is a corresponding increase in 
the opportunities afforded for careful discussion and deliberation of 
questions relating to our work.
The remark in the 1924 Report stating that the best work was prob­
ably done in the Boards and local Councils bears repeating. Practically 
all of our institutions and phases of work are n o w  being carried on 
under direct supervision and control of local Councils and the general 
experience is that these are functioning with much greater efficiency and 
are taking a mu ch  greater share and interest in the work entrusted to 
their care than it had been anticipated they would. The value of these 
Councils as a training-ground for future responsibility and independence 
of control can hardly be over-estimated. By sharing in these bodies 
and in the Assembly the responsibility for and control of the work a 
new spirit of trust and co-operation is being brought about which m a y  
be given a high place among G o d ’s blessings upon our work in 1925.
Union Mission Institutions
M adras C hristian College
W e  n o w  have seven of the sons of the Mission studying at Madras 
Christian College, two of them in the fourth year, and five in the third 
year. O n e  of these is to be a Mathematics Graduate this year, and 
another has been admitted to the Honor Course in Philosophy. The 
number studying there n o w  is about equal to the total number of gradu­
ates from a mong our o w n  Mission students in all the years that are 
past. This fact shows that the standard of our Christian community so 
far as fitness for higher education is concerned, is rising rapidly. W e  
rejoice greatly in this fact and shall look forward to rich fruitage in 
Christian character from these young lives that have been nurtured for 
so m a n y  years in our churches, schools, and homes.
Besides these seven Christian students a great m a n y  of our Hindu 
and M o h a m m e d a n  students are studying at Madras Christian College. 
It is always a joy to hear of their choice of Christian College for their 
final two years of the B.A. course, because this means that the Christian, 
influence with which w e  have endeavored to surround them here at 
Voorhees is to be continued and made deeper.
T he W o m e n 's C hristian College
This institution has just finished and celebrated the first ten years 
of its history, and very eventful years they have been. Starting in a 
rented bungalow, it removed the next year into its o w n  building and
spacious compound. Thereafter it acquired in succession the large hostel, 
the chapel which is called the “most beautiful house of Christian worship 
in India,” and last of all the great science building which has put the 
College into the forefront of scientific education for women.
Beginning with a resident staff of five, it n o w  numbers twelve, while 
the student body has grown from forty-one to a hundred and thirty- 
seven. During the ten years of its existence' the college has sent out 
ma ny  fine young w o m e n  w h o  are n o w  teachers, inspectresses and doctors, 
as well as mothers and ho me  makers. T w o  graduates and two inter­
mediates are n o w  teaching in the Girls’ Schools of the Arcot Assembly, 
while six Arcot girls are n o w  enrolled as college students.
Every one w h o  visits the college comes away deeply impressed with 
its beautiful atmosphere. There is a feeling of cloistered peace about its 
halls and gardens, and yet its students are in close touch with the India 
of today and its m a n y  problems. The Chapel makes visible the spirit of 
worship that pervades the place and the social touch links its religious 
life with the needs of the ignorant and the poor. “Lighted to lighten” is 
in truth the college motto.
St. C hristopher’s T raining College, M adras
T he College reports a happy and successful year of work. In April it 
sent out its second class of trained teachers w h o  are working in the 
Mission and Government schools all over the Presidency. Three of this 
class came back to the Sherman Memorial School at Chittoor: one grad­
uate, one intermediate and one special, a non-graduate teacher w ho 
wished further study. This means that four of the Chittoor staff have 
had their training at St. Christopher’s. Surely it has proved an ex­
cellent investment of Arcot Assembly funds.
U nited T heological College, B angalore
The beginning of the year 1924-25 was characterized by mu ch  anxiety 
with reference to the staff. It was a question w h o  were to take the 
places of Dr. Larsen and Mr. Phillips. The Danish Mission gave the 
loan of the services of Rev. H. Bjerrum. There are serious difficulties 
ahead. The funds that come through Dr. Larsen will cease with 1926, 
and Mr. Bjerrum’s appointment is only temporary. N o  solution is in 
sight.
Fifteen n ew students were received, two of them graduates. Our 
Mission sent one Mr. Immanuel Doss. There were ten old students. 
It is most encouraging that students come from a wider area and a few 
with better qualifications. Four graduated in April, 1924, only one, Mr. 
S. Ponnurangam of our Mission, with the B.D. H e  has the credit of 
securing the highest marks among the students sent up by the colleges 
affiliated with Serampore. Eleven students received first class certificates 
as Scout Masters.
The College was fortunate in securing a number of special lecturers 
this year. A m o n g  them were Dr. Z w e m e r  w h o  spoke on work for M o ­
hammedans, Dr. M c Af e e  who spoke on Christian Consciousness, and 
Rev. W .  R. Maltby w h o  spoke on Jesus and Life. All of these were
most stimulating. Messrs. Buchman and Shoemaker also spent a week 
end there in February, and left a very deep impression on the spiritual 
life of the College.
M issionahy M edical School for W o m e n , V ellore
The staff numbered fourteen European instructors, three of them 
part-time, and one Indian lady holding a Ludhiana Medical Degree.
O f  the 78 students w h o  commenced the year 73 finished their work. 
All of these but one passed the Government Examinations, though 33 
had to sit for the re-examination in October. There was one death 
during the year due to a case of typhoid contracted during the holidays 
in a distant centre. In addition to 17 districts in the Madras Presidency, 
Ceylon, Hyderabad, Mysore, Bombay, Central Provinces, Cochin and 
Travancore sent students to the school. The last named was very well 
represented with 22. O ne American and one Anglo-Indian also availed 
themselves of the benefits of the school. Hindus numbered five; Indian 
Christians, 71.
The students are given ample opportunities for clinical work in the 
large Schell and Cole Hospitals connected with the school, the Cole 
dispensary, and the Government Pentland Hospital. In addition the 
Union Mission Tuberculosis Sanatorium at ‘Madanapalle has made ar­
rangements for groups to come for periods of two weeks to study the 
work there. Furthermore, there are wayside dispensaries, and the weekly 
visits to Arni and Gudiattam, which provide abundant experience for 
selected students.
U nion M ission T uberculosis Sa n a t o r i u m, A rogyavaram
The Sanatorium has just issued (at the close of the year 1925) a 
full report of their work for the past year with a very admirable survey 
of the work for the first ten years of its history. In this short time 
this institution has reached the forefront among tuberculosis sanatoriums 
in India and ranks high among such institutions wherever existing. Its 
work has been highly lauded by the Government and very extensive 
increased grants for annual expenditure and building grants up to Rs. 
80,000 have recently been promised to the institution.
The report of the past year’s work shows 352 patients treated, of 
w h o m  134 remained at the end of the year. The records of the patients 
show that of those admitted to the Sanatorium in the first stage of the 
disease more than 90 per cent, had the disease definitely arrested, and all 
greatly benefited by the treatment. Over the whole period of ten years the 
Sanatorium reports positive results in 72.2 per cent, of the cases treated, 
a result which compares favorably with results in western countries and 
which is all the more remarkable when one realizes that one-half of the 
cases admitted in the last five years were in the third stage. Patients 
have come from every district in the Madras Presidency and from every 
section of India.
T o  the members of the Arcot Mission it is particularly gratifying to 
note the prominent place our missionaries, Dr. L. R. Scudder, Dr. L. H. 
Hart and Rev. B. Rottschaefer, have had in the founding and adminis­
tration of this great institution.
K odaikanal L an g u a g e School
In 1925 the Arcot Mission had only one of its young people study­
ing Tamil at the Language School. The school has been greatly bene­
fited by the services of Dr. J. S. Chandler, of the Madura Mission, w h o  
continued his general direction and supervision of the work of the class. 
Almost a score of missions in South India n ow avail themselves of the 
benefits of the Language School.
R epresentative M issionary Councils .
The Arcot Assembly is a member of the Madras Representative 
Council of Missions, which considers problems relating to the whole 
Tamil Field, the Andhra Christian Council, which fills the same place in 
the Telugu area, and of the Madras Educational Council which takes up 
the m a n y  questions relating to education in the Madras Presidency. The 
opinions of the Educational Council are generally given great considera­
tion by the Government and the Educational Department.
Through these bodies the Assembly is a constituent memb e r  of the 
National Christian Council of India, and so it has through its duly con­
stituted representatives a share and voice in the shaping of the policies 
and measures advocated by these representative bodies. All of these 
bodies are purely deliberative and their actions are not binding on any 
Mission, but they so adequately express the voice of the whole Protestant 
Missionary movement in India that their recommendations carry great 
weight with the various co-operating Missions.
Indian Church Board
A s  last year w e  must again be content with a very reduced 
account of our evangelistic and church w o r k  in India as carried on 
by the Indian Church Board. Its report abounds in interesting and 
significant features but w e  focus attention on only a few of these 
for the whole story would not only m a k e  too great a d e m a n d  on 
our space, but would obscure the mo re  important things.
T h e  Chairman of the Board, Dr. L. R. Scudder, calls attention 
to the fact that this will be the last report of the “Indian Church 
Board” as such. This year the Indian Church Board joins with the 
two Scotch Missions in handing over all their village w o r k  to the 
administration of the Church Council (Classis). This is a very great 
forward step in the process of devolution.
O u r  17 churches have received 949 persons from the non-Chris­
tian community, 190 less than last year. “W e  have had no m o n e y  to 
take over new' villages. Last year w e  received nine n e w  villages. 
This year w e  have taken over three and have had to drop two in 
order to do that. Would that our churches at home could see that one 
fact." The Western Circle, which centers around the large churches of 
Vellore, Katpadi and Chittoor is responsible for receiving 608 n e w  
converts, 36 mo re  than last year. These were all from old villages 
and followed as a result of a very careful survey of conditions in its 
occupied villages. T h e  churches received 406 communicants on con­
fession of faith. Chittoor heading the list with 98 and Y e h a m u r  fol­
lowing, a close second, with 80. These churches deserve congratula­
tions for their unceasing efforts to bring their membership to a high 
standard. The Communicant Membership n o w  number 4,838, a net 
gain of 254 over last year. T h e  importance of keeping this subject 
before the churches is s h o w n  by the fact that the churches n u mber 
4,434 adult baptized non-communicants. There were 1,154 baptisms 
during the year of w h o m  471 were adults and 683 children. T h e  
total baptized non-communicant membership is 11,068, a gain of 557. 
The total Christian community stands at 19,937, a net gain of 509. 
T h e  fact that the net gain is so m u c h  less than the n u m b e r  actually 
received is to be accounted for largely by emigration due to hard 
times. A  few good years would bring m a n y  of them back. T h e  
records for Sunday School and Y o u n g  People’s w o r k  do not s h o w  
any remarkable gains or losses but it is worth noting that there 
are 9,240 pupils enrolled in the Sunday schools. Financially there 
is a most encouraging leap forward, the total gifts reaching Rs. 
22,261, a gain of Rs. 1,180.
Northern Circle.— This circle covers our work in the Telugu area, 
embracing the four churches of Madanapalle, Punganur, Palmaner 
and Burukayalakotta. It is this circle of which Rev. Simeon Cornelius 
is the Chairman and his absence in America has caused s o me  inter­
ruption to the" work. T h e  circle reports no advance and s o me  retro­
gression. It points, however, with m u c h  satisfaction to one bright 
spot, the central school at Kottapalle. “It is abundantly justifying 
itself by its thorough work, its increasing service to four Christian 
villages and its direct evangelistic influence in a large area. It is 
becoming clearer every day that this is the solution to the village 
educational problem.”
Western Circle.— This circle, of which Rev. Meshach Peter is the 
Chairman, includes the five churches of Vellore, Katpadi, Chittoor, 
Gudiyattam and Serkadu and is the largest and most vigorous section 
of the Assembly. It is therefore to be expected that the circle would 
exhibit the largest share of the Indian Church Board’s growth. It is 
gratifying to note that this growth is not merely in numbers but 
that the Chairman records m a n y  signs of spiritual growth. O n  the 
Sunday devoted to the subject of “Church Union” the pastor of the 
Vellore Church exchanged pulpits with the Church of England pastor. 
Church attendance shows m u c h  improvement in the villages. Drink­
ing is decidedly on the decrease and in so me  villages in Gudiyattam 
liquor shops have been closed or forced to m o v e  to a distance from 
the village. Christian festivals were enthusiastically observed, Easter, 
Christmas, Tree-Planting D a y  and the “Pot-Breaking” festival w h e n  
the earthenware mite-boxes are broken with suitable ceremonies. In 
the Chittoor pastorate Christmas w as especially well observed by 
hilltop meetings, at one of which eleven villages were brought 
together. T h e  usual Harvest Festivals were also very successful.
T h e  growth in numbers is due to the evangelistic spirit which 
prevails in all the churches. “In two n e w  villages a n u m b e r  are 
ready to b e co m e  Christians, but w e  have not the funds this year to 
give them teachers.” O n e  barren village which had m a d e  no prog­
ress for m a n y  years experienced a great revival and 33 were received 
by baptism. “T h e  night before the baptism a boy of 13 begged the 
pastor to visit his stubborn father w h o  would neither himself take 
Christ nor let his little son do so. T h e y  went with the lad to his 
house and w o n  that family and a n u mber of others.” Encouraged by 
this success the workers camped at another barren village and over 
40 converts were w o n  there. “T h e  fire still burns; the w o rk  goes on.”
A  free gift of 200 pocket Bibles was m a d e  from Mr. C. Dosker’s 
Bible Fu nd  to all village Christians w h o  could read. These Bibles 
are n o w  read in their h o m e s  and brought to the service. T h e y  were 
awarded as prizes for literacy and the examination and competition 
stimulated m u c h  interest. M a n y  literates lapse into illiteracy for 
lack of reading material and these Bibles are to most of them their 
only available book and reading matter.
Eastern Circle.— This circle comprises the two churches of Ranipet 
and Yehamur. It has been without a full time Chairman for most 
of the year, Mr. Wierenga overseeing the wo rk  from Arni where he 
had full time wo rk  of his own. U p o n  return from furlough, Mr. 
V a n  Vranken assumed charge of his old w o r k  but, as this was only 
a few weeks before the report had to be prepared, he was not able 
to describe mu ch  of the work for the year. In the Yehamur Church 
increased interest in Sunday School and Y o u n g  People’s w o r k  is 
noted. T h e  Ranipet Church rejoices in a n e w  pastor, a y oung man. 
Rev. A. William, w h o  was installed last January. H e  has been 
visiting the villages frequently and reports two villages newly added 
this year.
Central Circle.— This circle consists of the two churches of Arni 
and Gnanodiam.
“It would be futile,” says Mr. Wierenga, “to hope to get through 
another year on the same appropriations. W e  cannot and must not 
ask our helpers to live in unrepaired huts where torrents of rain 
find easy access and m a k e  them a ready prey for sickness and 
disease.”
Mr. Wierenga points to the school at Sathambadi, the first Chris­
tian village to be received by the Arcot Mission, as a successful 
“Central School,” drawing its pupils from three or four villages and 
whose growth has required the appointment of a fourth teacher this 
year. H e  has had fine reports of the Suriakulam school aslo, G o v ­
ernment Inspectors speaking of it as the most efficient school in the 
District. “W h e r e  there is a good school there is apt to be a good 
congregation.”
Southern Circle.— T he four churches of Tindivanam, Wandiwash, 
Orathur and Gingee compose this circle which is under the chair­
manship of Rev. W .  T. Scudder. T h e  Chairman calls it a “Stationary 
Year.” It is encouraging to note that the circle is distressed by its 
lack of growth and has a committee studying the reasons for it. 
While the Chairman points to hard times, drought, a high death rate 
and scarcity of funds as important causes, he feels that the cause 
must be sought deeper d o w n  in the lives of the people and workers.
A s  a result of hard times there have been relapses into the disgusting 
habit of eating carrion cattle, as a consequence of which there were 
eleven deaths in one village in one night. T h e  Orathur Church has 
called a young m a n  to be its pastor, Mr. Charles Whitehead, and 
looks forward to renewed life under his leadership.
O n e  bright spot in the year was the visit of Mr. F. B u c h m a n  
and his party to Tindivanam. In the series of meetings which he 
conducted m a n y  lives were changed and a lasting effect produced.
E vangelistic Council
T h e  report of the Chairman, Rev. H. J. Scudder, covers 24 
closely typed pages and is full of interest. It is difficult to keep 
evangelism before us as our chief task. “T h e  conflict constantly 
arises between the care and development of our Christian c o mmunity 
and necessary institutions and pure evangelistic effort. The tendency 
is for established w o r k  to develop at the expense of evangelism. It 
is to resist this tendency that the Evangelistic Council was established.’’ 
O u r  Assembly devotes m o r e  m e n  to this w o r k  than any other 
Mission in South India. There are 32 such workers, including three 
higher qualified men. These w o r k  in four bands, two in the North­
ern Circle, one in the Eastern and the fourth in Vellore.
T h e  bare statistics of this w o r k  are truly amazing. T h e y  report 
5,481 places visited, 10,705 addresses, 1,033 days on tour and 125,243 
hearers. T h e  Magic Lantern was used 153 times and Mr. Scudder 
expresses an urgent need for better lanterns and mo re  and better 
slides. Rev. E. Savarirayan, leader of the Vellore Band, seems to 
have renewed his youth. H e  walks eight to ten miles a day going 
from village to village and preaching to all both caste and outcaste 
people. His devotion is an inspiration to those w h o  tour with him.
Special interest attaches to the w o r k  of the “A s h r a m ” at 
Chittoor in charge of Mr. Arthur John, one of our Bangalore T h e o ­
logical College trained men. It is a wholly Indian method and is 
exerting a growing influence in Chittoor. T h e  opposition first felt 
has melted a w a y  before the cordial spirit in the Ashram. M a n y  
young m e n  are interested in Bible study and are frequent visitors. It 
has been possible to get into close grips with s o m e  of them. Several 
instances of lives that have been touched are recorded, a m o n g  them 
a young m a n  w h o  was about to commit suicide and w h o  is n o w  
teaching others. A  more suitable building and a more private loca­
tion is very m u c h  needed for this Indian hermitage.
T h e  report expresses disappointment that the vision of opening 
w o r k  for M o h a m m e d a n s  has receded into the distant future. Mr. 
V a n  Peursem of the Arabian Mission w as able to visit the Assembly 
in August and delivered several lectures and conducted conferences 
on this subject. T h e  Assembly has re-affirmed its sense of responsi­
bility for this w o r k  and expresses the hope that a suitable worker 
m a y  soon be found. At present two rather poorly equipped evan­
gelists are trying to do what they can for 125,000 adherents of this 
faith within our borders.
"ONE OF THK LKAST OF THESE MV BRETHREN" An Indian outcaste and his home
VILLAGi-; WOMEN POTNDING RICE
AN IXTKRXK OK THK M KDIC'A!, SrHOOL AT VKKLORK
A VILKAGK SCHOOL OF CASTE CHILDREX
V illage School D epartment
Mr. M a s o n  Olcott w h o  is in charge of this department writes:
During 1925, w e  have continued to wo rk  for better village 
schools, with more vital instruction, keener and stronger teachers, 
better adapted subject matter, and larger influence on the life of the 
village. O n e  of our endeavors this year has been to link our wo rk  
more closely with our Circles. T h e  Educational Committee of the 
Circles was revived and in some Circles has done some really con­
structive work. Arrangements have often been m a d e  for demonstra­
tion lessons by the Supervisors before the village teachers w h o  are 
gathered at the Circle meetings. Educational exhibitions have been 
held in three Circles containing so me  remarkably good articles most 
of them m a d e  by the teachers but a few by the pupils. S o m e  of the 
best exhibits are to be displayed at the time of the Arcot Assembly. 
These contests of skill, together with the prizes offered by the de­
partment, furnish an incentive to special effort and w e  hope they can 
be annual events.
At the request of two Circles the Supervisors and I have spent 
much time in preparing a syllabus for the first four standards. W e  
sent a draft to the Circle Chairman and the Deputy Inspector of Schools 
for their suggestions, on the basis of which w e  carefully revised and 
simplified the syllabus.
W e  have gathered some books in the vernacular so that the teachers 
of each Circle will soon have a small circulating library of books and 
pamphlets that will broaden their horizon and serve them in their 
immensely important work of teaching and living Christianity. The 
names of literate villagers have also been collected so that they can be 
given small lyric books to be used in the daily prayer services.
A  new shed has been erected at the Kothamalapalle Central School. 
Plans have been decided on for a substantial permanent building for the 
Central School at Cinnathotalam, near Vallathur, in the Gudiattam Pas­
torate. Other possible sites for Central Schools have been investigated.
Very unfortunately the Teachers’ Institute which w e  had planned to 
hold in February had to be abandoned because the department had 28 per 
cent, less to run on this year than last. W h e n  some of the teachers are 
brought together for three or four weeks to the Union Teachers’ Train­
ing School at Vellore, a decided impression can be made on them. 
They can learn thoroughly h o w  to teach according to newer and more 
efficient methods. They can observe experiments and find the reasons for 
making them. In the interest of concentration and concrete results, we 
plan to make the work of the Supervisors more intensive next year than 
this year. They have heretofore been expected to visit sixty or eighty 
schools in a single year. If the number of the schools is greatly re­
duced, more lasting results can be secured in each school in Christian 
character and intelligence.
Conclusion
The Chairman of the Board cannot close this review of the work 
for 1925 without expressing profound thankfulness for the opportunities
of service that G o d  has given us and for his leading and guidance 
throughout the year. A n d  while laying before him our accomplish­
ments w e  can but humbly confess that the results are not at all c o m ­
mensurate with our o w n  desires and w e  also believe with G o d ’s pur­
poses for the year. M a y  G o d  prevent us from using what we have done 
to hide the vision of what w e  ought to have done. It is true that this 
review of our work while not revealing startling progress yet does show 
a steady advance. But the Chairman cannot conceal the fact that he is 
disappointed that w e  have not made a more substantial advance. W e  
have done better. A n d  we can again do better.
N or can the Chairman refrain from calling attention to the fact that 
with the close of this year the Indian Church Board as a separate 
organization will have accomplished its purpose and will go out of 
existence. W e  have come to love that name, “Indian Church Board," for 
what it has given us all in larger fellowship in service and wider oppor­
tunity. W e  have learned to work together better in mutual love and 
trust. The Indian Church through carrying its burdens has learned the 
meaning of responsibility and has gained confidence in itself. A  c o m ­
parison of our present condition with conditions fourteen years ago, 
when w e  began this experiment, will convince us all that w e  made no 
mistake in organizing the Indian Church Board.
But this is not a funeral oration. Nor is it a demise that we are n o w  
witnessing. It is, w e  believe, a development, a transformation into 
something better. A s  w e  join hands with our brethren of the neigh­
boring Missions to carry on unitedly a work w e  have each been carrying 
on separately and as we place the primary responsibility for this work on 
the Indian Church through the Madras Council (Classis) and its Board 
of Administration, let us firmly believe that w e  have the leading of the 
Spirit even as w e  believe w e  have been led in the past. It is not then 
with a doubtful and hesitating step but with a joyous and confident tread 
that w e  pass from the Indian Church Board to the Board of the A d m i n ­
istration of the Madras Church Council. God grant that through this 
larger and fuller organization w e  m a y  see the Church of Christ in India 
attain her maturity, her strength and her beauty as the Bride of Christ. 
T o  H i m  be the Glory for ever and ever. Amen.
T h e  Educational Board
In India today the whole educational system is in a state of unrest. 
H o w  can literacy be achieved? W h a t  can be done to relieve the state of 
unemployment a mong m e n  graduates? Should the medium of instruc­
tion in high schools and colleges be English or the vernacular? H o w  
can education be made less academic and more practical? H o w  far 
should girls’ education be identical with boys’? H o w  far can it be made 
a preparation for motherhood and h o m e  life? These and a hundred 
other questions show India’s dissatisfaction with the educational status 
quo. S o m e  would throw over the whole scheme of westernized educa­
tion n o w  in vogue, and return to the ancient simplicity of the forest 
Gurukulas. Others wish to see India press forward to take her place 
among the industrialized nations of the world. All agree on at least 
one thing, viz., the urgency, and one might almost say, impossibility, of
providing educational facilities of any type whatever for millions of 
illiterates.
W h e n  w e  turn our attention from the great to the small and look 
upon educational conditions within the area of the Arcot Assembly w e  
find that there similar conditions hold. W e  observe the same uncom­
fortable but wholesome spirit of unrest, the same persistent questioning 
of educational objectives and methods. For this state of affairs w e  m a y  
find several causes— the general spirit of the time, the lack of enough 
funds to permit of natural growth, the fact that in the Assembly, 
Indians and Europeans have met on a new basis which has given rise 
to new points of view, as each has come to realize with more under­
standing the ideals and aspirations of the other. Out of all this welter 
of ideas we m a y  fix upon several tendencies which stand out clearly in 
our thinking. O f  these perhaps the most important is a new emphasis 
upon the importance of elementary education. Those in charge of ele­
mentary schools have waked up to the fact that during the past years 
such schools have failed to get the attention they deserve; that they 
have been left to take the crumbs that fell from the table of collegiate 
and secondary education. They realize that such schools are or should 
be of vast importance to the lives of the thousands of humble Christians 
in our villages. They are learning also that in order to achieve their 
importance, they need a n ew type of schools based on the principles of 
“Rural Education,” a level that will fit children for life in their vil­
lages, instead of luring them away to enter towns and cities.
The second tendency which w e  m a y  emphasize is the realization that 
a few really good institutions count more than a large number of 
mediocre ones, that however mu ch  w e  m a y  desire quantity w e  need 
quality even more. It is in response to those two ideas that of our 
three boys’ High Schools, one has been reduced to Higher Elementary 
Grade, thus giving more chance for simpler vernacular education which 
village boys need, and also allowing the Assembly to concentrate staff 
and funds upon the more efficient maintenance of the two Secondary 
Schools that remain. The same principle is being carried out in the 
villages where several small and inefficient schools make way for one 
“Central School.”
The third outstanding tendency is the strong desire of the Indian 
Christian Community for a Boys’ High School conducted on residential 
plan. The desire has been reiterated year after year. Parents feel that 
they desire deeply for their sons the same privilege that the W o m a n ’s 
Board has already provided for their daughters— schools where growing- 
boys m a y  live in close touch with resident teachers, both Indian and 
foreign. The first plans that were drawn up, calling for a large expendi­
ture on land and building were abandoned because of the impossibility 
of obtaining funds. A s  a makeshift, it was decided to make use of 
what w e  already have at Voorhees College and utilize this as a start 
toward working out the new idea. With this purpose Mr. Z w e m e r  was 
called from his evangelistic work and gladly answered the summons to 
put his life into the training up of the leadership for the church. But 
G o d  saw otherwise, and his sudden death removed him from the place 
where his help was so much desired. However, the boys from Madana-
palle and Tindivanam were gathered into the Vellore Hostel, together 
with some of the members of the Madanapalle staff, and with great 
difficulties the experiment has taken its first forward step. At least w e  
shall never wish to return to the old policy of “scattering” and we 
believe that each year will see advance in applying the principles of a 
real residential school, whose chief aim is not the passing of examina­
tions but the formation of Christian character.
One more general remark is called for, the financial stringency that 
lays anxiety upon the heads of all educational institutions. It is this 
which makes every Educational Board meeting a weariness to flesh and 
spirit.
The head of every institution knows that his school is under- 
budgetted, that a deficit at the end of the year is forbidden, and yet, 
unavoidable. H e  knows that his hostel children are underfed, while yet 
a great number are turned away from the door. His every thought is 
to increase his receipts and to lessen his expenditure, and it is this 
ceaseless grind of petty economies that dims the joy of the spontaneous 
creative work he might accomplish. People at home speak sympathet- 
icalljr of the trials of the missionaries but seem not to realize that it is 
within their powers to lessen one of the greatest of them.
E le m e n t a r y Schools
Of these the most numerous do not fall within the limits of this 
report. All the little village schools scattered up and down three dis­
tricts are under the care not of the Educational Board but of the Indian 
Church Board. Yet it is they that form the broad base of our educa­
tional pyramid.
O f  Elementary Boarding Schools w e  n o w  have three, the Arni Boys’ 
School, the Ranipettai Girls’ School and Madanapalle Hope Elementary 
School, into which the old Ho pe  High School has been changed. It is 
these schools which feel particularly the need of a new curriculum, 
more closely connected with the village life from which its pupils come 
and to which most of them should return. It is as he faces this need 
that the head of the Arni School writes:
“Since practically all of our boys come from rural communities, and 
the large majority are apt to revert to them after completing their liter­
ary education, it was with a feeling of real joy that w e  began our 
garden work on the plot of ground acquired by Rev. W .  H. Farrar for 
that purpose before leaving on furlough last year. The boys seem to 
take a keen interest in the work. A  part of the ground is known as 
the “Boy* Scout Garden,” while smaller plots are assigned to individuals. 
A  still larger piece is under cultivation of peanuts. Thus, in two ways 
w e  hope to be benefitted, viz., the small financial remuneration it will 
bring and the larger interest the boys m a y  acquire in the cultivation of 
their fields.
The Girls’ School at Ranipettai faces the same difficulty; for the 
girls, w h o  complete its course of eight years, practically the only re­
munerative outlets are teaching, and entering the W o m e n ’s H o m e  at 
Palmaner. The openings for Elementary teachers in the Mission Schools 
are strictly limited at present, and the home at Palmaner is full. W e
are looking for some one with creative ability w h o  will devise a voca­
tionally elementary course that will send out girls and boys equipped to 
earn through the medium of some ho me  industry. The Ranipettai School 
n o w  rejoices in the services of Miss Ingham, w h o  is able to bring to it 
her recent training at Teachers’ College, N e w  York, and to guide the 
teacher along the new paths of the Project Method, and other recent 
educational developments.
T raining Schools
The Union Mission Training School at Vellore, while still under 
the care of Mr. Warnshuis, entered upon a new career, along the lines 
of the Project Method. This it has continued under its Indian Prin­
cipal, Mr. Lucas, w h o  has carried on the work in a very efficient manner. 
H e  is very enthusiastic over the cottage industries w'hich the school is 
teaching the teachers to take into the villages where they will teach 
upon the completion of their training. The two drawbacks, however, 
are the lack of water and of sufficient arable land. The school rejoices 
m  the prospect of an early removal to its new' site at Kolinjur, across 
the Palar, where building operations are about to be begun and where 
very fine accommodation will be afforded for carrying out the new' cur­
riculum.
The Beattie Memorial Training School for girls is now' amalgamated 
with the Sherman Memorial High School at Chittoor, using the first 
five grades of the school for its practising school. “This school has 
not yet followed the example of the Vellore Training School and 
broken away from the Government curriculum, but is doing its best 
to supplement that old and rather cumbersome scheme of studies with 
training in the newer and more practical methods.
In years gone by this Training School trained teachers for schools 
in our o w n  Mission. Since the Mission is year by year cutting d o wn  
on its D a y  Schools for lack of funds, m a n y  of the teachers w h o m  we 
train must n o w  go to Municipal Schools to get employment. The
Elementary teachers, particularly the w o m e n  teachers, stand in a 
strategic position in these days when municipalities are multiplying their 
primary schools and overcrow'ding them in the hope of reaching the 
goal of compulsory education for all. A  Christian teacher is not per­
mitted to teach her religion, but she has a great opportunity to influence 
the characters of hundreds of little ones, as well as her colleagues, by 
her o w n  character. M a n y  of them marry village teachers and catechists 
whose meagre salary they must supplement by continuing to teach, 
stopping only for two months when a baby comes. As the wives of 
teachers and catechists they can influence whole communities in the vil­
lages where they live and teach.
Secondary Schools
The school at Tindivanam as n o w  carried on is composed almost 
wholly of Hindu pupils. Its function is to serve as a centre of Chris­
tian thought, one of those countless bits of leaven w'hose influence has 
made itself felt throughout the great "lump’’ of Hindu society.
The event of the year has been the opening of its new buildings. 
After years spent in crowded and unsuitable quarters w e  appreciate the 
joy of working in a building that is airy, comfortable, and spacious. 
It is one of the finest buildings in the town and consists of nine large 
rooms, the laboratory and small rooms for the office. Library and 
Masters.
This year the school has had record results at the S. S. L. C. 
public examination held in M arch last, 16 candidates having been de­
clared eligible for admission to University courses of study besides 
three others w h o  appeared in previous years, but w h o  under revised 
rules are n o w  found eligible. This is the largest number of passes that 
the school has had during the whole period of its existence as a High 
School.
T he Christian hostel is n o w  filled with the boys of the lower forms. 
Before the older boys left, they had the privilege of a series of meet­
ings held by Mr. Frank Buchman and his band of workers. It was a 
time of heart searching for each, a time of great cleansing. Grave sins 
were confessed. Prayer groups were formed and daily you would have 
met members coming from quiet places where prayer had been held with 
one another. In a number of instances restitution of things stolen was 
made.
The Girls’ School at Madanapalle reports a prosperous year. The 
school has an enrollment of 122, of w h o m  twenty are Hindus. It is 
worthy of note to see what impression the school has made upon visiting 
officials: “The visit of Viscountess Goschen to our school in July was 
a great event. Her Excellency left the following inscription in our 
visitors’ b o ok : ‘The school is charming and the children seem very 
bright and responsive. I must congratulate the teachers on the work 
done and the happy look of the girls.’ In August w e  were visited by 
the Director of Public Instruction w h o  favored us with these remarks: 
T  visited the school and was very pleased with all I saw. The accom­
modation and the general arrangements for lodging are excellent.’ Sep­
tember brought the Government Inspectress, w h o  spent two days e x a m ­
ining the school on its work of the past year. Later the Sub-Assistant 
Inspectress came and spent two full days inspecting our work. She 
is a Hindu lady w h o  manifests m u c h  interest in our teachers and girls. 
In the inspection report the words ‘Excellent, ‘Good,’ ‘Satisfactory 
occur with gratifying frequency.”
The Sherman Memorial Girls’ High School at Clv.ttoor is still 
rejoicing over the completion of its new buildings. “This is our second 
year in the ‘promised land.’ Piles of brick and mortar are replaced by 
new gardens. Vines and shrubs are springing up to soften the outlines 
of our too glaringly new buildings. Cottage courtyards are ‘lovesome 
spots’ with their flowers and fruit trees. Four cottages are raising 
vegetables, each girl having a four-foot plot, and the fifth house is rais­
ing White Leghorns in a poultry yard fenced in by wire netting. The 
new gray windmill, towering above the well, sends water into the cot­
tages, school hospital and science laboratory at the caprice of the wind.
W e  watch for a breeze as eagerly as any becalmed sailor at the 
equator.”
N o  wonder the cottages have a settled-in look, for they are already 
full though built for future expansion— all full, that is, but the Hindu 
cottage which has as yet only seven boarders. T o  have seven Hindu 
girls is quite an achievement, however, for a Christian boarding school 
in a country district. M a n y  more Hindu girls come as day scholars 
from the town, filling our Preparatory Class so full that w e  have had 
to divide it into two halves. Little by little, w e  see evidences that the 
town is beginning to take a proprietary interest in us, to speak of “our 
Sherman School” and to invite us to take an active part in all educa­
tional meetings and organizations of the town and district.
O f  last year’s sixth form, three are at college in Madras, one in 
Vellore Medical School, one training to be a nurse, one to be a kinder­
garten teacher, and one an upper grade teacher, while two have already 
plunged into teaching to earn money for further study. In days when 
not only Government, but our Mission, are doubting the wisdom of 
spending money on Secondary rather than Elementary education, w e  
look to these old girls of ours to prove that the money and effort 
spent on them, will bear fruit in active leadership in different spheres of 
life.
The thing that saddens us as w e  come to the end of the year is 
the realization that unless we can in some way increase our income, our 
natural growth must be greatly checked or else the very children for 
whose sake w e  exist must be shut out from a chance at Secondary 
education. Our Christian community is still very poor. M u c h  of their 
poverty, w e  might add, is due to the pitifully low salary which the 
Mission pays to its catechists and village school teachers, as well as to 
the low wages paid by landholders to field laborers. W h e n  w e  raise 
our charge for board and tuition we turn out these children and fill 
their places with the daughters of the privileged few of our o w n  and 
surrounding districts. It remains for our church at h o m e  and for the 
young w o m e n  w h o  support this school to determine what its future 
shall be, in the light of what God wants it to be.”
Voorhees College is the largest institution of our Mission. It pre­
sents an enrollment of 1,246, of w h o m  75 per cent, are non-Christians. 
It is trying to combine the functions of a Residential School with those 
of a huge day-institution. But a close view reveals the real importance 
of this type of Missionary enterprise. For one thing, w e  are able to 
maintain a high standard of secondary and college education here at a 
cost to the Mission of less than two thousand dollars besides the salary 
of the missionary.
Then, too, the management is permitted to give religious instruc­
tion to all students, Hindus, M o ha m m e d an s  and Christians. Four hours 
each week are given to this in every class. Here all of our Christian 
teachers have the privilege of presenting the Christian truth and apply­
ing it to the problems of Indian life. In a recent conversation which I 
had with the District Educational Officer, a non-Christian, he spoke of 
the great lack he felt in present-day education in Hindu institutions. 
H e  felt that the young m en were being introduced to modern thought
in history, literature and science, without being given the proper back­
ground in religion and moral stamina that true religion gives men, 
without a vision of service and the ideals of moral conduct that India 
needs so m u ch  as self-government becomes more largely hers. But in 
an institution under Christian management this need is largely met by 
the consecrated and intelligent presentation of Christian truth.
It is hard in the midst of the dust of the day’s long march, amid 
all of the petty difficulties and more serious disappointments to keep 
one’s eyes fixed on the goal of all our enterprise. But inspiration comes 
from the thought of all the consecrated effort that has gone into the 
life of this school in the ma ny  years of its history, and of how, along 
with many other similar institutions, it is daily shaping the religious 
and moral thinking of countless thousands of the youth of this land 
and pointing them toward the Light of the World.
Voorhees Christian Hostels— This year the Christian students in the 
lower High School Forms were sent to the Tindivanam Hostel, and the 
students in the Forms IV.-VI. from Madanapalle and Tindivanam were 
transferred to Voorhees Hostel. There are altogether about one hun­
dred students in these upper forms. It is this group of students about 
w h o m  the Mission and the Arcot Assembly have been especially con­
cerned during the last three years. It has been felt that the type of 
education and hostel supervision that these students are receiving were 
not such as to develop in them the distinctive qualities that we so sorely 
need in our Indian Christian leaders. They are only a small minority 
in the great body of Hindu students in the school. The hostels do not 
provide individual rooms, but only large c o m m o n  rooms for study,; 
dining and sleeping. The supervision has been quite inadequate since 
there has been no provision for the residence in or near the hostel of 
the Christian teachers. These conditions led to a very earnest considera­
tion of the problem of our boys’ high schools and hostels by the Arcot 
Assembly. A  plan was drawn up for a Residential High School which 
embodied the best ideals of Christian education. But the cost of the 
new buildings and maintenance were found to be beyond anything 
that w e  can at present hope to raise and therefore these ideals must 
remain largely without “bed and board" in our educational policy for 
some time. But w e  feel that we must not cease to pray and plan for 
more adequate buildings and methods of supervision. In these coming 
days, as greater opportunities for responsible leadership are opening 
before our educated m en in m a n y  fields of activity in this land, the 
demand for wise, consecrated, God-guided Christian character will be 
greater than ever before. W e  trust that funds and m e n  m a y  soon be 
available to enable us to do a larger share toward meeting that demand.
There are twelve Christian students in the College Hostel this 
year. They are living in a rented house some distance from the Col­
lege. W e  hope to be able to build for them soon on the College c o m ­
pound a suitable College Hostel. T he scholastic standing of our Chris­
tian students in the College compares very favorably with that of the 
Hindu students. It is a great joy to work with them in Bible study 
groups and in the conferences for the study of the student problems, 
and to have fellowship in the daily contacts. In a small group such as
this it is possible for us to become quite well acquainted and intimate
in our relations. Their minds are full of problems-— the theological
difficulties that come to all young disciples w h o  are attempting to think 
out the great doctrines of Christianity, the peculiar religious problems 
confronting a Christian in India and the social, political and economic 
problems which fill Indian thought at the present time. It is a privilege 
to enter into these problems with them, to enjoy the stimulus that 
comes from such contacts, and to feel that there is being developed in 
these young lives a vital Christian faith, not a mere inherited Chris­
tianity that comes from having been born as a me mber of the Christian
community, but a real personal religion that shall give them a new 
outlook on life and be a source of power for future service.
A rcot T heological Sem i n a r y
Rev. A. Arulappan, B.A., Headmaster of the Seminary, writes as 
follows:
The Seminary is full this year also, though not quite as full as 
last year. There are thirty-five students, four of w h o m  are w o m e n  
w h o  attend with their husbands for some subjects, besides taking a 
special course, given by Mrs. L. R. Scudder on subjects helpful to them, 
such as Domestic Economy, Domestic Hygiene and Needle Work.
Evangelistic work is being carried on in surrounding villages on 
Sunday afternoons. During the Campaign W e e k  in October the staff 
and students camped in Pinnathore, a village five miles off, and preached 
the Gospel there and in the neighborhood. W e  were, on the whole, 
gladly welcomed and given an earnest hearing. In two of the villages, 
a few families have promised to accept Christ. A  Temperance Drama, 
which was prepared by a worker in Tindivanam and found successful 
in several places, was staged one night in Pinnathore. The attendance 
was good. The drama was closely followed throughout and made a 
deep impression, vividly setting forth the evils of intemperance. A s  a 
result of this, the people were somewhat well disposed towards us. 
The next morning when w e  visited the houses, ma ny  received us gladly 
and spoke appreciatively of the play. W e  are thankful for this change, 
since the village has all along been hard and unpromising, offering, at 
one time, considerable opposition and trying to thwart even the work 
of our school there. The drama has been helpful also in revealing to 
us all, more than before, its suitability and effectiveness as a means of 
reaching the villages.
The Graduation and Alumni Exercises took place in April. The 
Board of Superintendents and about 50 of the Alumni were present. 
Three students of the three-year course, with their wives, received 
certificates of graduation and four students of the First-year Class, w h o  
were not up to the required standard, were given the Lay Course certifi­
cates. W h e n  the prizes were awarded, one of the visitors, Mr. M. S. 
Rama s w a m i  lyyar, the local Deputy Superintendent of Police, son of 
the late Dr. S. Subramanya lyyar, offered a prize of Rs. 10. 
At the Alumni Meeting the subject discussed was, “Village Community 
Uplift and Betterment.” M a n y  took part and made useful suggestions
about this phase of work which is specially theirs. The Alumni gather­
ing has become a regular annual event.
T h e  Medical Board
The appropriations remained the same. The doctors have had no 
chance to increase the efficiency of their work by better equipment. 
W h e n  w e  remember that the appropriations for the hospital have re­
mained stationary for years though the cost of the work has necessarily 
increased, w e  can see that the doctors have been working under a very 
trying handicap. Medical efficiency costs heavily. A n d  when w e  c o m ­
pare the cost of the work out here with the cost of any efficient hospital 
at home, where mu ch  larger fees can be charged, and when w e  contrast 
the old and meagre equipment and instruments with what is considered 
absolutely necessary in home hospitals, w e  can but marvel that our 
doctors are willing to work under conditions as they are out here and 
also that they can accomplish as much as they do. It is not fair to 
them nor to their work that they can not be placed on a 100 per cent, 
efficiency basis. A n d  yet the increase asked for would not begin to do 
that. But even that has been denied them. W e  should not forget this 
in trying to form a picture of their work for the year.
T h e  Scudder M emorial H ospital, R anipettai
The year 1925 has been a year marked by no special event or great 
change in the usual work of the hospital, its only noteworthy character­
istic being the general growth in nearly all departments of work in 
spite of rigid economies which tend to depress rather than encourage 
such growth. As w e  have noted in previous reports, this hospital caters 
to the medical needs of a population of about forty to fifty thousand 
people, all living within a radius of ten to fifteen miles. This is the 
only in-patient hospital in this area. W e r e  all these peope to take 
advantage of the facilities of Western medicine afforded here w e  could 
not take care of them. But w e  believe that medical science with all its 
recent advances, such as the recently discovered treatment for leprosy 
and for diabetes, is appealing more and more and taking a higher and 
higher place in the estimation of the public.
O ne item w e  wish to report with joy has been the return of Miss 
Noordyk from furlough. She has been greatly missed and it is a 
pleasure to one and all to have her back again. The Nursing Department 
has taken a new lease on life and has reacted at once to her careful 
supervision. W e  also wish to report here the great service she rendered 
this hospital while she was on furlough in collecting funds and buying 
therewith operating instruments and operating room equipment which 
was very m u c h  needed.
O n e  of the most encouraging aspects of our work just n o w  is the 
prospect of getting into the new Scudder Memorial Hospital, which is 
rapidly going up. W e  all watch its progress with eager hearts and long 
for the day when w e  discard the dilapidated worn-out building w e  now 
use for a hospital and can enter the n ew building so carefully thought 
out and planned to our every need. The sooner w e  can enter it the
better w e  shall like it. In connection with this subject, however, w e  
must confess to only one disappointment and that is that only a part 
of the whole plant is under construction because of lack of funds. The 
building of one entire wing has had to be postponed. W e  hope and 
pray that m oney m a y  be forthcoming from friends and well-wishers in 
America to help complete this great venture in the effort to carry the 
love of Christ to the poor and needy and to teach them of His salva­
tion.
One feature of our work which w e  must give special mention is 
the Friday Clinic for lepers. W e  are pushing as vigorously as possible 
the treatment of lepers with the methods so carefully worked out, first 
in the Philippines and more recently by Dr. Muir of the Calcutta 
School of Tropical Medicine. Leprosy is a curable disease, w e  believe, 
and are inviting dozens of these unfortunates' w h o  happen to live in 
this area to take advantage of this great discovery of medical science. 
Every Friday 20 to 40 lepers come walking and riding in from near 
and far to receive their injections. W e  hope the day is not so far 
distant when this terrible scourge m a y  be wiped off the face of the 
earth.
This report would not be complete without mention of the Evangel­
istic W o r k  that is being done, and of the Christian influence that w e  
try to bring to all w h o  enter our doors. During the past year it has 
been our good fortune to get into rather close touch with the people 
of two villages, namely Pudur and Atalem. The people of these vil­
lages, though sympathetically inclined, have never been willing to take 
a firm stand for Christ. Recently several sick persons from a m on g  them 
have been brought here, and having received spiritual healing as well as 
physical have gone back to bring their friends and relations to the w ay 
of salvation. In another village, named Erantangal, the hospital has had 
much to do with encouraging and strengthening the people there in 
their faith. F r o m  this latter village w e  are treating four young lepers, 
fortunately all in the early stages of the disease, and w e  are confident 
we shall cure them of this dreadful disease. While here they learn of 
Christ’s love and care and go back to their homes with some of the 
joy of Christ’s love in their hearts. These opportunities of reaching 
the poor and needy are a joy to the whole staff and w e  pray that w e  
m a y  be used more and more powerfully for the propagation of the 
Gospel Message.
T h e M ary Lott L yles H ospital
At the hospital there has been the usual run of patients. A m o n g  
the nurses there was but one senior graduate this year, and three juniors, 
all of w h o m  creditably passed their examinations. T w o  of our Alumnae, 
n o w  at work in Arabia, nurse M a r y  B. from Muscat, and Ravamoni 
from Kuwait, returned to India for the summer and paid us welcome 
visits. They are received with interest by the church and hospital people, 
for are they not, in a way, Madanapalle’s Missionaries in Arabia?
While w e  were still at the hills rumors reached us of the contem­
plated visit in July of the Governor and Lady Ghoshen from Madras. 
So important and rare an event could not be lightly treated and great
was the labor and preparation entailed thereby. The great day came at 
last, bringing with it the Governor and Her Excellency and their retinue, 
consisting of a number of Aids, Secretaries and other officials. The 
day began early, at about 7.45 A. M., and after the presentation of the 
staff at the dispensary entrance, and the garlanding of our visitors, we 
proceeded to show them through the hospital buildings. They seemed 
so thoroughly interested in everything, and asked so m a ny  questions 
regarding the work, that it was a pleasure taking them about. Just 
before leaving the Governor inscribed complimentary remarks in the 
visitors’ book as Her Excellency rested in the easiest chair in our 
European Ward.
These reports tell us something. But what report could tell us of a 
year’s work as the doctor faces the m a ny  eager, anxious, suffering pa­
tients and their friends. H o w  can they tell us of the anxious efforts 
to relieve sickness, often successful, at times with little results? H o w  
often have they had to face the eager questioning eyes with the verdict: 
“Too late, I cannot cure you.” W h a t  joy when they can confidently say 
to another sufferer, “Yes, I can help you if you will trust me.” A  m a n  
comes w h o  has been told by the native doctor that he will die in two- 
months and within that time leaves the hospital well and strong. A  
poor w o m a n  comes, her very existence a burden and likely to be sent 
away by her husband through no fault of hers but because of the 
ignorance of the midwife, to find her burden removed and herself re­
stored to her ho me  by an operation skillfully performed. The days are 
filled with such cases as the long line of sufferers pass through the 
doors of these hospitals. N o  report could possibly tell the story.
The Economic Board
The Economic Board, as its name indicates, concerns itself chiefly 
with the economic conditions of our Christian church. If any one 
would have mentioned to our Missionary forbears 50 years ago that one 
whole department of our Missionary endeavor was to be set aside for 
the research and investigation of economic principles and policies in 
connection with Missionary effort, they would have disclaimed its pos­
sibility. At that time India was in the grip of the fatalism of the East. 
This fatalism can easily be understood by any one w h o  has lived in 
India. For centuries the land and its people have been gripped by a 
relentless climate, she has been scourged by famine, pestilence, internal 
feuds and war. H er crops were often destroyed either by an over­
whelming flood or the blight or drought consumed them. The daily 
insecurity of living could result in nothing short of fatalism, when 
nature was overwhelmingly strong and individual m a n  infinitely weak. 
Instinctively, m a n ’s aim was to guard and preserve, rather than enlarge 
and improve.
This fatalism was further promoted by the prevailing religion of 
the land; it was opposed to matter and cared nothing for progress; in 
fact, its whole system denied that there is such a thing as progress 
existent.
Progress, however, is a law of life; its principles could not for ever 
be ignored. O ur church as it is entering upon the path of self-govern­
ment, is vitally concerned with the principle of economic freedom upon 
which real progress is so utterly dependent. Anyone w h o  has sat in our 
Church Councils the past few years can realize what a large factor 
finances are in our present missionary work and problems. The Indian 
Christian Church under G o d ’s blessing has by its rapid growth out­
grown the financial resources the mother church in America has been 
able to place at its disposal. It almost seems that financial assistance 
will be the limiting factor in the growth of the church in the near 
future. Everywhere doors of opportunity are opened, but before enter­
ing them w e  are forced to close others. Therefore, the task of fostering 
and developing ways and means by which our Christian community m a y  
be able and willing to assume a larger share of the necessary financial 
burden for the work is the primary objective of the work carried on 
under the auspices of the Economic Board.
C o-operative Societies
O ne of the forms of activity carried on comes under the head of 
Co-operative Credit Societies, of which Mr. J. J. DeValois reports as 
follows:
Within the Mission area about SO co-operative societies have been 
organized. So far their chief concern has been co-operative credit, a 
matter of great importance in itself, but only a very small stepping 
stone to greater achievements in co-operative buying and selling, insur­
ance and protection. Government is doing a great deal to foster this 
great movement and w e  have had the privilege and opportunity of 
working very intimately with them on this c o m m o n  problem during the 
past year. The British Government recognized the services of one of 
our Missionaries by an honorary appointment to an official Government 
position in the district.
T o  encourage further the promotion of co-operative interest among 
our Christian leaders a conference was held at the Agricultural School 
for a selected group of Christian leaders. Several of the attending 
delegates gratefully admitted that their conception of this movement in 
its relationship to m a n y  of their perplexing problems was greatly en­
larged.
O ur efforts along the line of this activity have been to warn and 
advise our people against careless and unproductive loans, unpunctuality 
in repayment, heavy arrears of interest and principal, selfish committees, 
fictitious transactions, dissensions and dishonesty. W e  have attempted 
to encourage thrift, self-help, mutual help, business-like dealings, fore­
thought, unity and harmony of purpose, all of which should be fruits 
of the spirit of Christ.
K atpadi Industrial Institute
The year 1925 has been a very busy one for the Institute in every 
respect. The consequent advance along every line of activity has been 
marked. The number of pupils in the school department has been 115. 
There have been more day pupils than usual. The number of non-
Christian lads is higher than in previous years. Our main strength, 
however, continues to be the village lads w h o  come with the expectation 
of learning a trade and of earning a better livelihood eventually. As 
organized industry in India increases, there will be more opportunity 
for our boys, but only in commercial centres. T o  expect them to return 
to their h o me  villages is asking the impossible, for these villages offer 
no opportunities for such young m e n  to ply'their trade, and will not, as 
long as the simplicity of village life remains. Our work, therefore, con­
tributes only indirectly to village improvement and that only in so far 
as family attachment prompts those earning better wages to help their 
less favored village relatives.
Our method of training has continued to be that of previous years; 
no theory is taught except as it is put into practice immediately. W e  
have paid large attention to the apprentice method of teaching for the 
more advanced boys of the cabinet carpentry department. This makes 
the experienced workman virtually a working teacher. The boys are 
helped and are expected to learn all the details of the more intricate 
and better articles made. Results have justified this method even beyond 
our fondest expectations.
The teaching in the Motor Department has been along practical 
lines only. W e  report with much satisfaction that this department will 
n o w  be Mr. W a l d ’s special care and we have every reason to hope that 
our school will soon be a m o n g  the foremost in this line.
The Commercial Department this year turned out more work than 
during any one previous year. W e  still hold the enviable position of 
our products advertising our work to such an extent that the orders 
that are coming in constantly are almost more than w e  can care for. 
It is a source of no little pleasure to receive m a n y  unsolicited testi­
monials. Our satisfied buyers are our best advertisers. W e  have made 
furniture and doors and windows for buildings of every description, 
for our o w n  Mission buildings and for others. W e  have sent furniture 
to distant parts of India and Ceylon and Mesopotamia, and even A m e r ­
ica, from which w e  have received cabled orders, and all unsolicited. 
One of the most gratifying orders we have had this year is the making 
of the doors and windows for the n e w  W o m e n ’s and Children’s Hospital, 
n o w  in process of construction at Bahrain, Arabia. W e  are extremely 
grateful for this opportunity to help our sister Mission in this way. The 
Blacksmithing section of our commercial department has been busy 
making special hospital beds suited to the needs and requirements of 
India, as also with the making of the iron work for our building opera­
tions. Ornamental gate construction has been attempted with fair suc­
cess.
During the course of the year w e  have added largely to our equip­
ment by installing about Rs. 9,000/- worth of new machinery. W e  hope 
this will help us to cope with ever-increasing work coming to the 
Institute in all its departments.
The Boarding H o m e  has been the ho me  for about 100 lads and we 
can only hope and pray that the Christian influence of the H o m e  and 
surroundings m a y  help to shape their lives so that in the years ahead 
they m a y  be worthy Christian craftsmen.
The Night School continues its useful work of giving the Boarding 
H o m e  boys a better knowledge of the 3 R ’s and a more grounded 
instruction in Christian truths.
The D a y  School for the children of our staff members and the 
surrounding villages, is a place of great activity and has been a success­
ful venture during the^  year. O n e  additional teacher has been added to 
the staff.
T h e W o m e n ’s Industrial School
The W o m a n ’s Industrial W o r k  has continued its activities in its 
new home at Palmaner. The largest share of the Jubilee Fund from 
the W o m a n ’s Board in America was asked for the development of this 
very needy phase of w o m e n ’s work in India. The substantial sum of 
$18,000 was very generously granted from this Jubilee Fund, and with 
this amount in hand the scope and outlook of this growing institution 
is to be very materially increased during the year to come.
A  special committee was appointed to revise the policy of the school. 
They were agreed that in future the school should first of all be an 
Industrial School. Its standards should be those required by Govern­
ment. All the girls w h o  are n o w  admitted are not qualified for the 
work as prescribed by Government for an Industrial School. There 
are always those whose fingers are all thumbs, girls w h o  do poorly in 
a Domestic Arts course. These girls need protection; they need our 
sympathy and help. Their needs also were taken into consideration and 
a special department, best termed a H o m e  Department, was agreed 
upon. For the girls of this H o m e  Department w e  wish honest toil. 
Such simple native industries as gardening, poultry raising, laundering, 
leafplate making and other cottage industries should make them suited 
for the life of their villages when they return to take up their home 
duties. W e  feel that this is not going to meet with whole-hearted 
approval. This, however, seems to be the only plan which will supply 
the needed and possible training we can give in the school for girls 
of this type.
In our Christian villages there are w o m e n  w h o  in years gone by
attended the lace class, as it was then called. O ur present girls also
will be returning to their homes. For these and others w e  should assume 
a responsibility. A n  Extension Department of the Industrial School 
will, w e  believe, meet that need. Consequently, the plan of the future 
School eagerly anticipates the day when an efficient Extension Depart­
ment will serve the needs of the graduates in their homes.
Reaching out through these three lines of endeavor, namely, the 
Industrial School, the H o m e  Department and the Extension Department, 
w e  feel that w e  have formulated plans for the teaching and the helping 
of a certain class of Indian w o m e n  within the Assembly area, w ho do 
not have the opportunity nor advantages offered through other lines of
education. W e  feel that the remodeled school in its enlarged embrace
will better serve m a n y  of our girls and w o m e n  w h o  too long have 
been left to their fate of poverty and hardships, and w h o  need some 
encouragement to attain a better and more wholesome grade of Christian 
living.
T he A gricultural School
This institution has finished the first year of its actual existence as 
an agricultural school. W e  have worked with our first class of boys, 
sixteen in number, drawn from the villages in various areas of the 
Assembly. Boys w h o  are reluctant to come to us at first have learned 
by experience to appreciate this new form of education and work. The 
spirit of the boys has been very encouraging. They have taken hold of 
their farm projects with real enthusiasm, which has been very gratifying 
considering the low esteem in which manual and thus farm labor is held. 
W e  have placed at their disposal plots for individual cultivation under 
dry and well lands. They have learned through personal efforts the 
problems connected with sheep and poultry raising. F r o m  the weekly 
earnings the boys have paid one-half of their food expenses and have 
all started small saving deposits with the remainder. Through prac­
tical experience they have been led into the study of co-operative effort. 
In their one-half time study periods they have done their work very 
creditably. M a n y  practical problems have been dealt with here, which 
have been harrowed into their minds through the follow-up work in the 
out-of-doors laboratory.
T he spirit among the teachers and other workers has been one of 
very satisfying unity. W e  were greatly impressed by the consecration 
of one of our young Christian m e n  w h o  deliberately left one of our 
largest centres, with all its prestige and social advantages, and cast his 
lot here with us to minister to the appealing needs of the rural people.
During the year a great ma ny  conferences, special courses and 
demonstrations have been held here at the farm and elsewhere in the 
Assembly area. W e  are eagerly anticipating the day when extension 
work of this kind m a y  be a major in our activities.
Special work has been carried on with poultry and sheep raising. 
By means of the latter we have made a small beginning toward supply­
ing ma ny  of our o w n  hostel and boarding home needs. F r o m  the flock 
which is being reared and cared for by our school boys w e  have sup­
plied mutton twice a week to our o w n  hostel and to the Industrial 
School hostel. It has proven a very successful venture and will be 
extended in the future. O ur poultry work has more than lived up to 
our expectations and already is on a self-supporting basis by means of 
extensive outside sales of fowls and eggs, while the Christian C o m ­
munity has the opportunity to draw on us at below cost prices for their 
improved strains of fowl. Plans are under w ay for a large develop­
ment in this department which w e  feel is a very useful one for the 
poorer class of people.
W e  believe that during the past year this Institution has proven the 
value and worth of its existence and w e  trust some of our limiting 
financial and other circumstances m a y  be overcome so that its contribu­
tion m a y  be the more vital and genuine in coping with the difficult 
economic situations with which the Christian Community is faced as it 
is striving for indigenous, Christ-life self-expression.
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T H E  J A P A N  M I S S I O N
F ounded 1859
Organized into North and South, 1889; Reunited in 1917
A rea occupied in t h e Island of K y u -s h u , 15,552 square miles 
E stimated responsibility of t h e R. C. A., 2,000,000
Missionaries.-— Toyko: Rev. A. Oilmans (Emeritus), Rev. H. V. S. 
Peeke, Miss H. M. Lansing, Miss F. E. Oltmans, Mr. C. A. Dykhuizen. 
Yokohama: Miss J. Noordhoff, Miss C. J. Oltmans, Miss D. Eringa, 
Miss F. V. Buss. Shimonoseki: Miss F. C. Walvoord, Miss H. Keizer. 
Oita: Rev. H. Kuyper, Rev. A. V a n  Bronkhorst. Saga: Rev. S. W .  
Ryder, Miss H. E. Hospers. Kurutne: Rev. B. C. Moore. Nagasaki: 
Rev. D. C. Ruigh, Rev. W .  G. Hoekje, Miss F. Darrow, Mr. M. 
Hoeksema. Kagoshima: Rev. J. Ter Borg. Tokyo: G. A. M o kma.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. A. Oltmans (Emeritus), Mrs. H. V. S. 
Peeke, Mrs. D. C. Ruigh, Mrs. W .  G. Hoekje, Mrs. H. Kuyper, Mrs.
S. W .  Ryder, Mrs. A  V a n  Bronkhorst, Mrs. J. Ter Borg, Mrs. B. C. 
Moore, Miss Minnie Taylor (Non-commissioned).
On Furlough.— Miss S. M. Couch, Miss J. A. Pieters, Rev. and 
Mrs. L. J. Shafer, Rev. and Mrs. H. V. E. Stegeman, Miss E. V. Teets.
Emeritus— In America.— Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Booth.
Japanese Helpers.— Ordained Ministers, 9. Other Helpers: Men, 76; 
W o m e n ,  23.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys’, 2; Scholars, 994; Girls', 2; Scholars, 
628. Theological, 1; Students, 28. Total Schools, 5; Scholars, 1,650.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
G eneral
The business and financial depression noted in last year’s report has 
continued throughout this year. The close of the year, however, finds 
the business and finances of the country in healthier condition than at 
its beginning. A  very considerable part of the credit for this must go 
to the Kato Cabinet which has stood for a policy of retrenchment and 
deflation. Its policies along this line have not been perfect and have 
come in for m u ch  criticism, but as the year closes it is evident that 
ground has been gained.
In politics the most important event of the year has been the adop­
tion of universal male suffrage. Practically all male Japanese above the 
age of 25 are n o w  entitled to vote and the electorate has increased from 
3,340,000 to 14,150,000. This is a great change, of course, yet it is 
easy for a Westerner to overestimate its importance. It must be r e m e m ­
bered that this greatly enlarged electorate is, after all, limited to the 
choosing of representatives to the Lower House of Parliament only.
The powers of this Lower House are very much circumscribed, and 
therefore the mere enlargement of the electorate, while making the 
Lower House more truly representative of the nation, does not neces­
sarily mean that the people will have a greater influence on national 
legislation. Yet the adoption of universal suffrage is an indication of 
the rising tide of democracy in Japan, and it is the opinion of some 
well qualified to judge, that indirect!}', at least, it will make public 
opinion a greater power in Japan.
T w o  events in connection with the Imperial Family, the celebration 
of the Emperor’s silver wedding and the birth of a daughter to the 
Prince Regent and Crown Princess, received widespread attention 
throughout the country. The latter event, especially, was greeted with 
much rejoicing, showing that in spite of democratic tendencies, the 
Imperial House continue to hold a unique place in the hearts of the 
people.
R eligious
In November, an international conference of Buddhists, the first of 
its kind, was held in Tokyo. Over a thousand Buddhist priests, repre­
senting practically every sect in China, Korea and Japan, were present. 
The conference had been called by the Japanese Buddhist Association 
for the purpose of discussing means for closer relations between the 
various Buddhist sects and ’for the promotion of co-ordination in the 
work of disseminating the principles of their religion. Plans were made 
for more aggressive propaganda, not only in the lands represented, but 
all through the Orient and even in Western lands.
T he one-year general evangelistic campaign carried on under the 
direction of the National Christian Council ended in June of this year. 
Meetings were held in most of the cities of Japan and in some of the 
large towns. The reports show that for the most part these meetings 
were well attended. The Council Committee says, “A  significant fea­
ture of this campaign was the unusually sympathetic attitude of the 
Government upon certain occasions. The H o m e  Department and the 
Educational Department went to the trouble of sending letters to certain 
various cities asking that all possible assistance be granted to the meet­
ings to be held in these places. A s  a result, the meetings in Nagasaki, 
for instance, were held under the auspices of the City Educational Asso­
ciation. Schools in m a n y  places were unexpectedly found open, govern­
ment officials were unusually kind and nowhere was it necessary to sacri­
fice any of the Christian message!”
O n  the 16th of June M a d a m e  Kajiko Yajima, the leading Christian 
w o m a n  of Japan, passed away at the ripe age of 93. The wide notice 
taken of this event and the m a n y  eulogies of her work and character 
appearing in leading newspapers and magazines furnished ample proof 
of the large place she occupied in the hearts of her countrymen. It is 
very encouraging to think that after only little more than a half cen­
tury of Christian work in Japan, the native church is already producing 
m en and w o m e n  w h o  are truly national characters. Happily the great 
work which M a d a m e  Yajima began for temperance and purity will be 
aggressively carried on by those trained under her. Signs are not
wanting of a changing tide of public opinion on the subject of licensed 
prostitution.
In M a y  a great conference of pastors and laymen of the Church of 
Christ in Japan was held at Gotemba, and missionaries of all the Mis­
sions working in connection with the church were invited. It was the 
first general meeting of the church since the death of Dr. U e mu r a  in 
January and was evidently planned with the object of drawing all the 
forces of the church into close fellowship and hearty co-operation. 
The conference amply demonstrated that although a great leader had 
passed away, there was still left a body of m e n  well able to manage the 
affairs of the church. In fact, it is quite probable that the passing of 
one w h o  so completely overshadowed others will give better opportunity 
for the development of the m a n y  talented young m e n  in the ranks of the 
ministry of the church. The spirit of the conference toward the foreign 
missionaries was most cordial.
The year has witnessed great activity in the publication of Christian 
literature. The great earthquake in 1923 destroyed not only large stocks 
of Christian books, but all the publishing plants producing them as well. 
It is therefore with great gratitude that w e  record that as 1925 closes 
w e  again find ourselves able to obtain almost all the old books of real 
value and m a n y  good new books as well. The recovery of the Chris­
tian pubishing business is really nothing short of phenomenal.
The publishing work in which our Mission is most directly inter­
ested is of course that of the Christian Literature Society. This So­
ciety’s best seller for the year was Dr. G. P. Pierson’s Annotated Bible. 
The Society published a Japanese translation of Hurlbut’s Bible Stories, 
and this, too, has met with very good success. Just at the close of the 
year the Society brought out Dr. Pieters’ book on the life of Christ. 
The book is unique in that it is the only book in the Japanese language 
that attempts to make the life of our Lord understandable to the m a n  
in the street. W e  trust that it will prove a valuable contribution to the 
Christian literature of Japan.
O ur evangelistic work has shown some gratifying progress in that 
two churches, those at Saga and Miyakanojoo, have become independent. 
Such an advance movement at a time of great financial depression is 
especially encouraging. In equipment, too, there has been considerable 
progress. Church buildings have been completed at K u r u m e  and Kashi- 
wakubo and parsonages at Oita and Saga.
In our former Shinshu field the church at Kamisuwa has become 
independent. Missionaries and evangelists of our Mission gave many 
years of faithful labor to this church. So, although the church has 
attained to independence while under the control of the Domestic Mis­
sion Board of the Church of Christ in Japan, w e  nevertheless feel that 
w e  have made a substantial contribution to this forward movement.
A  step toward the realization of our ideal of Mission-owned houses 
for all our Missionaries was made by the acquirement of a building lot 
at Oita and the beginning of building operations on the house which 
will be completed early in April. W e  have been exceptionally fortunate 
in being able to acquire at moderate cost such an ideal lot in Yokohama 
for Perris Seminary dormitory and residences.
The arrival of the new short-termers, Miss Keizer and Messrs. 
Hoeksema and Dykhuizen, was a most welcome addition to our forces. 
W e  were very glad too because of the return of Mr. Hoekje, with his 
m a n y  years of experience to aid us in the solution of ma ny  Mission 
problems. N o w  comes the good news that Miss Shafer is to return 
early in the new year as a permanent member of our Mission. Even 
with these additions w e  feel very m u ch  the inadequacy of our forces. 
Yet w e  do feel thankful that the most urgent needs have been so 
promptly and so well supplied.
EVANGELISTIC
Saga
The year 1925 has been a difficult one for progress in any direction. 
With the increased cost of operation and diminution of general evan­
gelistic funds for itinerating and special meetings, such a field as Saga, 
with small isolated groups of Christians, suffers the most.
The absence of resident evangelists during 1924 resulted in a 
dwindling away of church membership, especially in groups at Arita and 
Takeo, with the result that the^e two places have been reduced from 
regular organized churches to the rank of weekly preaching places. The 
first part of the year the Missionary-in-charge was obliged to care for 
these groups as far as his time permitted, but in July Mr. Kurokawa 
was located at Imari. Since that time all three places have had regular 
weekly preaching services.
The Karatsu church continues to plod along, although little progress 
has been made in response to the general urge toward independence 
from the Mission. The pastor insists on making solid growth along all 
lines before assuming the responsibility of an independence which m a y  
prove too burdensome financially to continue.
The Saga church offers the most conspicuous example of outward 
progress in this field. F r o m  January 1st their contribution towards 
their pastor’s salary was increased from forty Yen per month to seventy. 
This advance enabled them to enjoy the privileges of what is called 
“Chuukai” (Classis) independence. Thus the pastor has regular stand­
ing in the native church assemblies. The Mission made a grant of 
Yen 3,000 from the J. H. Ballagh Building Fund for a parsonage on the 
Saga church lot. A  fine two-story building was erected, into which the 
pastor moved in April. With this equipment it is hoped the Saga church 
will soon attain complete financial independence.
The limited personnel on the field has made it necessary' for the 
Missionary-in-charge to carry heavy burdens of Mission administration 
during the year, so that committee work and other Mission business have 
made it difficult for him to carry on aggressive evangelism in the Saga 
and K u r u m e  fields. The front room of the manse has been furnished 
as a reading-room, and, equipped with the large loan library of Saga 
Station, has become increasingly useful for groups of students, as well 
as for a reading room. Until summer, a group of eight teachers of 
middle schools formed a Saturday Night English Club, which met at 
the house every week. This offered an indirect way of spreading a
Christian influence where it is much needed in the Japanese schools. 
Twice a month the Missionary told Bible stories in the regular class­
rooms of a neighboring middle school, and conducted a class of Bible 
Study in John, consisting of the English teachers of this school. I 
might add that booklets containing the above Bible Stories were sold to 
the students to the value of Y e n  17.50.
Since October a very promising group of about a dozen Higher 
School students has been formed, which meets very regularly at the 
Missionary’s h o m e  for Bible study. The nucleus of this group came 
from contacts made at the fall festival evangelistic meetings held in the 
main park of Saga City. Most of these m e n  are also attending the 
Missionary’s Bible class, held in the Saga church on Sundays. The reg­
ular semi-annual evangelistic meetings held in connection with the fes­
tivals of the local shrine, in union with the Lutherans, in M a y  and 
October, were considered very satisfactory. During the three days of 
each festival, thousands of people heard the word preached and saw the 
pictures of the life of Christ, and many bought Christian books. The 
total sales of Bibles (and portions), hymnals and devotional books were 
62, 29 and 84, respectively, bringing in a total of Yen 143.41. Christian 
newspapers and tracts were also distributed free among the crowds. In 
July, when the motion picture film, “The Ten Commandments,” was 
shown at Saga, your Missionary and the Lutheran Missionary distributed 
to the people as they entered the theatre 2,000 copies of the tract, “The 
Ten C o mm a n d m en t s ”-— a very well written exposition on this text re­
cently published by the Christian Literature Society.
B y  placing bookcases of books on sale in the preaching places and 
by selling books at the ho me  library room and at festivals, books to the 
value of Yen 362.55 were sold during the year 1925 in Saga and K u r u m e  
Stations. These books might be classified roughly as follows: Bibles 
and portions, 253; hymnals, 84; devotional, etc., 170; total, 507 copies.
Kurume
During the year 1925 the Yanagawa and O k a w a  churches have re­
ceived four adults on confession of faith, one of these, strangely enough, 
the daughter of a keeper of a house of ill-fame. In February the Yana­
gawa church raised its contribution for pastor’s salary from six to 
eight yen per month.
Although the Hainuzuka church dismissed twenty-three of its adult 
members to form a new church at Fukushima the first part of the 
year, the church’s finances were only about twenty yen worse off than 
in 1924— total collected in 1924 being Y en 459 and Yen 438 in 1925. 
During the summer this church presented twenty yen to its pastor for a 
wefek’s vacation in the mountains, thus setting a fine example for the 
smaller churches of our Mission. ,
The Fukushima Church is the direct outgrowth of several years’ 
prayerful and continuous labor on the part of Mr. Narasaki, pastor of the 
Hainuzuka church. With the assignment of a new graduate of our 
theological seminary there in April, a regular church organization was 
effected, without going through the usual preaching place organization 
stage at all. This church is ma de  up more largely of working people
than most of our churches. Moreover, another peculiarity is that most 
of the members have been admitted in whole families, instead of single 
individuals, as in most of our other churches, where, too often, such 
individuals have to take their stand against family opposition. There 
are prospects for a good church at Fukushima, and the evangelist, Mr. 
Kira, together with Mrs. Kira, w h o  has had training for Christian work, 
are enthusiastic in this, their first charge.
The K u r u m e  church has continued to grow steadily, especially in 
general attendance at the regular services of worship. Three adults 
were received on confession of faith during the year. Moreover, an 
active Christian family moving to the city' is making its influence felt 
in the church’s work. The church debt has been reduced from Y e n  162 
to Yen 79, chiefly through the activities of the Ladies’ Aid Society. The 
pastor, Mr. Karoji, was getting the church well under way, when in 
April he received a call from the independent church at Kumamoto. 
The Mission consented to his release because of the fine spirit he has 
always shown towards the Mission. In him the Japanese church organi­
zation has secured a valuable addition, and at the same time he under­
stands the Mission’s churches (which are mu ch  in the majority in this 
Classis) so sympathetically that he becomes a strong link uniting the 
Mission work to that of the native church.
His successor, Mr. Muranaka, is also a fine-spirited man, and the 
church has become m u c h  attached to him. Under his leadership a 
church building plan, more practical than any heretofore presented, has 
been unanimously approved and executed. B y  means of a Mission grant 
of Yen 2,000 a fine n ew “barrack” type church building has been erected. 
The dedication service in November was ma de  a great occasion by 
inviting from Tokyo the Mission’s veteran retired evangelist, the Rev. 
A. Segawa, and others formerly connected with the church, to give 
inspiration and encouragement to the church people. The assignment of 
Rev. and Mrs. B. C. Moore to K u r u m e  in September for further lan­
guage study again brings Kuru m e  into the category of a Mission Station.
Nagasaki
The work at the downtown preaching place k n ow n  as the Kodokan 
was continued without striking change. There was a baptism of one 
young w o m a n  in March, and of two w o m e n  and one young m a n  in 
December. The attendance at the services Sunday morning and evening 
seems to show a gradual growth, evidencing a similar growth in con­
stituency. For lack of funds additions could not be made to the loan 
library, and consequently fewer books were loaned than customarily. 
The book shop, after carrying through the year a small stock of Bibles 
and hymnals only, undertook in December once more to increase the 
size and variety of its stock.
Every evening during the hottest month of the summer, Mr. Y a ma -  
guchi in company with another pastor of the city, engaged in street 
preaching to people assembled in considerable numbers in a place near 
the water front. H e  estimates that more than 10,000 people in all at­
tended and heard something of the Gospel.
Besides holding Sunday school regularly on Sunday mornings, Mr. 
Yamaguchi, feeling the need of better acquaintance with the children, 
has invited them one week-day evening during the year to come to the 
preaching place for a semi-social meeting. O n  occasion, lantern views 
are shown, or stories m a y  be told, or other programs prepared. Often 
children of the neighborhood come in on other evenings to prepare their 
lessons for school. In this, as in the happily successful way in which 
he arranged the Christmas program, Mr. Yagamuchi reveals traces 
still of his former service as teacher in primary schools. His preaching 
is usually expository, well thought out and carefully worded.
At Urakami a meeting place has been rented through the year. 
Though for a time a few adults gathered for a service on Sunday 
afternoon after Sunday school, such a meeting seems difficult to hold 
now. Mr. Yamaguchi meets the children here too, once additionally 
each week.
There remains the work at Shimabara, where, as at Furumachi, the 
group of Christians is still too small to warrant organization. The 
present worker has been there four years, and the baptism at the last 
Sunday morning service of the year of a young m a n  w h o  has all the 
years attended the Sunday school gave him great satisfaction. H e  is 
sure that this youth will prove faithful, for he has already had to meet 
considerable persecution in his o w n  home.
T he Sunday school is flourishing, well and regularly attended. 
M a n y  of its pupils also attend the Kindergarten which has n o w  been 
conducted by the pastor and his wife for a few years, aside from 
regular Mission funds. A  trained teacher has been employed, the chil­
dren have responded finely, parents are increasingly appreciative, and all 
in alt, the enterprise is an important factor in making Christianity more 
acceptable in the city. Church and Sunday school contributed Yen 2 for 
Near East relief.
One is happy to place on record this account of the faithfulness of 
the Japanese workers in this field, under circumstances that are not 
strikingly encouraging, except for the assurance of G o d ’s call in Christ 
to the service which is their opportunity.
T o k y o
During the early part of the year Mr. Murakami fell ill and for 
several months was not able to care for his work at Gotenyama. Mr. 
Murakami’s preaching is exceptionally good, and I think that explains 
w hy the morning audience runs from 25 to 30. The Sunday school is 
not large, but numbers between 25 and 35. It is superintended by a 
young man, n o w  in the Imperial University, about to graduate, w h o  has 
been a member of the school since boyhood. H e  is helped by a teacher 
from Meiji Gakuin w h o  plays the organ well, and two young men of 
the church w h o  are the fruit of the work in Gotonda. It helps con­
siderably to have Mr. Murakami’s sister with him. I have attended 
Christmas exercises at Gotenyama for ma ny  years, and this year I was 
much impressed with the dignified and altogether proper spirit in which 
the really excellent exercises were conducted.
The only work at Gotanda at present is a Sunday school. The
teachers are the aforesaid teacher and the two young m e n  w h o  are
helpful also at Gotenyama. In fact, the school is held in the h o m e  of 
one of them. They have enlisted the help of another young m a n  from 
the vicinity, and the mother of the young m a n  in whose ho me  the school 
is held also teaches. Except for the little financial help given by the 
Mission, the school is entirely on its o w n  resources. Here, too, the 
Christmas exercises were conducted in a most excellent spirit, in every 
w a y  worthy of Christmas.
There have not been more than two or three baptisms during the 
year, but for all that the work is encouraging. I have taught a class 
each Sunday morning, and Miss Oltmans has attended the services,
helped in the Sunday school and assisted in other ways.
I visited Gotemba during the year. I was m u c h  impressed with the 
excellent w a y  in which the work of the Sunday school was conducted. 
Mr. Oinoue does good work but would be helped by occasional visits 
from a Missionary. H e  goes each Sunday afternoon to Koyama, five 
miles away, to meet with a little group of half a dozen old-time Chris­
tians, and he also goes to a nearby town noted for its spinning industry. 
I should call the place ripe for a forward step, but it requires help 
from an outside party with a vision of what is possible up there on the 
mountain side.
This has been a great year for the Kashiwakubo Christians. The 
Mission gave them Y en 2,000 and they gathered something like Yen 1,500 
and put up a very creditable church building. The whole exertion has 
quickened their pulses and done a lot of good to the whole church 
family. The pastor, Mr. Kurihara, is faithful as ever, and since the 
health of his wife has improved, he is beginning once more to travel in 
the outlying country.
Mrs. Peeke has been teaching a Bible Class in the Takanawa church 
near her home, and has organized and conducted a Sunday school in 
one of the Meiji Gakuin buildings for children of the neighborhood. 
The school has numbered fifty or over, and with the help of a couple 
of students, Miss Oltmans and Miss Yoshidomi, has been carried on 
with profit to all concerned.
Oita
The work at Usuki and Saeki has been much handicapped by the 
fact that the evangelists at these places left about the middle of the 
year. Mr. Y a m a d a  of Saeki left for further study in America, while 
Mr. Kurokawa was transferred to the Arita-Imari field in Saga.
Oita church for a long time has been passing through the trying 
experience of seeing members moving away. At last, however, the tide 
seems to be turning. W e  are beginning to receive members from other 
places w h o  are a real help to the work of the church. The most note­
worthy of these is a teacher in the Higher Commercial School, a m a n  
w h o  has spent several years in America, a m a n  of good education and 
happily at the same time an earnest Christian. H e  is proving a great 
help, especially in work among young people. Largely through his 
efforts a Christian Endeavor Society has been formed, and its meetings,
corning before the Sunday evening service, help to swell the attendance 
at that gathering. The wife of the present Governor of the province 
is a Christian and has had her membership transferred to our church. 
Unfortunately, while her husband gives her freedom to believe as she 
will, he does not allow her to attend church, but she comes to the 
pastor’s house once a week for Bible study.
The church has succeeded in reducing its debt by about Yen 100 dur­
ing the year, and we have good prospects of seeing it wholly wiped out 
before the end of another year. A  parsonage was built during the year 
at a cost of a little over Yen 3,000, to which the local Christians con­
tributed Yen 780.00.
The church at Beppu has not undergone any marked changes during 
the year. Peace and harmony seem to prevail and pastor and people 
work faithfully, but no great progress is to be noted.
W e  have been able to resume work at Hiji, from which town w e  
had withdrawn since w e  were compelled to discharge the evangelist in 
1922. H e  determined to remain in Hiji and carry on independent work, 
so it was not considered wise for the Mission to try to do any work 
there for a time. The evangelist’s independent work soon dwindled down 
to almost nothing and in the spring of 1925 the local Christians re­
quested the Mission to begin work again. The Missionary in charge 
went a number of times and made arrangements for the Beppu pastor 
to take charge of the work. Under his ministrations the conditions have 
become so favorable that we have just decided to place a regular evan­
gelist there from February of 1926. As there is no other evangelistic 
work of any kind in the town, and as it is one of our oldest out- 
stations in Oita Province, the resumption of work under rather favorable 
circumstances gives us great pleasure.
The evangelist and Christians at Takada have been very aggressive 
in planning and carrying on special evangelistic meeting's and have 
borne all the expenses themselves. W e  have been m u ch  handicapped for 
want of a suitable meeting place, so have been trying to buy a property. 
A  fairly good place was found and the negotiations seemed to be all 
but completed, but complications on account of an older brother w h o  had 
to sign the deed and of a renter w h o  refused to move out, spoiled our 
plans. W e  have, however, been able to rent a very suitable preaching 
place toward the close of the year and hope w e  can retain this for a 
vear or two. The opposition of Buddhists still makes Sunday school 
work hard to carry on.
T he acquirement of property at Mori has proved a great step in 
advance. T he Sunday school attendance has increased very much. Mr. 
Shigemura the evangelist is having a special Children’s Service every 
Sunday, also one for young people. One day a week is set aside as a 
play day when the children can come to the parsonage yard for play. 
S o m e  swings and a slide have been provided and this has proved a 
great help toward the growth of the Sunday school. Last fall when Rev. 
N. Tamura, the Sunday school expert from Tokyo, made his trip through 
Kyushu, he included Mori on his itinerary, and though Mori was by far 
the smallest town on his list, he had one of the largest audiences of his 
entire trip. Mr. Shigemura has succeeded in winning the confidence of
the leading m e n  of the town, and while w e  cannot point to large results 
in the way of conversion, yet it is true that a considerable amount of 
prejudice against Christianity has vanished.
1 here are a number of inquirers and Christians scattered through 
Kusu “G u n ” (county) which is one of the largest counties in Oita Prov­
ince and very poorly supplied with means of conveyance. The evangelist 
finds it almost impossible to attend to his regular work at Mori and 
still visit these isolated Christians and inquirers. So during the summer 
a theological student was sent, w h o  took charge of a considerable part 
of the Sunday school and church work, leaving the pastor largely free 
for itinerating through the country towns and villages. H e  at first had 
the rather original idea of going about like the mendicant Buddhist 
priests, chanting the Lord’s Prayer from door to door, and living on 
what was given him on the way. Happily I think, he was dissuaded from 
following this plan.
For about ten months of the year the Eiseikan was able to place 
small advertisements, once a week, in the two leading Oita dailies. For 
two months advertisements were also placed in two papers in the city 
of Miyazaki, in the province adjoining Oita Province. This brought in a 
total of 577 n ew applications for literature. A  study of the location of 
these applicants, shows that in Oita Province they represent 149 of the 
257 “mu ra ” or townships into which the province is divided, and in 
Miyazaki Province 27 of the 84 townships. O n  the basis of the above 
it will appear that through this work w e  touch every township in Oita 
Province during a period of two years. O r  to put it in other words, 
the Eiseikan Newspaper Evangelism work is making its contribution to 
the tremendous problem of the evangelization of the immense rural popu­
lation, by dropping the Gospel seed, every two years on every nine 
square miles of the rural regions of Oita Province. A n d  dropping it, 
not at random, but where some person has evinced enough interest to 
make a definite request for it.
A utomobile E vangelistic W ork
The work of the year 1925, the first full year of the n e w  work 
which w e  have begun, has been more or less a year of experiment and 
trial, and as so often happens in missionary work, experiment and trial 
that was more or less hampered by added burdens, inadequate help and 
insufficient funds, to which must also be added the inexperience of the 
missionary. When, however, we see the results, not of the harvest 
gathered in, but of the seed that has been sown, wre must come to the 
conclusion that the automobile as an evangelistic agency is not a luxury, 
but a necessity. At any rate it is not the missionary’s idea of luxury to 
drive a Ford over the Japanese mountain roads. H e  would much prefer 
to ride comfortably in a train, as far as comfort and luxury are con­
cerned.
During the year w e  were able to hold 13 meetings, at which stereop- 
ticon pictures, on some religious subject were shown. At these 13 meet­
ings the aggregate attendance was approxiamately 4,000. Several of 
these meetings would have been impossible without an auto, and the rest 
were much more conveniently and economically attended because of the
auto. W e  were able to make 2 trips for Bible and book selling, at some 
of which street preaching was also done. O n  these trips, and also at 
the house and in other ways, 625 Bibles, Gospels and portions, 90 h y m n  
books, and about 400 books were disposed of, the sales amounting to 
about Y en 400. In addition w e  were able to distribute about 20,000 
tracts of all kinds. While doing this work we traveled about 2,000 
miles by auto.
Perhaps the most interesting of all the meetings was that held in 
the little town of Mori on the evening of December 26th. This was a 
village Christmas engineered by our evangelist there, at which he had 
asked us to show our pictures of the book, “Ben Hur, a Tale of the 
Christ.” This town is about forty miles from Oita, but w e  were advised 
to go around by another road, about twice as far, because the direct road 
was very bad on account of heavy snows. W h e n  we were about six 
miles from our destination, the road was being repaired and w e  could 
not go on. The last bus had just left the other side of the break, and 
there was no direct telegraph or telephone from this mountain hamlet. 
The only thing to do was to go back six miles and then detour, just a 
slight matter of thirty-five miles, over mountain roads to get to Mori. 
W e  left Kakizaka, where the detour began, at 5 P. M. over narrow, 
tortuous, rough, muddy, steep mountain roads, entirely unfamiliar, with 
a car-sick twelve-year-old boy as an extra passenger, and reached Mori 
at 8.30 P. M., where w e  found an audience of nearly one thousand pa­
tiently and anxiously awaiting our coming. W e  had driven almost con­
tinuously from 10.30 A. M. to 8.30 P. M., 110 miles to keep this engage­
ment, then stayed up till 11.30 P. M. to finish the meeting, and spent 
the night in a Japanese bed in a Japanese hotel. But it was worth while 
just to be able to sow the seed of the Gospel in the hearts of those 
1,000 people.
Kagoshima
Since March w e  have had an evangelist located in the city of 
Miyazaki. U p  to this time the work had been carried on by the pastor 
at Miyakonojoo w ho came on an average of once a month. The coming 
of a regular pastor has proved a great help to the work. Miyazaki, 
being a comparatively new city with few old temples and with a popula­
tion recruited to a considerable extent from people coming from outside, 
is a comparatively easy place for Christian work. W h e n  people come to 
a realization of the truth, there are not so ma ny  obstacles in the way, as 
a rule, as in most of the old conservative towns and cities. O ne of the 
Christians, a former member of the Miyakonojoo church, is a very great 
help to the pastor. The M a yo r  of the city, is a Christian. H e  is a 
Meiji Gakuin graduate, a class-mate of Rev. Sonobe of Miyakonojoo, 
and is very sympathetic toward our Christian work.
F r o m  the first of the year the church at Miyakonojoo has begun to 
carry out its plan for becoming independent under the plan proposed by 
the Classis. At the April meeting of the Classis it was recognized as an 
independent church, and on April 19th the formal exercises were held 
under the leadership of the President of the Chinzei Classis, Rev. 
Sodeyama of Nagasaki. The missionary in charge was present to repre­
sent the Mission. The church made proper expression of its thanks to
the Board and Mission for the m a n y  years of aid given them. The 
jump from a contribution of Y e n  18 per month to pastor’s salary to one 
of Yen 70 per month was a large one and with a total budget of Yen 
1,600.00. I could not but wonder whether the church would be able to 
end the year without debt. Happily contributions have come in very well 
and instead of debt they have ended the year with a comfortable balance. 
The pastor continues to do evangelistic work in neighboring towns under 
the direction of the Mission, for which the Mission pays a sum sufficient 
to bring his salary up to the Mission’s salary standard.
The railroad from Miyakonojoo to Shibushi has been completed, 
making it very much easier to reach this out-station. Large harbor im­
provements are being made which seem somewhat out of proportion to 
the present size and future prospects of the town. Last year a young 
man, w h o  had first become interested through the Fukuoka newspaper 
work, was led to Christ by Rev. Tomegawa, and he has proved a great 
help in carrying on the work of the Sunday school.
At Makurazaki there has been mu ch  opposition from the Buddhists 
aided by the Principal of the local school and as a result our once 
promising Sunday school was practically wiped out. Other meetings, 
however, have been quite well attended. The Buddhists are strong in 
Makurazaki, but there are indications that many, especially of the younger 
people, are getting very mu ch  disgusted with the mercenary attitude of 
the priests, and while not yet ready to turn Christian, Buddhism is losing 
its hold on them. Unfortunately, just as some very valuable work has 
been done toward breaking d o wn  prejudices, w e  find ourselves compelled 
to transfer our evangelist to the vacant church at Usuki.
T a n s h i n k a n  R eading R o o m
W e  have had another very successful year in some lines of our 
work. Over fifty new books have been placed on our shelves; more 
books were sold than the previous year; over 400 more visitors came to 
our reading rooms than last year; more Bible classes were held and some 
wonderful contacts made. Through the lively interest of friends at 
home w e  were able to make our reading rooms and office a little more 
attractive. W e  were also able to advertise our work in the city. W h a t  
the results of this advertising will be is difficult to say, but w e  strongly 
believe in advertising, and w e  k n ow  that w e  have heard from n e w  places 
and new people.
T he outstanding contact, which appears so promising, was that made 
with the High School students of the city. This is still largely in the 
making, but w e  confidently feel that G od is paving the w a y  for us. I 
have had several confidential talks with some of these students, and in 
this way have learned what a great sipiritual darkness there is among this 
student body. O  the emptiness of their spiritual lives! A n d  what a 
longing for the Bread of Life! Jesus Christ alone is able abundantly to 
satisfy their spiritual needs, and make light the spiritual darkness. 
Through these few contacts I have been asked, unofficially, to come to 
the High School dormitories and speak to the students. Thus w e  close 
another year of Tanshinkan work with thanks and gratitude for the 
little we have done for the spiritual needs of this people. A n d  with
patience w e  work on, with hope w e  face the future, with courage w e  at­
tempt things, with hearts filled with love w e  offer our services, and with 
n ew faith in God w e  face the year 1926.
EDUCATIONAL 
Steele Academy
The year in Steele Academy m a y  perhaps best be described as a 
normal one. That is saying a great deal, considering the prevailing con­
ditions and the times in which we are living. There have been anxious 
moments, but there have also been seasons of quiet rejoicing and thanks­
giving. W e  believe that the aims of the school are better understood and 
appreciated by the general public than ever before. The Principal has, 
during the past year, been encouraged m a n y  times by the favorable c o m ­
ments upon the work of the school that have come to him from unex­
pected sources.
The teaching force of Steele Acad e m y  is today a better one and a 
stronger one than has yet been the case in the experience of the present 
Principal. W e  have n o w  the full quota of licensed teachers, as required 
by the government regulations. The staff is second to none in the Ken. 
W e  also rejoice in the fact that a goodly proportion— eleven out of nine­
teen— are Christians. Some of those w h o  are not Christians are deeply 
interested in the Gospel. All are sympathetic toward our aims. O n e  and 
all have co-operated cordially with the Principal in maintaining and de­
veloping the best interests of the school. The work of the past year has 
been above the average and the general standing of all the classes has 
improved.
The graduating class in March was the smallest that has gone out 
from the school for several years. O n  the other hand the entering 
class was the largest in the history of the institution. T he economic 
situation had led us to fear that w e  should have fewer applicants than 
usual. The contrary was the case. Out of more than two hundred ap­
plicants we admitted one hundred and fifty-eight. O f  this number, of 
course, some have fallen by the way. S o m e  for economic reasons and 
some because of failure to attain to a satisfactory standing of work. 
At the close of the year 146 out of the 158 remain. The total enroll­
ment at the present time is 448.
With the beginning of the second term in September the government 
plan for military training went into operation. W e  had m a ny  misgivings 
on the subject, and m a n y  fears. W e  had these in c o m m o n  with the 
authorities in the government schools. It is yet too early to pass final 
judgment upon the plan. Thus far none of our fears has been realized. 
O n  the contrary much good has resulted. The general discipline and 
esprit de corps of the student body has greatly improved. The introduc­
tion of this military training on the part of the government is not with­
out its problems. W e  are confident, however, that with tact, and patience, 
and good will these can be solved.
The religious conditions in the school give us m u ch  ground for en­
couragement and hope. During the first week of December special 
services were held under the leadership of Mr. Hoekje. At this time
twenty-five students handed in their names as desirous of receiving 
further instruction. During the year under review seventeen boys have 
been baptized and admitted to membership in the Church. There has 
been much to deaden the spiritual life in the school. Not the least of 
these is the after effect of the Immigration Law. It will take a long 
time before this is entirely overcome. It is a credit to the wise leadership 
of our Christian teachers that no greater harm was done than has been 
the case. All the religious meetings have been well attended. The aver­
age attendance of the Sunday school, for the entire year, was ninety-five. 
The average attendance since the beginning of the school year in April 
was one hundred and three. The Y. M. C. A. has also been well at­
tended. The blessings that have been ours during the past year fill us 
with hope and with courage. W e  have much for which to be grateful. 
There have been ma ny  mistakes and failures. These have been over­
ruled for our good. The loyal co-operation of all the teachers has been 
a source of joy and satisfaction. They have entered heartily into the 
spirit and aims of such a school as ours. The day in which Mission 
schools can render a distinct service, to Japan has not yet passed.
Ferris Seminary
Ferris Seminary is happy to report a very successful year] The 
year began with the temporary buildings in such condition, that thb work 
could be carried on as comfortably as can be expected under the circum­
stances.
At the beginning of the year there were about 450 students enrolled. 
During the year this enrollment has gradually decreased to 425, actually 
present, the removals being due partly to financial stress, and partly to 
the fact that a higher grade of scholarship is insisted on, making it 
necessary for some to resign from the school.
O ne of the great events of the school year was the purchase of addi­
tional land and the decision to rebuild the school on the old siteJ Just 
at the time that a gift of $40,000 from a constant friend of the school 
and Mission, was made to Ferris Seminary, one of the most beautiful 
lots on the Bluff, within sight of the old location, was offered for sale. 
It was purchased and will be used for the homes of the missionaries 
connected with the school and a dormitory for the students, and tennis 
grounds. Early next year these buildings will be erected. The securing 
of this property makes it possible to carry on the school on the old 
location.
The Christian work of the school as done by the Y. W .  C. A. and 
Sunday school, has been well planned and the results have been satisfac­
tory. The Y. W .  C. A. is a real power in the school, and it has carried, 
on its o wn weekly class meetings, also special services with special 
speakers. They have given cheer at Christmas time to sick in hospitals, 
they act as welcome committee to new students, helping them to find 
their places and to make them comfortable. About sixteen delegates 
attended the summer conference and all those not already Christians 
came to a definite knowledge of Christ at that time.
The Sunday school continues as it did before, with the Misses 
Hayashi and Watanabe in charge, while two street Sunday schools are
carried on by the Misses Oilmans and Eringa, aided by members of the 
Y. W .  C. A., which body is responsible for all the costs. The attendance 
averaged about 100 during the year. Pupils of Ferris Seminary m a y  be 
found teaching in the Sunday schools of all the churches of the city.
Sturges Seminary
At the end of the school year in March, forty girls were graduated 
from the Main course, and fourteen from the Higher course. One 
hundred and sixty-seven girls took the examinations for entrance and 
eighty-four of these were admitted. Twenty-five were enrolled in the 
post-graduate course. At the end of 1925, the total number of students 
was three hundred and thirty-six.
O ne of the novel innovations at Sturges has been a baby clinic. Be­
cause of the high infant mortality rate in Japan, and especially in the 
province in which Shimonoseki is located, it was decided to begin a clinc 
in celebration of the marriage of the Prince Regent. T he beginings 
were small, but at the clinic held this spring, eighty-eight babies of less 
than a year old were weighed and measured by the girls of the higher 
course, and examined by two children’s specialists w h o  gave their services 
free of charge. T o  each mother of the ten prize babies, was given a 
book on the care of children. The doctors also gave lectures on the 
care of children. Another such clinic was held in the fall.
During the summer the Pi'incipal, Mr. Hirotsu, made a trip to 
Formosa, partly to help conduct some special evangelistic meetings, partly 
to advertise the school. A s  a result, one girl, a native Formosan, the 
daughter of a pastor, came and entered the second year class. Others 
have promised to send girls later. This makes Sturges a place where 
different peoples meet in the bonds of Christian fellowship. For, be­
sides this Formosan girl, and the many Japanese girls, there are eight 
Korean girls in the school. People in Korea do not, as yet, have as great 
educational advantages as do the people of Japan, and since we are but 
a night’s journey from Korea by boat, Sturges is the logical place for 
them to send their girls. W e  believe that thus w e  m a y  promote a better 
understanding between the people of Japan and Korea, and in a small 
w a y  work for international brotherhood.
All of the six m e n  on our faculty are Christians, and all but two of 
the eleven women. These two also seem interested, and w e  hope that 
they too, will soon join the ranks of Christ’s followers. Great joy should 
be taken in the active Christian work done by m a n y  of our teachers 
even outside the school. The Principal is often called on to supply the 
pulpits of churches, far and near. Four of our other m e n  often preach 
in various places where there is no pastor, or the pastor is absent. One 
preaches in a nearby town every Sunday. One of our lady teachers acts 
as organist in the local church, and another goes to Moji to help with the 
music in the Lutheran Church.
While the number of baptisms is not an absolutely correct index 
of the results of our labors for Christ, it does give us some idea of what 
the Lord has privileged us to do. There are some girls w h o  would like 
to be baptized but cannot on account of opposition on the part of the 
family. However, during the past year, there have been thirty-six girls
who have professed Christ. T w o  older people, the mother and grand­
mother of the second year child w h o  died have also been brought to 
Him, directly through the school. There are n o w  one hundred and three 
Christian girls in the school. O f  these fifty-three are in the dormitories. 
W h e n  we consider that there are but seventy-one girls in the dormitories, 
w e  see h o w  great is the influence of the constant Christian atmosphere 
under which they live. W e  m a y  thank G od for the strong Christian 
characters of the w o m e n  w h o  serve as matrons. A  thing that encourages 
us greatly is the number of baptisms of girls in our post-graduate 
course. There are in the second year n o w  eighteen girls and of these 
sixteen are Christian. Of this class, nine came from other schools, 
seven of w h o m  found Christ during their two years with us. W e  feel 
that this post-graduate department is a great evangelistic agency, for it 
brings girls to us just the age when they are open to truth and ready to 
make decisions. Then there is the indirect influence through these girls, 
for all of them are specializing in music or English, and most of them 
intend to become teachers. Through them Christian hymns, and m a n y  
times, the Christian message, will be spread to the little towns to which 
they go.
i, Meiji Gakuin
The Meiji Gakuin has passed what has proved on the whole a satis­
factory year. Mr. D. Tagawa has been in full control as President.
The Theological Department, due to the courtesy of the Presbyterian 
Board has continued at Tsunohazu and has had enrolled fifty-six students. 
However, of this number twenty-four are in the Seminary proper, the 
remaining thirty-two being regularly enrolled in the college, taking there 
courses preparatory to seminary work.
The staff of teachers has been strengthened by the addition of Rev. 
S. Murata, a well prepared and widely experienced instructor and pastor. 
There are now three full-time Japanese professors, two foreign pro­
fessors and four Japanese lecturers, or part-time teachers.
During the year an arrangement was put into effect whereby all 
financial assistance of students for the ministry shall be dispensed by a 
committee of the faculty of tine school, and this conditioned on a fully 
satisfactory record for scholarship. This will be an improvement in a 
number of respects.
The College, with 26S students, has occupied its new building and has 
also had the use of Severance Dormitory. T he school is gradually 
finding itself, and is having a good opportunity to make good. The staff 
of full-time teachers is almost entirely composed of Christians. The 
enrollment has not been quite as large as was hoped, and the school 
costs more proportionately than is liked, but strong efforts are being 
put forth to bring it more closely to our ideals.
The Academy has an enrollment of 794 pupils. The year has passed 
without any untoward occurrence. T he school has fallen in line with 
government desires and accepted a military instructor. The officer de­
tailed has been an exemplary m a n  and has stiffened up all forms of drill 
making for exercise and team work. Mr. Washiyama has given his 
entire time to the care of religious interests with good results. H e  is 
assisted in religious instruction by one or two other teachers.
FIELD DAY AT MEIJI CAKl l.X
A DORMITORY ROOM AT STEELE ACADEMY
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In Hepburn Dormitory there are twenty-eight academy boys, and in 
Severance Dormitory thirty from the college. In these dormitories morn­
ing worship is maintained and a further religious meeting either Sunday 
night or at some other time.
The school closed the year in March with a deficit of about Yen 
4,000, and has about held its o w n  since that time. During the year con­
tributions amounting to between six and seven thousand yen have been 
received from purely Japanese sources for the development of the 
school. Students’ fees pay roughly two-thirds of the total budget of 
about one hundred and ten thousand yen.
M eiji G a k u i n T heological D ept, {Rev. A. Oltmans, D.D.)
M y  personal work has been the carrying out of a four-day-a-week 
schedule at the Seminary, ten hours a week. T he work was carried on 
with regularity, except that a student n o w  and then fell out on account 
of illness. One of them is in the hospital n o w  and is not hopeful for 
recovery. W e  have more or less trouble with irregularity in attendance 
on classes but towards the latter part of the year there has been im­
provement along that line. There are six in the graduating class, two in 
the Middle and ten in the Junior class. Of the latter, three are not yet 
matriculated as regular “H o n k a ” (full-course) students.
M y  preaching has been done this past year again in the two Leper 
Hospitals and in the Akasaka Hospital, each Sunday of each month ex­
cept when there are five Sundays in the month, in which case the fifth 
one is open. In the Leper Hospitals, especially in the Government one, 
the numbers baptized the past year have been unusually large. In the 
Government Hospital there are n o w  about one hundred baptized Chris­
tians and the head of the hospital, Dr. Mitsuda, is very m u ch  pleased 
with the influence of the Christian group in the institution.
In the autumn I made a trip of ten days with Mr. W m .  M. Danner, 
the General Secretary of the “American Mission to Lepers” visiting 
some of the Leper Hospitals and interpreting for Mr. Danner. T he op­
portunities everywhere for Gospel work among the lepers are abundant, 
and the results thus far encouraging.
Founded 1889, Incorporated 1894, Adopted by R. C. A. 1894, 
Amalgamated with the Board of Foreign Missions, 1925
A rea occupied, A rabia, 1,000,000 square miles
Population
Oman: Sultanate..... 500,000Trucial .....  80,000Bahrain Islands.....  100,000Kuwait ........ 50,000Basrah Vilayet.....  250,000Hasa .........   150,000Nejd ............. 250,000
Total Population,
Hadramaut ........  150,000Yemen ...........  1,000,000Asir ............. 1.500,000Hejaz ............ 1,000,000The Bedouins (Central Arabia) .........  500,000
5,530,000
The Arabian Mission at present has reached Oman, Bahrain Islands, 
Kuwait, Basrah Vilayet, Hasa, The Nejd.
Missionaries.— Amarah: Rev. D. Dykstra. Basrah: Rev. James E. 
Moerdyk, Miss C. B. Kellien, Rev. H. A. Bilkert, Miss Ruth Jackson, 
Miss Rachel Jackson, Mr. G. Gosselink. Bahrain: Rev. F. J. Barny, 
Dr. L. P. Dame, Miss C. Dalenberg, Rev. B. D. Hakken. Kuwait: Dr. 
C. S. G. Mylrea, Rev. E. E. Calverley, Dr. P. W .  Harrison, Miss M .  C. 
V a n  Pelt, Miss G. O. Strang. Muscat: Miss F. Button, Rev. G. D. 
V a n  Peursem.
Amarah: Language Study, Dr. and Mrs. W .  J. Moerdyk.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. F. J. Barny, Mrs. D. Dykstra, Mrs. 
C. S. G. Mylrea, Mrs. E. E. Calverley, M.D., Mrs. G. D. V a n  Peursem, 
Mrs. P. W .  Harrison, Mrs. H. A. Bilkert, Mrs. L. P. Dame, Mrs. B. D. 
Hakken.
Cairo, Egypt.— Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Zwemer.
On Furlough.— Rev. and Mrs. J. Van Ess, Miss J. A. Scardefield, 
Rev. and Mrs. G. J. Pennings, Dr. S. L. Hosmon.
N O T E :  O wing to circumstances not explained, whether through 
failure of the mails or hindering conditions on the Field, the annual 
report of the Arabian Mission was not received before this Report 
went to press. Those w h o  are desirous of information regarding the 
notable progress of the w o r k  of the Mission during the year 1925 are 
advised to consult the copies of “Neglected Arabia” issued in 192S, 
Nos. 132, 133, 134 and 135; also No. 136 for the first quarter of 1926. 
T h e  two outstanding features in the history of the Arabian Mission 
during 1925 are its formal amalgamation with the Board of Foreign 
Missions and the notable journey m a d e  inland into O m a n  by Dr. 
L. P. D a m e  and Rev. G. D. V a n  Peursem.
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O rganized 1924
A rea occupied— M esopotamia or Iraq— 180,000 square miles 
P opulation, 2,238,000; A rabs a n d K urds, 1,830,000
Co-operating Boards.— Board of Foreign Missions, Presbyterian 
Church, United States of America; Board of Foreign Missions, R e ­
formed Church in the United States; Board of Foreign Missions, 
Reformed Church in America.
Missionaries.— Baghdad: Rev. and Mrs. James Cantine, R.C.A., 
Mrs. S. J. Thoms, R.C.A., Rev. and Mrs. C. K. Staudt, R.C.U.S., 
Mrs. E. W .  Lentz, R.C.U.S. Mosul: Rev. and Mrs. E. W .  McDowell, 
P.U.S.A., Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Edwards, P.U.S.A., Rev. J. W .  Wil­
loughby, P.U.S.A., Rev. R. C. Cumberland, P.U.S.A.
The working force on the field has not been increased during the 
past year. Dr. and Mrs. James Cantine were invalided home in April, 
their place at Baghdad being taken by Rev. and Mrs. F. J. Barny who, in 
the emergency, were temporarily loaned to us by the Arabian Mission. 
In October Rev. and Mrs. E. W .  Lentz, of the Reformed Church in 
the U. S., left N e w  York, but the tragic death of Mr. Lentz in an 
automobile accident at Jerusalem deprived the Mission of the reinforce­
ments they so sorely needed. Mrs. Lentz proceeded to Baghdad, but it 
is understood that she returns to America in the spring. Mr. Cumber­
land, in the interval between the departure of Dr. Cantine and the 
arrival of Mr. Barny, spent several months in Baghdad looking after 
the interests of the evangelistic work there. Dr. and Mrs. Staudt, 
from Baghdad, and Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, with Mrs. McDowell, from 
Mosul, took their s u mmer’s leave in the Lebanon, Dr. McDowell jour­
neying on to Europe in behalf of the interests of the Assyrian Christians 
n o w  living in Iraq.
In the Baghdad field the evangelistic department has made a definite 
advance by the occupation of Hillah on the Euphrates. This, after the 
capital itself, is the most promising city in the Province of Baghdad. 
It has often been visited by missionary and colporteur, but n o w  has a 
permanent native evangelist, a m a n  of long experience, coming to us 
from the Arabian Mission. He, Michael, was not welcomed by the 
more fanatical part of the population, but he has lived d o wn  their 
opposition and is n o w  a recognized and respected m e mber of the c o m ­
munity. Hillah is next on the list for occupancy by a missionary family 
when w e  have one to spare. Khanakin, on the Persian border, has 
also been visited by both Mr. Cumberland and by Esa, the Baghdad 
evangelist, the latter staying on for some weeks. Kcrkuk, a large city 
to the northeast, now connected by rail with Baghdad, also makes its 
urgent appeal to the missionary. It is the center of a prosperous agri­
cultural district, and has an inviting future before it. In Baghdad the 
evangelistic work continues to be most promising. The evangelist, Esa,
is not alone helpful but is capable of considerable initiative. Several 
enquirers are under instruction, and especially one w h o  has suffered 
much persecution is reported to “on all occasions bear a faithful witness 
to Christ as his Lord.’’
The evangelistic work in Mosul largely centers around the Pro­
testant Arabic congregation, and the Assyrian refugees temporarily 
domiciled there. With the former the Bible School, with an average 
attendance during one month of 133, is the outstanding feature. A m o n g  
the refugees work is carried on not alone in the city of Mosul and in 
that large colony just outside of Baghdad so efficiently administered by 
Rev. Pera Mirza, but in m a n y  outlying villages in the extreme north of 
our Mission. Here several native evangelists are located w ho also work 
a mong neighboring Yazedi and Kurdish communities. The political 
disturbances in this district have prevented the touring by the Mission­
aries that was planned for in this Kurdish-speaking region, but the 
Yazedis, the other small “minority” adjacent to Mosul, have welcomed 
the missionary visitor. Wensa, the daughter of Sheikh Ismail, has been 
spending another year in Mrs. McDowell’s h o me  and school, this time 
being accompanied by her little brother. The influence of Christian 
home and school upon -the character and religious life of these children, 
who m a y  be leaders of their people in the years to come, w h o  can 
measure! A n  Arabic-speaking evangelist has been employed for the 
Mosul district w h o  is making a place for himself in the hearts of the 
people and in the activities of the Mission.
The Mission Schools in our field have developed steadily during the 
past year, but the necessary brevity of this report does not permit of 
m a ny  of the details usually found. Dr. Staudt reports for the Baghdad 
Boys’ School that the last two months of the school year were the best 
of all, with an almost perfect attendance. H e  also speaks most hope­
fully of a Brotherhood lately organized, somewhat after the order of a 
college Y. M. C. A. A  Protestant boy is President, a Druze Vice­
president, and the Secretary a Moslem. A  Christmas program was a 
feature of the Holiday Season in which the Christmas greetings were 
given by a Moslem, the son of a very influential Baghdadi.
The Girls’ School in Baghdad, opened by Mrs. T h omas last autumn, 
has made a creditable beginning, numbering n o w  over fifty pupils, 
drawn from all classes of society, from the family of the Prime Minister 
down. The permission to make “Bible study” part of the curriculum 
was obtained from the Government only after a long and persistent 
effort on the part of the Mission. The favorable settlement of this 
vital issue will doubtless mean much for Mission Schools in all Iraq. 
That the opposition of the Government was largely theoretical is shown 
by the fact that compulsory Bible study is objected to more by Jewish 
parents than by Moslems.
Reports from Mosul refer to three schools. The Girls’ School at 
the beginning of the year was reported by Mrs. McDowell as having 
adequate housing in their n e w  home, but a later letter states that the 
Girls’ School is over-crowded. The Kindergarten under Mrs. Edwards’ 
direction is flourishing, as should be the only one in Iraq. Its training 
department draws mu ch  favorable comment from Government officials. 
A  Night School for boys in the h o me  of Mr. Edwards has done a good
work and is of much promise. The whole educational policy of our 
two-year-old Mission is still in its formative period. The same m a y  be 
said of the plans of the Educational Department of the Government. In 
our evangelistic effort w e  have the field to ourselves. In education we 
can only aim to do what the Government leaves undone or what we 
can do better than they.
A  closing word must be given to the project for securing a Union 
Church and Religious Center at Baghdad. Ten thousand dollars have 
been raised in the Reformed Church in America. But a building to 
represent this united effort of our three great denominations should 
claim the support of each, and it is hoped that before another report is 
written the United Church of Baghdad will adequately visualize the 
purpose of the United Mission in Mesopotamia.
F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S
GENERAL S U M M A R Y  1925
Stations occupied............Out-Stations and Preaching Places..Miasionaries, men, ordained......Missionaries, men, unordained....Associate miasionaries, married women.Missionaries, unmarried women...Native ordained ministers.......Other native helpers, men.......Native helpers, women.........Churches.................Communicants. ............Received on confession.........Boarding schools, boys'........Scholars..... ............Boarding schools, girls'.........Scholars.................Theological schools...........Students................Sunday schools.............Scholars.................Day schools..............Scholars........ ........Hospitals and Dispensaries......Patients treated (3)..........Native contributions, silver.....Native contributions. U. S. gold...
China India Japan Arabia* Total
5 9 8 5 2784 259 36 37912 12 10 11 455 5 3 5 1814 15 10 14 5316 22 13 10 6115 23 9 47(1) 253 475 76 15 (1) 819(1) 165 197 23 7 (1) 39224 17 18 5 643,617 4,838 429 19 8,903210 406 49 7 6726 8 H 1 16*1,044 503 994 22 2,56310 6 n 1741,030 467 628 2,1251 1 i 2425 31 28 8416 263 46 6 3312,272 9,429 1,489 88 13,27863 232 10 3053,030 (2) 10,301 349 (2) 13,6806 6 4 1623,891 27,607 59,413 110,911
Mex $43,597 ?21.799 Rs. 16,902 $ 5,634 Y. 5,205.87 $2,602.93 $30,035.93
* Figures for Arabia are those of the previous year, except for missionaries.Churches reported in Arabia are not organized.Fractions indicate union institutions. . . .  .A few long-standing discrepancies in the method of recording statistics in the different fields have been rectified as marked above.
(1) Amoy previously counted-only evangelistic workers under this head, omitting school teachers. According to last year’s method the figures would be 62 men and 30 women for Amoy and a total for all fields of 624 men and 257 women.
(2) The day pupils in boarding schools previously omitted in the Arcot Mission’s account­ing have been included, automatically adding 2,598 to last year’s figures. Actually Arcot reports a loss in total school enrollment of 134, while the totals for all missions show a gain of 252.
(3) Hospitals were instructed to count patients treated and not number of treatments.The number of treatments, regardless of how many of them are given to the same patient, is the measure of work done, but the actual number of contacts is the more significant figure for mission purposes. The resulting reduction in statistics isfurther augmented by dropping the returns from Mary Taber Schell Hospital, Vellore, which has become a part of the Union Missionary Medical School for Women.
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY, 1858-1925
Stations .......... ..........Out-stations and Preaching Places...Missionaries, Men .............Missionaries, married women .....Missionaries, unmarried women ...Native ordained ministers ........Other native helpers, men .......
Native helpers, women..........Churches ....................Communicants ................Boarding Schools, Boys’.........
Scholars ....... .............Boarding Schools, Girls’ .........
Scholars ....................Theological Students ...........Day Schools .................Scholars .......... ..........Hospitals and Dispensaries .......Patients Treated ..............Native Contributions . ..........
1858 1868 1878 1888 1898 1908 1918 1925
6 10 11 11 23 29 27 272 18 49 123 241 268 366 3798 14 16 28 36 41 50 636 12 14 21 31 33 42 53i 7 9 20 33 46 61
22
4 6 26 30 37 45 4776 86 173 211 367 520 819
"7
2 10 47 41 146 311 39213 31 47 47 42 64 64297 816 1,563 4,559 5.564 5,282 7,114 8,9032 1 7i 10 9 16* 16*55 40 308 517 1,004 1,724 2,5631 3 5 10 11 in 17146 97 300 456 766 1,320 2,1257 19 32 61 80 83 846 17 44 106 201 195 236 30587 413115,507$1,134
1,34119,673$1,500
2,612 6,059418,046
8,2458107,571
11,85825128,660
13,68016110,911
$8,325 $10,758 $24,500 $35,367 $30,035,93
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CLASSIS OF ALBANY
Albany, 1st ......Albany, Madison Ave.Albany, 3rd ......Albany, 4th ......Albany, 5th ......Albany, 6th ......Bethlehem, 1st ...Clarksville ......Coeymans .......Delmar .........Jerusalem .......New Baltimore ...Onesquethaw .....Union .........Westerlo ........W. M. Union ....
86637720237756175702580338
10
2054825
50 00
25 00 15 00 5 00
8 82 3 04
15 00
1033 001263 60186 1297 50155 65133 09191 5020 0030 00219 0010 005 002 3040 0020 0040 00
1899 50 1690 97 388 37 475 00 211 70 308 09 291 91 60 00 
110 00 557 60 
20 00 36 90 7 32 88 50 60 00 40 00
Total .........
CLASSIS OF BERGEN
2677 24 113 82 8 04 3446 76 6245 86
Bergenfield, N. J........Bogert Mem*! .........Closter . ............English Neighborhood . . . .Hackensack, 1st .......Hackensack, 2nd .......Hackensack, 3rd .......Harrington Park .......Hasbrouck Heights ....No. Hackensack .......Oradell .............Ridgefield Park ........Rochelle Park .........Schraalenburg .........
Teaneck Community ....Westwood ...........W. M. Union ........
330289
11036615745360158232372
110 00 128 44 83 16 
222 10
35 25 5 0035 00
57 03 121 84
70 66 10 00
28 11
60 00181 18 189 57 53 00 214 00 616 67 26 60 18 00 30 50 132 30 138 39
50 00 217 28 97 07 205 00 63 31
60 00 511 44 514 47 168 11 615 76 2191 06 79 70 78 00 189 47 421 40 633 18
160 00 425 72 180 23 455 21 63 31
Total
CLASSIS OF SOUTH BERGEN
Bayonne, 1st .........Bayonne, 2nd ........Bayonne, 5th St........Jersey City:Bergen ............Faith-Van Vorst ......'German Evan., 1st .... IGreenville ........ [Hudson City, 2nd ....Lafayette ........ !Park ............. 1
Total
4091 96
41 70 5 00
347 23 
43 50
15 00
10 00 35 00 50 00
830 00325 35 ....30 0037 03 21 51
266 31 102 76....96 00 ....1
1641 391 202 771 50 001
2292 87!
I182 75
137 00
737 39 134 75
60 50 25 00 272 39 25 00
1574 78
6747 06
267 95 5 00 232 00
1567 39 460 10 30 00 119 04 25 00 641 46 
121 00
3468 94
* Gifts to the Arabian Mission are combined with those to the Board.
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF 
CASCADES
118 00 301 74 64 00 182 00 381 04 10 00 12 00 32 83 149 49 269 63
79 3010 0012 00 1-6 00 89 49 175 00
9 48 7 35 60 00 39 1540 48 15 00
712 23 49 96 15 00 259 80 1036 99
CLASSIS OF CHICAGO
. 2763 00 608 00 3371 00206 75 135 00 36 00 377 751213 19 240 00 1453 19100 00 200 00 25 00 325 003110 00 980 00 600 00 4690 00Chicago, West Side .... 145 00 307 80 20 00 125 00 25 00 622 8081 89 52 20 81 25 215 34620 77 37 32 658 09145 87 31 02 69 90 246 79689 00 191 49 2'41 91 1122 40803 46 30 00 156 28 989 74105 00 8 80 37 50 151 3087 59 25 00 112 59721 23 350 00 90 00 1161 23651 76 651 10 25 00 505 78 1833 64655 68 100 00 110 00 865 6854 00 57 35 35 00 146 352274 80 816 28 2024 80 25 00 5140 8890 50 26 76 14 50 131 76217 89 5 ndi 15 00 54 50 292 39
So Holland M  F 216 94 216 94Westside Co. M. F...... 64 25 81 58 145 83W  M. Union ........ 249 50 249 50
Total ............ 15018 57 2932 80 90 00 5828 82 650 00 24520 19
CHASSIS OF DAKOTA
171 43 65 00 236 4360 00 50 00 110 0073 65 12 00 10 00 25 00 120 6594 75 13 50 108 256 02 6 0260 00 50 00 110 00562 34 67 50 159 50 789 344 20 4 2035 44 ..... ! 35 4467 54 6 12 ..... 1 73 66254 05 143 03 2 70 115 31 ..... ! 515 09195 50 15 00 ..... | 210 504 13 1 89 .....  6 021000 30 46 49 499 00 1545 79187 00 46 42 35 72 1004 86 1274 0066 51 75 00 141 5192 50 92 50283 62 249 55 533 1765 00 65 00
Total ............ .1218 98 315 44 48 42 2394 73 ..... | 5977 57
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CLASSIS OF GERMANIA
Bethany ............. 165 00 190 00 207 57Bethel (Davis) ........ 96 07 45 50Bethel (Ellsworth) ..... 30 36Chancellor ........... 77 67 12 00Cromwell Center ...... 140 98 5 66Delaware ............ 96 25 34 47Dempster ............ 81 90 38 25Herman ............. 31 85Hope ............... 91 60Immanuel ........... 80 00 80 00Lennox ............. 132 87 6 4845 00 50 00Monroe ............. 59 65Salem .............. 85 00 17 20 102 20 101 04Scotland ............ 57 85Sibley .............. 23 00Weston ............. 27 38W. M. Union ........
1322 43 153 90 239 58 1721 57
CLASSIS OF GRAND RAPIDS
25 00 7 00 106 03.....
Beverlv ............. 127 10 243 98Byron Center ......... 614 52Corinth ............. 17 151 49 50Grand Rapids, 3rd ..... 2216 74 350 17 411 96 2978 87 1784 26 5301 16 2811 64 1771 94 1627 03 3041 88 1482 13 959 00 6352 25 197 38 266 75 1044 50128 14 2524 78320 00 
453 55 1003 90 1354 40129 26 255 12
Grand Rapids, 4th ..... 725 00 878 76 2327 66 2100 00 719 94
180 50 1062 50 110 24 505 67
1061 00 800 00 50 00551 40546 33548 19 867 81 20 00 .....Grand Rapids, Bethany . . . Grand Rapids, Bethel ... 1059 38 657 00 490 55 310 00 322 30
1325 50902 28 ..... 89 30Grand Rapids, Calvary .... Grand Rapids, Central .... Grand Rapids, Fairview . .. Grand Rapids, Garfield Pk.. Grand Rapids, Grace ....
407 00 4792 01 :::::::: 232 00 1237 94 10 00128 55 68 83 57 37187 25 22 13621 34 423 16Grand Rapids, Home Acres. Grand Rapids, Immanuel .. Grand Rapids, Knapp Ave.. Grand Rapids, Oakdale .... Grand Rapids, Trinity .... Grandville ...........
128 142137 29 387 49300 00 20 no311 43 81 65 60 47493 46 810 79 410 00 415 96 25 00 12 65 75 44 115 00 ••••*•••Grant ............... 97 03Grand Rapids M. F.....Men of Gr. Rapids Churches 255 121..... I424 95|..... 1W. M. Dnion ........ ...... ..... 1
| j
Total ............| 19471 50110084 111 107 651 6980 56 860 00 37503 62I I I I |
CLASSIS OF GREENE I
. I I I I I45 001.. 96 30....1 1159 45|.....I 107 03j. | 65 75....1 302 781. ....| 5 00 192 41Kiskatom ...... ....I 66 23| 15 ooi.. 42 82....1 30 001.....1.......i. 30 00 —i i -----1— ... —
I 1755 72| 60 00| 5 001 1071 28|..... | 2892 00Total
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CLASSIS OF HOLLAND
Beaverdam ........East Overisel ......Hamilton, 1st .....Hamilton, Amer.....Harlem ..........Holland, 1st ......Holland, 3rd ......Holland, 4th ......Holland, 6th ......Holland, 7th ......Holland, Central Pk. .. Holland, Ebenezer ....Holland, Hope .....Holland, No. Holland .Holland, Trinity ....Holl., Van Raalte Ave.Hudsonville .......Jamestown, 1st .....Jamestown. 2nd ....No. Blendon ......Ottawa ..........Overisel .........South Blendon .....Vriesland ........Zeeland, 1st .......
Zeeland. 2nd ......Colonial M. F......
Total .........
CLASSIS OF HUDSON
1661309812921325002439751159
77175278133051613041909015115986362792
O CO
63 84 69 17
,L 51 7614 00! 550 00 800 00'. 30 00| 63 96
10 00 35 00'
148 55 92 64 306 16 144 11
50 00 7 50
258 439 86 2460 12 4789 86 80 52
175 00 79 45 82 66
416 24 25 01
693 16 387 00 7 06
1139 81 81 23 266 06 400 26
22455 92| 5343 90
Claverack .....Gallatin ......Germantown ... .Greenport .....Hudson ......Linlithgo .....Livingston Mem’lMellenville ....Philmont .....West Copake .... W. M. Union .. .
41144
195
946
85414141769
10 00
44 25
75 00 5 00
47 50 68 47 
20 00
.
961153680599
1080146880 001871515
1080025219031
352 05 80 00 369 37 679 23 663 89
35 00 5 00
100 00
53 00
848 00
378292
13394373740814780163633088440504239370432812258902510
7321
5605 00 81 82 45 83 r 
15 
21 55 
11 
10 2506 051250 00
10343 01
69 92!
40 00 6 44
5 00
Total 2287 48i 134 36
CLASSIS OF ILLINOIS |
Chicago, Bethany .......I 3155 75Chicago, Emmanuel ....I 140 00Chicago, Englewood, 2nd ..I 578 19Chicago, Kensington, Ital. .1.....Chicago. Northwestern . ........ IFairview .............I 94 80|Raritan ............. I 52 321
VV. M. Union .........I......
161 00 20 07
5 00!
5 00
8 32
.1.10 001.
Total
.1.
134
1118350462433215
1041 00
10762
317948810953539545380
100 00 31 72 19 00
1081 54
178 68'
1041 27
-I-
5 00 121 23 75 25 38 03'
52 38
39608 31
615 0155 00 423 5956 44 1409 0056 00 86 25 169 94 517 10 101 05 19 00
3508 38
- -
3386 81 140 00 1788 78 20 5226 127 38
07
00035703
| 4021 06| 191 071 8 32| 1459 46| 52 38| 5732 29
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CLASSIS OFKALAMAZOO
Allegan ............. 10 00Calvary, Cleveland ..... 1022 50 50 0023 52 12 00Detroit, 1st .......... 1000 00 359 28 167 78Dunningville ......... 15 37 17 69 4 50Kalamazoo, 1st ........ 475 00 455 00 3 53 502601 50 1065 00Kalamazoo, 3rd ........ 585 75 110 00 307 25Kalamazoo, 4th ........ 218 30 33 52 204 90Kalamazoo, Bethany .... 350 00 123 02 165 00176 90 1 50 37Kalamazoo, Twin Lakes ... 77 89 35 70 55 50Martin ............. 33 48 13 5371 73 212 26 203 16South Haven ......... 10 0058 00 50 66Kalamazoo M. F........ 120 25W. M. Union ........ 225 3 5 225 35
6850 19 1422 00 2417 50 1065 00 11754 69
CLASSIS OFNORTH
LONG ISLAND
102 50 47 5751 14 19 25 72 2210 00 5 00 i5 on615 43 110 0061 71 ..... i . 50 on10 00 ..... | 50 00 60 on1633 33 ..... | 370 8021 27 19 10 IS 48984 58 35 on 660 0020 00 5 0079 15 .. . I 9 95J30 00 25 00 ..... i...... 55 00100 001...... ..... | 101 005 73 32 90 ...[ 10 00113 50 ..... | 115 00 228 5023 38 .... ..... i 30 00 5 3 3840 00 ..... | 25 00284 on240 92 10 02 ..... 1 165 27403 00 106 35 30 00 233 50 ... 772 8557 28 ..... ..... I....... ........... ..... | 5 00Trinity ............. 35 00 ..... ..... | 10 0029 50 ..... i 106 00Winfield .............. 25 00 20 00 ..... J 25 00W. M. Union ........ ...... .....  45 00'..... 45 00
Total -I-4692 421 272 62| 30 00 2548 79|..... | 7543 83
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CLASSIS OF SOUTHLONG ISLAND
546 90 
89 08 
293 on 
24 50 
2637 40 10 on
159 18 
175 on 
933 18 
962 67 
15 00 
30 00 
20 00 
665 00 
20 00 
100 00 
117 70 
30 00
25 00 915 50 1487 40
89 08 
1496 15
49 50 
3965 70
10 00 
481 18 
290 00 
1222 18 
1531 28
55 00
30 00
50 00 
1040 90
26 00 
237 85 
197 70 
130 00 
800 40
1203 15 
25 00 
1228 30100 00
45 00 277 00 
115 00 
289 00 
366 00 
40 00
202 61
10 00 
152 00
20 00 
223 90 
6 00 
137 85 
80 00 
100 00 
800 40W. M. Union ........
6828 61 509 61 25 00 5827 10 13190 32
CLASSIS OFMONM O U T H
98 37 18 32 47 14
20 00
98 30 20 00 108 78 227 08
1952 85 265 00 2717 85Holmdel ............ 24 88 24 88
115 00 20 54 61 00 196 54
72 28 63 07
25 no 104 22 129 2241 95 ....... 267 50 309 4 5W. M. Union ........ 15 63
2403 75 58 86 977 22 3439 83
CLASSIS OFMONTGOMERY
211 50 40 02 78 67 330 19
250 95 140 75 391 70
10 00 10 00
156 12 36 08 28 91 221 11
2 00 2 00
7 55 • 7 55
27 37 47 91 100 00 175 28
100 80 141 45 242 25
130 00 20 00 52 00 202 00Ft. Plain ............ 90 00 20 00 125 51 23 5 51
57 50 75 00 .......1 132 50
46 20 7 00 31 10 .. .| 84 30
224 45 116 35 209 63 .......I 550 43
492 36 505 32 . . J 997 68
37 57 17 68 27 CO ...| 82 25
10 00 .. .! 10 00
68 02 27 29 3 71 57 81 ... .1 156 83
29 50 .......|....... 15 00 .......! 44 50
35 92 .......!....... .......I 35 92
38 00 .......|....... 89 03 .... ! 127 03
20 00 6 001....... 24 50 ....... 50 50
141 60 21 78|....... 298 80 .......1 462 18
inn nn 20 00!....... 95 00 .......1 215 00
30 00!.......i...... 15 00 .......1 4S 00
Utica CChrist) ........... 92 50 7 001....... 146 44 245 9432 20 .......1....... .......: 32 20
47 401.......I....... .......' 47 40W  M  Union ........... ........ .......|.......
........
30 13 .......I 30 13
Total ............ 2489 51 339 20 3 71 2234 96 100 00 5167 38
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF MUSKEGON
Allendale, 1st ........Atwood .............
Coopersville ..........Covenant, Muskegon Hts. .Falmouth ............Fremont .............Grand Haven, 1st .....Grand Haven, 2nd .....Moddersville .........Moorland ............Muskegon. 1st ........Muskegon, 2nd ........Muskegon, 3rd ........Muskegon, 5th ........Muskegon, Unity ......New Era ............ IRehoboth ............|
South Barnard Spring Lake .
Total ... .
CLASSIS OF NEWARK I
Belleville ............ I
Brookdale ............ 'East Orange, 1st ...... |East Orange, Hyde Pk...|Franklin . ............ IIrvington, 1st .........|Irvington, 2nd ........ |Linden ..............|
Montclair Heights ......INewark, 1st .......... I
Newark. Christ ........|Newark, Clinton Ave.....!Newark, Mt. Olivet, 1st ... INewark, N. Y. Ave......!Newark, North ....... |Newark, Trinity .......Newark. West .........Plainfield, Netherwood ....Plainfield, Trinity .....Miss. Conf............W. M. Union ......... |,|-Total ............!
CLASSIS OF N E W  BRUNSWICK I
Bound Brook .........IEast Millstone .........fGriggstown .......... !Highland Park ........|Hillsborough .......... IMetuchen ............|Middlebush ..........New Brunswick, 1st ....New Brunswick, 2nd ...N. Brunswick, Suydarri St. .Rocky Hill ...........|St. Paul’s P. A.........|Six Mile Run .........|Spotswood ........... |W. M. Union ......... |.
Total
i
si
S'-"
P
<A 
t»o rt o-a-c a o3 CO CO
sv -rj
g’l'S3 c oO £-,!/) ><
mc-a«
sOtw
56
451005163141991452560145019305237515837167
7740541
7346 72
7 00 134 10
30 96
105 00 302 83
2 50
72 00
166 98 60 00
818 87 62 50
8416381
33
3230610297
6
327462
108012565
10
277 50
3020 56
101 57
101 57
18231202143432
951 891. 15|. 48!. 95|.
•I.
18 87
21 96
45 00|79 32 993 49 46 96
10 00 1615 00
29 50 1368 72
25 00 900 00 162 90
6 00
109
11574109162
15553660
20060470
16 57
I 37 75I 1182 45
I 6 00I 5 00
.! 250 00
6222 351 88 40
!
-h
62 94
21 961 3408 45
40 00
50 001
112
£100 0011563682920144687453734889
84 021..... 1 Ififi M..... j 81 66 ..... . .
10 35 ..... j 290 00..... 1 149 0323 23 
100 00 13 08! 193 92..... I 809 19 .....12 001 377 75..... j 780 25..... ) 104 80..... f.......
..... ! 212 84..... 1 69 34..... 1 44 R?
217 60 25 08i 3575 87l.....
140 06 68 81 1621 67 197 50 18 31 460 84 2062 00 857 80 21 50 50 00 2362 66 1288 68 87 50 238 84 496 57 204 49 87 01 40 00 1045 98
11350 22
311 74 52 89 798 32 253 23 595 67 15 00 100 16 115 62 1100 45 
200 00 110 00 2085 25 6 00 67 25 
2551 17 
6 00 5 00 25 00 1166 57 162 90 62 94
9791 16
363 18 124 34 
105 12 326 00 415 35 785 14 312 72 1829 55 1836 25 1655 10157 88 7 00561 23158 96 44 82
8682 64
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CLASSIS OFN E W  YORK
Collegiate Church Corp. .. .Marble .............St. Nicholas ..........West End ...........Middle ..............Ft. Washington ........Knox Memorial .......Vermilye Memorial .....Bethany Memorial .....Brighton Heights ......Church of Comforter ...Fordham Manor .......Hamilton Grange ......Harlem .............Elmendorf ...........Huguenot Park .......Manor ..............Mariners Harbor ......Melrose, German ......Mott Haven .........Prince Bay ...........
.Sixty-Eighth St., German .Staten Island ........Throgg’s Neck ........Union High Bridge ....West Farms ..........Zion, German Evang.....
Missions:Columbian Mem’l ......Vermilye ............Apache .............McKee ..............Ann vi lie ............Gray Hawk ..........
Total ............
11711 92
1700 00 
10 00 466 67 457 46 170 00 280 00 *976 50 98 35 29 50 342 91 1275 00 285 00 44 25 132 75 
35 00 
20 00 166 21
’ i o o ’oo
59 00 250 90 
100 00 65 00
10 00 27 69
152 65
105'66 
40 00 .
’ "32 M....30 00 .
* ’s s ’oo ! 
’i o o ’oo !
150 00 .
'’7 5 ’66 '
3 681.
18846 511 773 33
CLASSIS OF ORANGE 
. IBloomingburgh ........Callicoon ............Claryville ............Deer Park ... ........Ellenville ............Grahamsville .........Italian Mis., Newburgh . . .Kerhonkson ..........Mamakating ..........Montgomery ..........Newburgh ........... |New Hurley ..........INew Prospect ......... IShawangunk ..........IWalden ..............IWallkill ............. !Walpack, Lower .......Walpack, Upper .......Warwarsing ..........
West End ...........Woodbourne ..........W. M. Union ........
Total ............
88 5042 7827 13660 00423 6141 2510 0014 00128 75105 96491 1159 00210 50
10 00387 36287 6322 1214 7510 0025 0047 33
----- 1­3106 781
85 72
10 00
125 00 25 00
18 00
263 72!
50 00
5 00
|
55 00
|
1300 004106 00 3705 00 2340 19 1342 03 525 00
26 81 85 00 237 00 483 00 45 01 53 50 239 44 
233 00 160 00 49 35 70 75 
20 00
46'66l
84 80 30 00 15 00 132 00 27 00 350 00
20 00
13011 92 4308 65 3705 00 4670 19 1392 03 
466 67 516 27 255 00 547 00 1459 50 228 36 83 00 582 35 1508 00 545 00 93 60 243 50 55 00 20 00 
251 01 30 00 115 00 282 00 
86-00 680 90 
100 00 85 00
35 00 30 00
25 00 46 65 30 00 
10 22 i
35 00 40 00 56 37 4 6 65 62 40 
10 22
14031 75
t
1865 00! 35571 59
40 50 19 57 
10 12 85 00 248 43 13 50 5 00
93 49 .......
200 00 ....
78 88 .......
190 75!.......
23 00 ....... !
333 36 ....... !
141 6 2 ....... !
10 1 3 ....... 1
6 75 ....... 1
‘i s ’oo ! .’.’.’.’! J
4 72 ....... 1
31 17....... !
129 00 62 35 37 25 830 72 672 04 54 75 15 00 14 00 128 75 199 45 691 11 147 88 401 25 
33 00 845 72 454 25 32 25 21 50 
10 00 58 00 52 05 
31 17
1550 99 4921 49
* Sent also check for $900.00 just after boolcs were closed.
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CLASSIS OFPALISADES
575 36 30 00 266 85 872 2120 00152 67 82 5 5622 01 89 13 112 62 823 761063 50 430 00 1005 50 200 00 2699 00325 00Trinity, W. N. Y....... 200 00 335 00 535 00457 25 117 00 327 757 00 7 Oft520 SO 134 25 50 00 418 58 1123 63200 00 200 00
Total ............ 3611 59 800 38 50 00 3120 85 200 00 7782 82
CLASSIS OFPARAMUS
2061 98 2683 58 126 00261 91 105 03 366 9460 00 35 00 95 00655 95 93 77 ..... 282 37 1032 09105 00 105 00180 00 180 00163 38 21 09 183 40 367 87116 00 100 00 216 0069 01 25 66 27 50 121 51180 55 59 72 240 2778 10 10 00 88 1074 49 19 79 2 95 92 94 190 1747 92 79 50 35 77 153 55 316 7494 50 128 89 223 39Passaic, 1st Holl........ 2202 65
.....
200 00
.....
20 00 410 00 271 08 3103 73144 81 50 00 10 00 204 81527 43 75 00 i61 45 763 88466 78 16 00 357 10 839 88492 09 160 65 652 74162 67 186 00 348 67239 74 32 19 45 00 316 931372 09 832 41 2204 5015 25 8 65 20 40 44 30134 36 50 00 196 25 380 6155 71 48 53 126 05 230 29137 97 80 00 217 9710 00 7 50 ..... 17 50852 44 114 50 25 00 115 35 1107 2947 89 ..... 15 00 62 89
Wortendyke, 1st Holl.... 61 25 177 00 80 86!.......... |...... 50 00 81 00 192 11 258 00
W. M  Union . . . ..... ...... 84 06 84 06
Total ............ 11133 921 924 8S 101 22 6887 70 397 08 19444 80
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CLASSIS OF PASSAIC
57 50 47 40Fairfield ............ 31 13 37 12 1 18 2440 65 75 41 210 00 326 06Little Falls, 1st ....... 341 24 72 13 339 66 753 03Little Falls; Holl., ..... 120 00 28 00 47 85 195 85133 55 133 5 5513 92 200 00 713 92
850 00 835 00 1685 on450 50
.........
.......j....... 78 00 528 50171 01 .... |.... 128 26 299 27980 82 ..... 1...... 10 00 990 82101 28 165 00 60 00 326 28324 80 21 23 200 51214 32 285 89 500 21. ..... 166 0011 06 32 0883 41 26 73140 00 123 34 263 34Passaic & Paramus 27 93W. M. Union ........ ............. 96 64 96 64
4424 14 286 36 2827 92 343 55 7881 97
CLASSIS OF PELLA
10 00 40 12 44 82 94 9415 77 20 00 35 77100 00 100 00214 69 79 79 245 48 539 9645 00 16 37 61 37Killduff, 1st .......... 24 21 74 46 98 67Otley . .............. 293 12 125 22 162 00 580 34Pella, 1st ............ 1572 16 657 42 2229 58208 15 59 46 50 00 1266 70 1584 31399 68 125 00 1279 00 1803 6810 00 10 0088 26 82 76 171 02Sully ............... 86 00 46 00 106 00 238 00Pella M. F............ 295 74 295 74W. M. Union ........ 62 50 62 50
3252 78 475 59 50 00 4127 51 7905 88
CLASSIS OFPHILADELPHIA
128 85 4 07 89 59 ISO 00 377 i^60 66 34 00 15 00 109 66Clover Hill .......... 11 35 75 20 86 55229 41 16 82 241 00 100 00 587 2373 75 13 54 88 75 176 04272 92 42 06 174 10 489 08427 27 100 00 213 32 740 59390 00
....
128 00 518 0059 00 27 00 86 00497 07 257 48 754 557 40 11 22 15 00 33 6258 94 15 00 5 00 60 97 139 91W. M. Union ........ ..... 6 00 6 00
Total ............ 2216 62 215 82 25 89 1391 41 250 00 4099 74
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CLASSIS OFPLEASANT PRAIRIE
Alexander ........... 35 00Aplington, 1st ......... 303 10 25 00 12 50Baileyville .......... 108 72Bristow ............ 51 50Buffalo Center ........ 188 00 10 00Dumont ............. 58 61Ebenezer ........... . 179 00 5 00Elim ............... 28 62 18 09Fairview ............. 54 84 7 00Forreston ............ 370 72 65 00Immanuel ............ 110 00 13 00Meservey ........... 380 81 77 77Monroe ............. 190 36 16 00 10 83Parkersburg .......... 50 00Pekin, 2nd ........... 62 84 25 57Peoria .............. 199 00 . • • •Ramsay ............. 75 00Silver Creek ......... 345 00 33 19Stout ............... 366 24 16 39Washington .......... 268 32Wellsburg ............ 210 00Zion ................ 243 93 243 93
Total ............ 3879 61 286 92 12 50 750 71 4929 74
CLASSIS OF
POUGHKEEPSIE
Beacon ............. 302 73 63 73 72 11 243 52Fishkill ............. 69 19Hopewell ............ 53 10 21 00Hyde Park ..........Millbrook ............ 364 73New Hackensack ...... 10 00 15 00Poughkeepsie, 1st ...... 544 96 145 00 584 82Rhinebeck ........... 100 00Upper Red Hook ...... 12 51W. M. Union ......... 50 00
1447 22 218 73 93 11 1258 84 3017 90
CLASSIS OF
RARITAN
16 30 5 00283 23 37 20 253 5R22 13 14 6536 0095 91 40 5044 16 144 0829 50 14 75 60 7510 001472 50 239 68 210 44700 00 100 00 651 00215 98 86 10 5 66 139 075 00 12 5081 42 20 18 90 77
100 00 20 46 ..... i 148 50W. M. Union ........ 1...... f . .. .j 48 50I 1
Total ............| 3059 83| 625 82 5 001 2189 83 5 OOj 5885 48
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CLASSIS OF RENSSELAER
Blooming Grove .Castleton .....Chatham .....Ghent, 1st ....Ghent, 2nd ...Greenbush ....Kinderhook ...Nassau ......Rensselaer, 1st .. Schodack .......Schodack LandingStuvvesant ....W. M. Union ...
CLASSIS OF ROCHESTER
103 33 
126 71 
10 00 
26 59
176 80 
245 67 
105 58
50 00 
67 70
912 38!
I
10 63
3 18
61 79 
170 37
5 00
235 34 15 63
93 93 
23 50 111 26 
37 50 
53 94 
40 00 
180 85 
56 07 
25 00 
28 40 
15. 00
26 30
691 75
12 00
i
12 00|
1H
207 89 
150 21 121 26 
67 27 
53 94 
278 59 
608 89 
166 65
25 00 
28 40 
65 00 
67 70
26 30
1867 10
Abbe ...............Arcadia ............Buffalo .............Cleveland, 1st ........Clymer Hill ..........East Williamson .......Interlaken ...........Marion 1 st ...........Marion, 2nd ..........Ontario .............Palmyra ............Pultneyville ..........Rochester, 1st ........Rochester, 2nd ........Rochester, Brighton ....Sodus ..............Tyre ...............Williamson ...........Rochester M. F.........W. M. Union ........
Total ............
CLASSIS OF SARATOGA
The Boght ......Buskirks ........Cohoes, 1st .....Fort Miller .....Gansevqort ......Greenwich ......Northumberland .. . .Saratoga .......West Troy. North . .Wynantskill .....W. M. Union ....
i 1427 67 
252 08 
50 00
53 02 
607 88
87 62 
160 43 
160 00 
103 61 
184 71 
200 71 
828 1088 60! 
485 001
41 711
82 36' 
223 44| 
.....I
100 00 
32 50
20 00 410 00 
129 93
140 00
50 00 
30 51 
119 36 12 83
121 59 
113 69 
13 62
230 00 12 00
30 50 .......
50 00 27 50
36 1 0 .......
137 07 .......
36 34 .......
21 60 
79 15 
352 13 
178 09 
94 00 
173 20 
54 50 
143 00 
359 56 
763 87 
137 25 
230 00 
52 60
35 00
210 00
80 62
2097
414
50
71
162
1092
265
376
446
171
327 
560
1868
256
792
130
137
328 
223
80
5036 94! 1101 28I 72 33 3469 50 175 00 9*'3
67 
51 
00 
60
68 20 
71 
02 
89 73 
71 
27 
97 
35 
50 
41 
07 
70 
44 
62
05
88 501.......1.......
17 00 ........ j.........200 00 
14 75
31 50l.......
.......1.......
18 05
222 93 i2 2sl io 66
37 41 5 n m .......88 501 44 48!.......
115 98'.......1.......
I- ----- 1------ 1------| 803 12| 93 26| 10 00
60 50 149 00
18 50 35 50
85 00 236 00 552 506 75 21 50
24 00 42 05
169 90 415 1166 50 108 91
65 50 198 48
148' 07 .......1 264 05
58 56 ....... 38 56
25 15 25 15
708 43Total 236 00 1850 81
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CLASSIS OF SCHENECTADY
i ii i
Altamont Amity .Glenville, 1st Helderberg Lisha’s Kill Niskayuna Princetown Rotterdam, 1st Schenectady, 1st Schenectady, 2nd Schenectady, Bellevue Schenectady, Mt. Pleasant.. Schenectady. Rttrdm., 2nd. Schenectady, Woodlawn ... Scotia, 1st ..W. M. Union
Total
CLASSIS OF SCHOHARIE
Beaverdam BerneHowes’Cave, 1st Howes’ Cave, 2nd Lawyersville Middleburg No. Blenheim Prattsville Schoharie SharonW. M. Union 
Total
CLASSIS OF FAST SIOUX
663 00 50 00 100 00 813 00
135 00 55 00 118 00 308 00392 00 287 50 30 00 300 00 1009 50Firth ............... 82 71 100 96 183 67
851 78 200 00 60 00 1111 78Holland. Neb.......... 1357 80 340 00 450 00 2147 80
104 42 45 90 167 27 ......1 317 59
604 50 228 90 6 00 519 83 ......| 1359 2360 68 67 50 ......1 128 18
11 62 2 00 13 62
12 00 15 00 27 00
58 57 64 75 69 25 192 57
23 33 23 33
10 28 10 28
1353 32 134 50 15 00 513 82 2016 64
3830 75 20 00 940 26 4791 01
Pella . 128 23 29 81 260 70 418 7475 79 63 67 139 46
30 15 19 90 50 0582 50 30 00 19 20 131 70353 00 100 60 12 50 112 50 578 60
86 70 18 95 6 00 42 35 .......1 154 onTnriV AT F 60 00 ......I 60 00W  TVT fin inn
......
165 00 ......) 165 00...
Totals ........... 10268 13 1686 87 89 50 4006 25 ......1 16150 75
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CLASSIS Of
Y
WEST SIOUX
Bethel .............. 210 00 40 00 100 00 350 00272 41 194 34 310 00 776 7576 37 35 00 111 3717 50 17 50
12 00 10 00 22 0082 54 13 56 53 99 150 09126 95 20 00 146 95439 67 125 26 15 00 300 51 880 44
8 84 8 84Hull, 1st ............ 1538 95 225 00 315 00 50 00 2128 95
102 02 46 98 85 24 234 2499 30 73 58 6 00 77 73 256 611277 50 107 00 12 00 518 68 1915 1840 26 10 00 36 64 86 90572 09 165 00 30 00 185 00 952 09179 18 10 00 160 00 349 1816 25 19 60 35 8577 33 65 00 142 33Sioux Center, 1st ...... 2622 12 410 94 75 75 498 23 468 95 4075 991363 88 100 00 388 00 15 00 1866 88147 50 50 00 174 50 372 00353 25 65 01 267 40 5 00 690 66
22 21 60 00 82 21Volga ........ 46 55 10 00 24 31 80 86Edgerton, Chandler 126 16 126 161093 81 ...... i...... 1093 81
Rock Rapids M. F...... 108 05 ...... i...... 108 05
Total ............ 11020 69 1668 67 14S 75 3684 83 538 95 17061 89
CLASSIS OF ULSTER
41 00 ..... 67 97 108 97
10 00 in nnl ..... 25 00 65 00
Fiatbush ............ 194 00 51 00 62 50 63 92 150 00 521 4212 09 ..... 75 12 84248 00
.....
35 00 20 00 20 60 323 605 00 376 30 381 3039 78
..... .....
15 14 33 21 88 13
345 85 17 00 305 27 122 50 790 62898 84 89 00 987 84
222 00 19 39 65 00 306 397 19 1 30 8 4977 08 15 00 109 51 201 5956 75 61 25 118 00756 39 147 38 903 77Plattekill ............ 8 38 3 83 12 2115 93 22 92 27 29 66 1458 25 58 26
15 30 15 305 50 5 5044 25 5 00 49 25362 67 10 00 213 52 245 00 831 197 58 7 5813 01
.....
4 53
.....
3 52 21 06
12 50 ..... ..... 12 5028 93 ..... I...... 11 73 ..... 40 66
\V M  Union . ..... 1...... 150 00 150 00......
Total ............ 3422 52 185 45 117 03 1845 11 517 50 6087 61
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CLASSIS OFWESTCHESTER
2400 00 241 11 2471 26 5112 37
13 00 29 28 74 50 116 78
44 25 20 25 64 50
26 00 26 00
88 50 238 50 327 00
26 76 35 25 62 01
825 00 268 67 15 00 1108 67
656 89 359 63 1016 52
35 00 125 00 160 00
1168 94 542 50 1711 44
289 58 202 31 491 89
25 00 5 00 30 00
26 55 42 15 68 70
784 87 41 46 901 79 1728 12
W  M  Union . ....... 65 00 65 00
6384 34 311 85 5377 81 15 00 12089 00
CHASSIS OFWISCONSIN
3011 02 349 23 75 15 223 00 72 00 3730 40
524 00 179 02 256 97 959 99
777 72 87 65 157 73 1023 10
38 05 16 31 32 00 86 36
433 00 43 75 101 50 578 25
958 57 265 00 1223 57
1134 09 100 00 707 39 1941 48
430 00 49 41 90 00 258 54 827 95
307 37 50 00 340 00 697 37
431 82 190 00 197 08 818 90
362 94 70 00 io oo 35 00 477 94
307 36 56 57 17 00 174 00 554 93
123 00 40 00 25 00 188 00
25 71 44 79 70 50
871 87 664 52 23 30 620 43 2180 12
325 00 325 00
144 00 144 00........ 93 16 93 16....
Total ............ 10205 52 1896 46 215 45 3531 59 72 on 15921 02
CLASSES to C/3 t»5SO rt O
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l
PARTICULAR SYNOD
OF ALBANY
2677 24 113 82 8 04 3446 761755 72 60 00 5 00 1071 28Montgomery .......... 2489 51 339 20 3 71 2234 96 100 00 5167 38Rensselaer ........... 912 38 235 34 15 63 691 75 12 00 1867 10Rochester ............ 5036 94 1101 28 72 33 3469 50 175 00 9855 05Saratoga ............ 803 12 93 26 10 00 708 43 236 00 1850 81Schenectady .......... 4937 77 212 11 12 50 3047 02 260 00 8469 40330 93 389 00 719 93Total ............ 18943 61 2i55 01 127 21 15058 70 783 00 37067 53
PARTICULAR SYNODOF CHICAGO
Chicago ............. 15018 571 2932 80 90 00 5828 82 650 00 24520 19Grand Rapids ........ 19471 30 10084 11 107 65 6980 56 860 00 37503 62Holland ............. 22455 92 5343 90 424 48 10343 01 1041 00 39608 31Illinois ............. 4021 06 191 07 8 32 1459 46 52 38 5732 296850 19 1422 00 2417 50 1065 00 11754 69Muskegon ........... 7346 72 818 87 62 50 3020 56 101 57 11350 22Wisconsin ........... 10205 52 1896 46 215 45 3531 59 72 00 15921 02
Total ............ 85369 28122689 21 908 40 33581 50 3841 95 146390 34
PARTICULAR SYNODOF IOWA
712 2.11 49 961 15 00 259 80 1036 993218 98 315 44 48 42 2394 73 5977 571322 43| 153 90 5 66 239 58 1721 57Pella ............... 3252 781 475 59 50 00 4127 51 7905 883879 61 286 92 12 50 750 71 4929 7410368 13 1686 87 89 50 4006 25 16150 75West Sioux .......... 11020 691 1668 67 148 75 3684 83 538 95 17061 89
Total . .......... 33774 85 4637 35 369 831 15463 41 538 95 54784 39
PARTICULAR SYNODOF N E W  BRUNSWICK
4091 96i 347 23 15 00 2292 87 6747 061641 39 202 77 50 00 1574 78 3468 942403 75 58 86 977 22 3439 83Newark ............. 6222 35 88 40 21 96 3408 45 50 00 9791 164864 091 217 60! 25 08 3575 871..... 8682 64Palisades ............ 3611 59 800 38 50 00 3120 85 200 00 7782 82Paramus ............ 11133 92 924 88 101 22 6887 70 397 08 19444 804424 14 286 361..... 2827 92 343 55 7881 97Philadelphia .......... 2216 62 215 82! 25 89 1391 41 250 00 4099 74Raritan ............. 3059 83 625 821 5 001 2189 83 5 00 5885 48
Total ............ 43669 64 3768 12 294 15 28246 90 1245 63 77224 44
PARTICULAR SYNOD •
OF N E W  YORK
2287 48! 134 36! 5 001 1081 54 .... 3508 38North Long Island..... 4692 42 272 621 30 001 2548 791..... 7543 83South Long Island..... 6828 61 509 61 25 001 5827 101..... 13190 32New York ........... 18846 51 773 33 55 00! 14031 75 1865 0(1 35571 593106 7F 263 72 .... 1550 991..... 4921 49Poughkeepsie ......... 1447 221 218 73 93 11 1258 841..... 3017 90Ulster .............. 3422 52 185 45 117 031 1845 11 517 50 6087 61Westchester .......... 6384 341 311 851..... 5377 81! 15 00 12089 00
Total ............ 47015 88| 2669 67| 325 14 33521 93! 2397 50 85930 12
Grand Total ....... 228773 26135919 36 2024 73U25872 44i 8807 03|401396 82
BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
Contributions from Individuals for General Work
Aber, Miss Ethelyn........$“A Friend” ............“A Friend” ............‘‘A Friend” .............‘‘A Friend” ............“A Friend” ............“A Friend” ............“A Friend” .............‘‘A Friend of Missions”....Anonymous .............Anonymous .............Anonymous .............Atwater, Miss Julia and sisters.Bahler, Rev. P. G. M ......Hailey, Mr. Moses.........Baker, Rev. and Mrs. Thomas. Baldwin, Mr. and Mrs. W. A..Barr, Mrs. R. H .........Bartells, Mr. H ...........Beardsley, Rev. J. W ......Becker, Miss Dorothy......Becker. Mrs. K. G .........Bilkert, Mr. and Mrs. P....Brokaw, Mrs. I. P........Brown, Miss Edith H ......Brown, Rev. W. D. and familyCantine, Miss K. H ........Chamberlain, Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Chicago Missionary Committee. Christian Conference Fund. . . .Cortelyou, Mr. Peter......Crane, Rev. J. E .........Cuperi, Miss A ...........“H. D.” ...............
Dalenberg Mr. and Mrs. P . .. .Davis, Mr. M. S.........Dawson, Mr. Henry.......De Fisher, Mr. William.....De Jong, Rev. T. P........De Mott, Mr. J. W ........De Free, Rev. and Mrs. J...De Valois Mission Syndicate..Doig, Dr. A. K ...........Dosker, Mr. C............
Drummond, Miss H. D ....Drury, Miss C. K. and MotherDu Mez, Mr. John........Duryee, Rev. J. R ........‘‘Easter Offering” .........Ekkens, Mr. A...........Enander, Mr. E. A ........Estate of George Cleveland.... Estate of Mary F. Hagaman..Estate of S. J. Sloan......Farr, Miss Emma E .......Foster, Mrs. William j....‘‘Friend of Missions”......‘‘Friends” ..............
‘‘From a Friend”.........f‘From a Friend”.........From Friends through Chris­tian Intelligencer .......Garretson Mrs. J. H .......Gebhard, Rev. J. G., Sr.....Gouwens, Miss C.........Grooters, Mr. J...........
Hamel, Miss Georgiana.....Harper. Rev. R. H ........Hay, Mrs. E. A ..........Heemstra, Mr. John and familyHeidenwereld Pub. Co.....Hemmes, Mr. R..........Henry, Mrs. Ella B ........Hills Brothers Co.........Hope College Y. M. C. A...Ingraham, Mr. George S....
YEAR 1925-26
5 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
3,000 00
10 00
300 00
5 00
20 00
5 00
50 00
6 00
60 0025 00
10 00
1 00
100 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
1,000 00
25 00
50 005 00
15 00
25 00
130 00
10 00
32 38
1,468.01
100 00
200 00
15 00
6 36
10 00
1,500 00
10 00
10 00
100 00
10 0025 00
47 00
540 00
25 00
500 00
20 00
25 00
' 10 00200 00
10 00
1 00
7 00
270 83
46 30
25 0010 00
2 00
1 00
10 00
2,000 00
25 00
1,269 00
50 00
10 00
5 00
307 86
30 00
10 00
2 30
700 00200 00
4 80
5 00
1,000.00650 00
1,000 00
Janssen, Miss L. L......Jenny, Mrs. E...........Jessop, Miss L. B........Johnson, Mr. Alfred......Karsten, Misses A. and 1...Keith, Mrs. J. C.... ....Ketchum, Mr. L. W ......Lake, Miss Agnes N ......Langstreet, Mr. and Mrs. PeterLaurent, Miss A. F.......Le Feyre, Mr. George.....Leonard, INIiss A. E......Leonard, Mrs. G. B.......Maat, Rev. G. H.........Marsellus, Mr. John ......Mason, Dr. Lewis D ......Matthews, Miss Nelly .....Merry, The Misses.......Meulendyke, Miss Marie...Miller, Miss Katherine.....Moody Bible Institute......Mulder, Dr. and Mrs. C. D....Mulford. Rev. Henrv D’B...Murray, Mrs. David ......Naylor, Miss E. C........Nichols, Mrs. Julia........Norris, Mrs. R. A .......Nuttall, Mr. and Mrs. S. A....Oele, Mr. and Mrs. J......Olcott, Mr. and Mrs. E. E...Otte, Mrs. J. A .........Overman, Mr. N. E......Overocker, Mrs. W. J......Palen, Miss Grace........Peters, Miss N. H ........Phraner, Mrs. W. H. anddaughter ............Plantinga, Mr. A.........Punt, Mr. and Mrs. Arie...Read, Rev. E. G.........Reed, Rev. E. E ..........Reinhardt, Mr. E. A ......Romaine, Miss Mary......
Romaine, Messrs. T. and D...Roosa, Miss Margaret C....Rosenbohm, Rev. M ........Rykenboer, Miss Elizabeth S..Sanson, Miss Kittie M .....Schauffler, Mrs. A. F......Scholtens, Rev. H .........Schomp, Mr. Win. M ......Schuhuis, Miss M .........Searle, Miss Anna ........Shafer, Rev. L. J........Shepard, Mrs. R. M .......Sherman, Mrs. J. W ......Sioux County Churches.....Sleght, Dr. B. H. B .......
Smallegan-DeKleine Syndicate. .Smith, Mrs. H. J............
Smithers, Mr. M. M .......Steketee, Rev. J. B........Stegeman, Rev. and Mrs. H.V. E.................Stryker, Miss Florence .....Stryker, Mrs. J. V ............
Students’ Missionary Band.... Stumpf, Dr. and Mrs. C. O...Swansbach, Mrs. G........Ten Clay, Mr. and Mrs. Henry‘‘Thank Offering” ........Trompen Mr. J. N ........“Two Friends” .........“Two Old Friends”.......Van Eerden Family Reunion.. Van Houten, Miss D. V....
10 00 8 00 
10 00 
10 00 
50 00 
100 00 
625 00 
60 00 
12 00 
1 00 
10 00 
50 00 
100 00 
2 00 
10 00 
100 00 
2 00 
25 00 
5 00
2 40 
112 50
50 00 
25 00 
25 00 
15 00 
10 00 
100 00 
2 00 
50 00
3.200 00 
10 00 
15 00 
10 00 
30 00100 00
10 00 
250 00 
150 00 
10 00 
10 00 
100 00 
5 00 
35 00 
25 00
3 15 
50 00 
25 00
100 00 
150 00 
10 00 
20 00
3 00 
10 00
5 00 
5 00
2.200 00 
45 00
800 00 
100 00
4 81
5 00
4 50
5 00
1 25 
1 00
160 00 
10 00 
215 00 
10 00 
250 00 
250 00 
15,000 00 
10 00
2 00
Van Houten, Miss Jessie F__ 50 00Van Vranken, Mrs. F. V...  6 00Van Vranken, Miss Sarah L... 5 00Varick, Miss M. L.......  20 00Vaughn, Mrs. J. W ....... 1 00Veenker, Rev. G.........  5 00
Vennema, Miss F. E....... 10 00Ver Planck, Mrs. W. G....  25 00Voorhees, Rev. O. M ....... 25 00Voute, A. C, Deceased, Condi­tional Gift ............ 1,000 00
Walvoord, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. 15 00Walvoord, Rev. W. C....  25 00Warnshuis, Rev. A. L.... 50 00Webster, Miss M. G ....  5 00White, Mr. and Mrs. B. F..  5 00Whitenack, Miss 1...... 25 00Wiersma, Rev. and Mrs. F. M. 10 00Williams, Mrs. G. E....  5 00Woodbridge, Miss Anna D... 25 00Zwemer, Rev. and Mrs. S. M.. 20 00
Contributions from Individuals for Special Objects
“A Friend” ............“A Friend” ............Anonymous .............Banninga, Mr. C. P.......Beall, Miss Lillie L ........Blackstone, Wm. E., Trustee. .Boerema, Mr. B..........Boers, Miss B. C.........Boers, Mr. C. C..........Bogart. Mr. and Mrs. J. L....Boter, Mr. J.............
Burr, Rev. and Mrs. Hugh...Cantine, Miss Katherine....Chamberlain, Rev. L. B....Clark, Miss G...........Cutler, Miss Ethel ........Davis. Mr. and Mrs. J. H ...De Maagd. Mr. J.........Drury. Miss C. K........
Drury, Miss Henrietta W ....Drury. Miss Kate H.......Du Mez. Mr. John........Estate of Ella S. Darrow...Fagg, Miss Kate M. and SisterFokkert. Mr. and Mrs. E....Fokkert, Mr. and Mrs. M ...From the Field...........Garretson, Mrs. J. H .......Hasbrouck, Miss M. L. B...Hill. Mrs. Wm. B........Hulsman, Mr. and Mrs. J. H..
$ 300 00 
30 00 50 00 
50 00 25 00 2,500 00 50 00 5 00 
66 00 
100 00 
200 00 25 00 
100 00 25 00 
10 00 25 00 50 00 
20 00 5 00 300 00 
10 00 
10 00 
100 00 
10 00 5 00 5 00 
1.000 00 43 00 
200 00 400 00 
2 00
Hunt, Miss Mary P........ 5 00
Klumper, Mr. and Mrs. H ... 5 00Mulder, Dr. C. D.........  50 00Mulder, Mrs. L........... 25 00Naberhuis, Mr. Henry.....  10 00Olcott, Miss Anna........ 10 00Olcott, Mr. and Mrs. E. E.. . . 725 00Pearson, Mr. H. L........  20 00Peters, Miss N. H ........  200 00Pillsbury, Mrs. M. M ......  10 00Poppen, Mrs. Anna........ 5 00Potter, Rev. J. H .........  92 70Pownal, Mrs. Helen R.....  30 00Presbyterian Ch. W. M. Society.Westfield, N. J..........  18 00Prinsen, Mr. G. W ........ 25 00
‘‘Reader of Wierenga Letter”.. 30 00Rens, Mr. Matt..........  700 00
Richards, Mr. Theodore.... 100 10Romaine, Messrs. D. and T.. . . 50 00Schuster. Mrs. Walter E.... 30 00Scull, Miss Laura........  20 00Shepard, Mrs. R. M ....... 100 00Through Rev. J. Cantine... 40 00Trompen, Mr. J. N....... 1,000 00Tukker, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.. . 5 00Van Winckle, Mr. C......  100 00Voorhees, Miss J. T....... 5 00Waldron, Miss F. E....... 10 00Williams, Mrs. G. E....... 25 00
Legacies
From the Estate of Thomas Gemmelf.......................... $ 500 00
Elizabeth Rodman Voorhees .................  24,991 00
Margaret E. Babcock ......................  1,000 00
De Witt Roosa ..........................  1,000 00
Jane Eckert ............................  500 00
Alice E. Torrey .........................  1,000 00
M. Van Soude ...........................  500 00
Susan A. Elliott .........................  1,608 34
J. J. Van Marcn .........................  95 55
Bertilda Muller ..........................  500 00
Mary E. Horton .........................  13,009 38
Thomas Powell Vernoll .................... 950 oo
E. J. Jansen ............................ 75 qO
Legacy designated as Permanent Fund:
William C. Barkalow.................... 10,817 93
$56,547 30
RECEIPTS OF T H E  B O A R D  SINCE 1857, IN PERIODS OF 
FIVE YEARS. W I T H  TOTALS A N D  AVERAGES.
Years. Receipts. Totals for Five Tears. Average for Five Years. Increase. Decrease.
Total, 1858-1862. 1863.......... $42,257 36 $134,055 49 $26,811 101864.......... 35,391 181865.......... 82,038 221866.......... 55,783 751867.......... *63,030 89 278,501 40 55,700 28 $28,899-181868.......... 53,472 911869 .....1870 ..... 81,410 38 57,342 941871......... 71,125 521872......... 65,173 26 328,525 01 65,705 00 10,004 721873.......... 83,948 611874.......... 55,352 951875.......... 54,249 951876..... .... 64,342 911877.......... 58,152 53 316,046 95 63,209 37 $2,495 61878.......... 69,085 871879.......... 58,443 491880.......... 63,185 711881.......... 92,984 321882.......... 58,184 71 341,884 10 68,376 82 5,167 451883.......... 65,284 581884.......... 76,955 231885.......... 88,131 041886.......... 86,386 551887.......... 86,787 02 403,544 42 80,708 88 12,332 061888.......... tl09,946 11 93,142 241880..........1890 .....1891 ..... 117,090 14 116,265 451892.......... 112,163 59 548,607 53 109,721 50 29,012 021893.......... 136,683 101894.......... 106,571 481895.......... 1111,288 001896.......... 154,139 421897.......... 111,111 89 619,798 89 123,959 77 14,238 271898.......... 124,301 181899.......... 126,838 361900.......... 147,213 781901.......... 173,204 121902.......... 167,911 73 739,469 17 147,893 89 23,934 121903.......... 158,894 941904.......... 142,474 791905.......... 150,239 941906.......... 174,464 741907.......... 179,232 60 805,307 01 161,061 40 13,167 511908.......... 197,468 261909.......... 205,372 641910.......... 207,404 591911......... 282,231 861912......... 284,269 36 1,176,746 71 235,349 34 74,287 941913.......... 255,838 471914.......... 321,942 58
1915.......... 300,752 51
1916.......... 309.419 861917.......... 302,453 02 1,490.406 44 298,087 29 37,262 051918.......... 325,292 081919.......... 345,462 821920.......... 478,614 661921.......... 593.942 881922.......... 445,182 90 2,188,495 34 437,699 07 139,611 781923.......... 562.450 491924.......... 544,808.391925.......... 532,146.691926.......... 553,364.00
* In addition $56,500 were given by Mr. Warren Ackerman to remove the debt resting on the Board.tin addition $45,335.06 were given for the Endowment of the Theological Seminary in the Arcot Mission, through the efforts of Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, D.D. 
t From 1895, receipts of the Arabian Mission are included.
Auditors’ Statement
To The Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A., 25 East 22nd Street,New York City.
May 18, 1926.
Gentlemen:
We have completed our audit and examination of the books, records and accounts of your Board for the year ended April 30, 1926, and submit the statements listed on the Index immediately following, which, on our opinion, set forth the operations of the Board for the year and its financial condition at April 30. 1926.The operations for the year as herein presented are a consolidation of the work of The Arabian Mission and your own Board. The consolidation of the two Boards took place as of September 14, 1925, at which time there appeared on the books of the Board of Foreign Missions loans and advances toThe Arabian Mission in the sum of..........................  $24,336.35
In addition to this amount the liabilities assumed consisting of:Bank of Manhattan loan..................... . $ 5,000.00Trust Funds ..............................  11,409.00Security Fund ............................  5,392.00
Arabian Hospital Building Fund (See Exhibit “C”) . .. 1,500.00Revenue reserved (See Exhibit “D ”).............. 6,340.48Total Liabilities .......................  $29,641.48
exceeded the following assets:
Cash ............................  $ 540.16Bonds and Securities................  16,720.00Advances receivable ................  132.53Transmissions in excess of receipts(See Exhibit “D”)................. 524.88
Total Assets ........................... 17,917.57
by 11,723.91
Making a total Deficit assumed of....................  $36,060.26
* For the purpose of having a complete record of this transaction, the basis of the consolidation of Revenue, Expenditures and Deficit is shown on Exhibit “D" of this report.
Receipts of Cash, as shown by the Cash Book and supported by the Collection Record, were found to be in agreement with deposits credited by the Banks, while 
disbursements were vouched against the cancelled checks. The balance of cash in Banks as of April 30, 1926, after giving consideration to receipts and payments to and including May 3. 1926, which were considered as occurring prior to April 30, 
1926, was confirmed by the depositories. The cash on hand was verified by actual count.
Investments, consisting of securities held in the vault and bonds and mortgages kept in your office, were examined by us and found to be in order. The deficiency judgment arising out of a mortgage formerly held on the property located at 69 West 
10th Street, Manhattan, is still carried as an asset in the amount of $676.10, although it would appear to be of no value.
There was a net increase in investments during the year of $10,900.60. madeup as follows:
New Mortgage Bonds ................................  $13,600.00
Transfer stamps on stock exchanged....................... .60
$13,600.60Less:
Net decrease in Bonds and Mortgages......... $1,900.00Mortgage note paid off.................... 800.00---------  2,700.00
Net increase, as above...........................  $10,900.60
The income arising from investments was duly accounted for.
The Statement of Revenue and Expenditures reflects the changes in all funds 
except those of a permanent or trust nature, which increased as follows:
Increase in Trust Funds:William C. Barkalow...............................  $10,784.60Alida Vennema Heeven............................  1,000.00John H. Oerter (from Miss Dauer).................... 640.33
$12,424.93Less:Part of Lewis Francis Fund (Arabia) disbursed........... 256.26
Net Increase in Trust Funds.....................  $12,168.67
* Exhibit D is not printed in this Report, because of its great detail. It is on file 
in the Board Rooms.
Increase in Conditional Gifts:John P. Boon....................................  $ 500.00
Rev. A. B. Churchman (additional gift)................. 500.00Arie Punt (additional gift)..........................  1,000.00
$ 2,000.00
Conditional Gift of Miss A. C. Voute, matured...........  1,000.00
Net Increase in Conditional Gifts..................  $ 1,000.00
Following your usual procedure there was remitted to the mission fields the sum of $61,637.95 to meet the May and June, 1926, appropriations, as well as part of the designated gifts and transmissions received during the period under review. These checks are not considered as disbursements until presented for payment in New York. Respectfully yours,
LOOMIS, SUFFERN & FERNALD.
Certified Public Accountants.
Board of Foreign Missions,
Reformed Church in America,25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
May 13, 1926.
Gentlemen:The Bonds and Securities of the Board as noted in the Balance Sheet of 
April 30, 1926, and set forth particularly in the Board’s Ledger, have been examined 
by the Auditors and found correct.
We report that:
Par Value of the Stocks and Bonds is............. $277,000.00
Their Value on our Books......................  284,234.20
Market Value, April 30. 1926.................... 292,370.19
The Mortgages are in hand and necessary adjustment requiring attention in 
hands of Counsel for settlement. Yours truly,
(Signed) W. Ed w . Foster,
Chairman Finance Committee.
the
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
MAY 1. 1925 TO APRIL 30, 1926 
(Including: the Arabian Mission)
EXHIBIT “A”
RevenueCollections ...........................Legacies ...........................Income from Invested Funds for general work:Conditional Gifts ..................Security Funds ..................Endowment and General Funds........
Income from Invested Funds available for specific work:Hospitals and Schools......................Ministerial Education in India................Support of Native Pastors in India............
Income from Trust Funds held by Board of DirectionInterest on Bank balances..................Miscellaneous Interest received ...............
$ 2,549.13 2 945.23 11,368.35
$8,956.261,164.74
879.50
$606.3533.60
Income from Investments held in trust for The Woman’s Board ofForeign Missions .................................
Gifts for specific purposes— Exhibit “C”................... . . . ..Transmissions— Schedule No. 3 ............................
$432,335.7445,729.37
16,862.71
11,000.50872.50
639.95
549.87
35,105.4383,794-85
Total Revenue $626,890.92
Mission Work:
Amoy Mission ...........Arcot Mission ...........Japan Mission ...........Arabian Mission ..........
United Mission in Mesopotamia
Expenditures
$ 88,927.63 137,794.60 97,055.47 
75,925.28 3,199.82
$402,902.80Interest on Loans .............................  1,213.83Home Expenditures— Schedule No. 4................  44,369i20Foreign Mission Conference .....................  650.00Anglo-American Committee ......................  200.00
Contributions to Missionary Associations............. 322.00Contributions to Publications......................  650.00
Hertzog Hall Missionary Home....................  637.50
Remittances to Missions of Income from Invested Fundsnot within appropriations ..................... 7,981.58Remittances of Trust Fund Income to Woman’s Board ofForeign Missions ..........................  628.21Annuities on Conditional Gifts..................... 2,226.37
Expenditure of Gifts for specific purposes— Exhibit “C”... 52,353.02Transmissions remitted— Schedule No. 3.............  147,270.90
Legacies remitted for Improvements and Repairs to Buildings 27,399.44
Total Expenditures ................................ $688,804.85
Excess of Expenditures made over Revenue from all sourcesfor year ended April 30, 1926....................  $ 61,913.93
Less— As to Expenditures:
Remittances from Balances existing May 1, 1925:
Designated Gifts ............’...........  $17,247.59Transmissions ..........................  63,476.05Trust Fund Income from Other Boards........ 78-34
--------- - 80,801.98
$ 18,888.05
Less— As to Revenue:
Income from Funds for specific work— not remitted... $ 2,550.59Legacies reserved for action of the Board.........  18,329.93
---------  20,880.52
Balance, Deficit, for the year ended April 30, 1926.....  $ 1.992.4<7
Deficit at May 1, 1925:The Board of Foreign Missions................. $27,508.85The Arabian Mission........................  19,172.55
-- -----  46,681.40
Deficit— April 30, 1926. Legacies appropriated to meet Deficit $ 48,673.87 $ 48,673;87
Cash: In On
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of Assets and Liabilities
APRIL 30, 1926 'EXHIBIT “B”
Assets
BanksHand $40,207.66115.83
Securities and Real Estate— Schedule No. 1.Prepayment to Missions ..............
Advance to Amoy Mission for Working FundPrepaid Interest on Bonds purchased.....Shipping charges prepaid .............
Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company Scrip. . .
$ 40,323.49 551,110.30 5,226.42 675.34 
6.20 
2.20 470.00
LiabilitiesFunds— Schedule No. 2:Trust Funds:Principal .....................Accumulated Interest ............
$597,813.95
$426,787.14
12,860.58
Conditional Gifts ...........................  44,825.00Security Funds ............................ 71,’S45.83
t. 4 , * . ---------  $556,018.55Borrowed from Amoy Mission..............................  4,314.25Designated Gifts not yet remitted— Exhibit “C”................. 12,725.00Balance for transmission— Schedule No. 3......................  2,878.73Legacies reserved for action by Board......................  21.299 90Insurance Fund .......................................   ’ 560!00
Deferred Credit— Ballagh House Rentals (1922-1923).............  17.52
$597,813.95
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements of Designated Gifts
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1926 
(Including the Arabian Mission)
EXHIBIT “C"
Receipts
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Amoy Mission .................... $ 7,767.58Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arcot Mission ....................  7,107.00
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Japan Mission ....................  938.60Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arabian Mission ....................  9,273.41Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Mesopotamia .....................  7,523.88Newspaper Evangelism in Japan.............................  919.96Tindivanam High School ..................................  100.00Fukien Christian University ...............................  525.00Rens Scholarship ........................................ 950!00
Total Receipts— Exhibit “A” .....................  $35,105.43
DisbursementsGifts Ex-appropriation— For Amoy Mission ..........  $13,271.32Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arcot Mission ...........  4,754.75Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Japan Mission ...........  533.60Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arabian Mission .........  15,330.08Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Mesopotamia ............ 12,466.07Gifts Ex-appropriation— General ...................  180.00Newspaper Evangelism in Japan ................. 1,158.58Tindivanam High School ........................ 100.00Fukien Christian University ..................... 500.00Arabian Hospital Building Fund.................... 3,500.00Rens Scholarship .............................. 250.00Japan Christmas Fund ..........................  308.62
Total Disbursements— Exhibit “A ’' ................. 52,353.02
Excess of Disbursements over Receipts..............  $17,247.59Balance unremitted May 1, 1925:
The Board of Foreign Missions................  $11,603.90
The Arabian Mission ........................ 16,368.69
$27,972.59Transferred from Income— Arabian Hospital Building Fund 2,000.00
— ------—  29,972.59
Balance unremitted, April 30, 1926— Exhibit “B”................ $12,725.00
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of Investment Securities
APRIL 30, 1926
EXHIBIT “B" SCHEDULE NO. 1
Railroad and Industrial Bonds:
10M American Tel. & Tel. Co., Debenture 5%, 1960.........10M B. & O. Railroad Co., 1st Mortgage 4%, 1948..........10M B. & O. Railroad Co., Equipment 5%, 1987............5M B. & O. Railroad Co., Refunding 4%, 1941............1M B. & O. Railroad Co., Ref. and Gen. Mort. 5%, 1995.....
2M Broadway Realty Co., 1st Mortgage 5%, 1926..........$500 Cedar Rapids Mfg. & Power Co., 1st Mortgage 5%. 1953...500 Central Indiana Power Co., 1st Refunding 6%, 1947....11M Central Railroad of N. J., Gen. Mort. 5%, 1987........2M Chicago & Alton Railroad Co., Equipment 6%, 1936.....1M Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. Co., Equip. 5%, 1936. 
6M  Cleveland Union Term. Co., 1st Sinking Fund Gold 5lA%, 19722M Cuban-American Sugar Co.. 1st Mortgage 8%. 1931.....
1M Detroit Edison Co., 1st Mortgage 5%, 1933............13M Detroit River Terminal Co.. 1st Gold 4j4%, 1961.......3M Great Northern Railway, Refunding 4J4%, 1961........
29M Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1st Mort. 3J4%, 1951.....
6M  Lehigh Valley Railway Co., 1st Mort. 4p2%, 1940......3M Manhattan Railway Co., Consolidated 4%, 1990........10M Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co.,
Gold 4%, 1938..............................1M New York Central Railroad Co., Cons. Mort. 4%, 1998...
1M  New York Central Railroad Co., Cons. Mort. 4%, 1998...17M N. Y. Central & Hudson River R. R. Co., Deb. 4%, 1934... 1M N. Y. Gas, Electric Light, Heat & Power Co., PriorMortgage 4%, 1949..........................3M Niagara Falls Power Co., 1st Cons. 6%, 1950..........
6M  No. Pacific R. R. Co., Ref. & Imp., 4 2^%, 2047.........
15M No. Pacific R. R. Co., Ref. & Imp., 5%, 2047..........
5M Penn. Railroad Co., Gen. Mort. Series ‘‘B,” 5%, 1968...2M Penn. Railroad Co., Gen. Mort. Series “A,” 4^4%, 1965....$4,600 Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Co., Ref. 5%, 1973 .......9,300 The Reading Co., Gen. & Ref. Mort. Series “A” Gold
$500 Rochester Gas & Elec. Co., Gen. Mort. 7%, 1946.......500 Sherwin-Williams Co. of Canada, 1st & Ref. Mort. 6%, 1941
15M Southern Pacific Railway Co., 1st Ref. Gold 4%. 1955....13M  West Shore Railroad Co., 1st Mortgage 4%, 2361.......$500 Wickwire Spencer Steel Co., 1st Mortgage 7%, 1935.....
$ 9,552.507.573.75 9,611.724.400.00 
1,000.001.860.00490.00465.0011.325.00 
1.983.20973.93
6,120.002.019.00 991.2511.201.50
3.000. 00 29,000.006.000. 003.000. 00
8.825.00
1.000. 00 
1,000.00
15.375.00
850.003.090.005.272.5014.212.50
4.975.001.865.50 4,572.22
9,243.83542.50
490.0012.943.7512.818.75330.00
$207,973.40
Stocks:
20 shs. American Sugar Refining Co., Pref. 7 % ....20 shs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Pref. 5%85 shs. Canadian Pacific Railway Co., Common....30 shs. Cons. Gas & Elec. Light Co. of Balto., Pref. 8% 140 shs. Delaware. Lackawanna & Western Railway Co.
30 shs. Glen Alden Coal Co.................. . •5 shs. Kansas City Power & Light Co., 1st Pref. 7%
50 shs. Morris & Essex Railroad Co.. 7$4%.......20 shs. National Biscuit Co., Pref. 7%...........7 shs. Northern States Power Co., Pref. 7 %......
79 shs. Pennsylvania Railroad Co., 6% ...........40 shs. Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, Pref. 7 %--65 shs. United States Steel Corp., Pref. 7%.......
3 shs. Utica Knitting Co., Pref. 7%.............
$ 2,130.00 
2,020.0011.985.003.480.0018.725.00 2,648.10470.004.075.002.480.00 647.503,683.384.720.00 
7,597.50240.00 64,901.48
United States Liberty Loan Bonds:
$ 50 par value First-Second Conv. 4J4%7,250 par value Second Conv. 4$4%...
1,300 par value Third 4J4% .........3.550 par value Fourth 4 J 4 %  . . . . . . . .
$ 43.706,545.62 
1,220.00 3.550.00 11,359.32
Bonds and Mortgages:
4049 Brandon Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y..........  $ 2,000.00Dartmouth Street. Rockville Centre........  4,750.00Dean Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.............  9,000.00Duffield Street. Brooklyn, N. Y........... 4,500.00Franconia Avenue, Flushing, N. Y.........  5,000.00343 5th Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y..............  11,500.00
323 Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y............  3,500.00340 Hart Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.............  3,750.00Hilbert Street, Brooklyn, N. Y...........  5,500.00Jamaica Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y..........  4.500.00Avenue “L,” Brooklyn, N. Y.............  3.000.00Lee Avenue, Woodside. L. 1.............  6,000.00Mansfield Place, Brooklyn, N. Y........... 10,000.00448 New Jersey Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y........ 3,800.00New Utrecht Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y......  8,500.00Park View Place, Baldwin, L. 1........... 4,750.00Reservoir Avenue, Bronx, New York City... 10,000.00South Drive, Great Neck, L. 1............ 8,000.00Spruce Street, Brooklyn, N. Y............  13,000.00292 East 7th Street, Manhattan, New York City... 20,000.00633 10th Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.............  10,000.001620 East 13th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.......... 3,200.001058 East 14th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.......... 5,500.00East 26th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.......... 6,000.00East 29th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.........  6,500.001434 54th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.............. 7,750.0076th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.............. 4,250.0082nd Street and Colonial Road. Bklyn., N. Y.. 25.000.00205 West 136th Street. Manhattan, N. Y. City... 6.100.00160th Street, Jamaica, L. 1..............  6,000.00197th Street, Jamaica, L. 1..............  4,500.00East 227th Street, Bronx, New York City... 14,000.00
---------  239,850.00
Mortgage Bonds:
Bar Building and Annex..............  $5,000.00222 West 29th Street, Manhattan, New York City. . 3,100.00103 East 57th Street, Manhattan, New York City.. 2,000.0061 East 66th Street, Manhattan, New York Citv. . 5,500.00
---------  15,600.00
Mortgage Notes .......................................... 7,000.00Deficiency under foreclosure:69 West 10th Street, New York City (doubtful value)...........  676.10
Real Estate:
Kollen Property, Holland, Michigan.......................  3,750.00
Total Securities— Exhibit “B” $551,110.30
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of Trust and Security Funds
APRIL 30, 1926
EXHIBIT “B” SCHEDULE NO. 2
Trust Funds:
Endowment Funds: AccumulatedIncome Principal
Amoy Hospital ................... $ 60.30 $ 3,643.26
G. J. Kooiker Bed Endowment —  AmoyHospital ............................... 700.00Arcot Industrial School.............  372.68 20,000.00Elisabeth H. Blauvelt Memorial Hospital.........  5,000.00C. H. U. Bed Endowment— Blauvelt Hospital ....... 500.00Scudder Memorial Hospital Endowment Fund 1,191.72 9,038.58Scudder Memorial Hospital:Euphemia Mason Olcott Fund......  77.00 1,000.00Dr. George A. Sandham Fund................. 5,000.00Alida Vennema Heeven Fund......  8.72 1,000.00
Elizabeth R. Voorhees College........ 6.251.78 10,000.00Jasper Westervelt— Neerbosch Hospital............ 1,000.00Isaac Broadhead Fund —  RanipettaiHospital ..............................  1,000.00Martha Schaddelee Fund-ySiokhe Hospital .......  785.00Bahrain Hospital Endowment Fund— Arabia .......  7,259.00
Alfred De W. Mason, Jr., Bed Endowment— Bahrain Hospital ......................  5,000.00
Van Rensselaer Burr, Jr., Bed Endowment— Bahrain Hospital ......................  1,200.00
Permanent Fund for support of MedicalMissionary Work in Arabia.......  4,061.03 102,141.86Basrah Hospital Endowment Fund— Arabia 409.05 2,000.00
Total
$12,432.28 $176,267.70 $188,699.98
Ministerial Education in India: 
William R. Gordon Fund....
Joseph Scudder Fund.....Christian Jansen Fund....
G. B. Walbridge Fund.....
$ 2,000.00 
2,000.00 
12,555.36 5,000.00-------  21,555.36
Ministerial Education in Japan:
John Neefus Fund........ .Support of Native Pastors in India:C. L. Wells Memorial....... . .Support of Native Preachers in India: P. I. and M. V. K. Neefus Fund.. 
Mary Neefus Fund...........
9,379.86
$428.30 $15,316.54 15,744.84
..... $14,000.00
..... 4,045.09-------- 18,045.09
Held in Trust for Woman’s Board:
Susan Y. Lansing Fund......................  $5,000.00Josephine Penfold Fund......................  5,000.00
--------------- 10,000.00
General Funds:
William C. Barkalow Fund....
Abbie J. Bell Fund.........Caroline E. Ackerman Coles Fund Elizabeth Diehl Memorial Fund..
Lewis Francis Fund.........Less— Remitted to Arabia....
$500.00256.26
Garret N. Hopper Fund......................In Memoriam Fund............. ..........Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Kollen Memorial Fund.....
John S. Lyles Fund.........................Susan Y. Lansing Fund................... . ...Madison Avenue Reformed Church Fund.........Clarence V. B. and Lucy A. Matson Memorial Fund..
Charles E. Moore Fund......................North Reformed Church, Passaic, N. J., Fund......John H. Oerter Memorial Fund.......  $1,159.67
From Miss Dauer.................  640.33
$10,784.60
200.00
1,000.006,500.00
243.741.500.00500.003.750.0050.000. 00
2.500.0015.000. 00
1,000.00475.00 
12,500.00
1.800.00
Permanent Fund ...........................  14,550.00
A. J. Schaefer Fund.........................  194.25Semelink Family Mission Fund................. 14,000.00A. C. Van Raalte Mission Fund................. 3,000.00
Alida Van Schaick Fund.....................  30,000.00A. V. S. Wallace Fund......................  625.00Mr. and Mrs. William Walvoord Fund...........  1,000.00Cornelia M. Wallace Fund.................... 100.00Abby L. Wells Fund......................... 5,000.00
Total Trust Funds:
Principal ........................... $426,787.14Accumulated Income ..................  12,860.58
Conditional Gifts:
John P. Boon................Derk Bruins ................Rev. A. B. Churchman..........Received during year...........
Peter Cortelyou ..............D. J. De Bey.................
Jacob P. De Jong.............Mr. and Mrs. Roel De Young....A Friend from Merservey, Iowa...
Mrs. Jennie Bruins Gliwen......Elizabeth Hanking ............Rev. Sidney O. Lawsing........Dirk J. Obbink...............Alice Oldis ..................Arie Punt ..................Received during year..........
William Schmitz .............
J. H. S....................Mary C. Van Brunt...........
Mr. and Mrs. J. Visser.........
Miss Mary Voorhees...........Miss A. C. Voute (deceased)...--
Less— Transferred to collections 
John Wolf .................
Total Conditional Gifts.....
Security Funds ................Total Funds— Exhibit “B”...
$2,000.00500.00
$3,000.00
1,000.00
$1,000.00
1.000.00
$ 500.00
10,000.00
2.500.002.500.00
1,000.00300.00700.00
1,000.00300.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00500.00
1,000.00
4.000. 00 4,525.00
5.000. 007.000. 00 
500.00
1.000. 00
500.00
176,222.59
$439,647.72
44,825.00
71,545.83
$556,018.55
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A.
Statement of Receipts for Transmission to Others
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1926 
(Including the Arabian Mission)
EXHIBIT “A” SCHEDULE NO. 3
Other Sundry 
Total Boards Individuals
Total Receipts during the year— Exhibit 83,794.85 $12,890.70 $ 70,904.15Balance unremitted— May 1. 1925...........  66,354.78 ......  66.354.78
$150,149.63 $12,890.70 $137,258.93 Transmitted during the year— Exhibit “A”..... 147.270.90 12,890.70 134.380.20
Balance unremitted— April 30, 1926—
Exhibit “B” .................... $ 2,878.73 ......  $ 2,878.73
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A. 
Statement of H o m e  Expenditures
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1926 
(Including the Arabian Mission)
EXHIBIT “A” SCHEDULE NO. 4
Annual Report .............. ........................... $ 1,111.60Auditing ...................................    325.00
Books purchased ........................................  298.26
The Christian Intelligencer and Mission Field...................  2,500.00Circulars and Printing..................................... 485.86
Exchange .....   1.05
Expenses of District Secretary..............................  325.00Rent and Office Expense of District Secretary..................  600.00
Illustrating Literature .................................... 126.78Lantern Slides (net).....................................  15.75
Missionary Boxes, Envelopes, etc............................  37.46
Missionary Education Expense..............................  471.68Neglected Arabia ........................................ 489.50
Office Furniture and Repairs...................  139.38Pamphlets and Leaflets....................................  1.055.88
Postage, Telegrams and Cables.............................. 1.005.63Progress Council ........................................ 2.981.00Rent and Care of Office...................................  2,164.00Salaries of Officers.......................................  18,408.17Office Salaries .......................................... 7,014.25Stationery and Supplies...................................  355.08Telephone . ............................................ 250.71
Traveling Expense among Churches..........................  3.201.66
Sundry Expenses .......................................  1,005.50
Total— Exhibit "A”.................................... $44,369.20
The following list contains the names of missionaries n o w  connected 
with their various Afissions, whether in the field or at h o me  expecting 
to return, with their addresses, and also those under appointment.
Letter postage to all lands here named, five cents for the first 
ounce, three cents for each additional ounce or fraction.
Postage on printed matter one cent for two ounces or fraction.
A M O Y  M I S S I O N
Only address— Amoy, China w e n t  o u t
Miss Katharine M. Talmage..............................  1874
Miss Ma ry  E. Talmage..................................  1874
Miss Nellie Z w e m e r  ...................................  1891
Miss Margaret C. Morrison..............................  1892
Miss Lily N. Duryee....................................  1894
Rev. Harry P. Boot....................................  1903
Mrs. A n n a  H. Boot.....................................  1908
Rev. Frank Eckerson ..................................  1903
Rev. Henry J. Voskuil..................................  1907
Mrs. M a r y  S. Voskuil................................... 1908
Rev. Henry P. D e  Free.................................  1907
Mrs. Kate E. D e  Free..................................  1907
Miss Katharine R. Green................................  1907
Rev. Steward D a y  .....................................  1908
Mrs. Rachel S. D a y ..................................... 1908
Miss Leona Vander Linden..............................  1909
Mr. H e r m a n  Renskers (1924-1925)*.......................  1910
Mrs. Bessie O. Renskers (1924-1925)*.....................  1910
Miss Edna K. B e ek m a n.................................  1914
Taeke Bosch, M . D ......................................  1915
Mrs. Margaret B. Bosch..... ....................... ....  1915
Mr. Fred J. Weersing, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.. 1915 
Mrs. Bata B. Weersing, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 1915
Rev. L y m a n  A. T a lm a n.................................  1916
Mrs. Rose E. T a lm a n...........   1916
Rev. H. Michael Veenschoten............................  1917
Mrs. Stella G. Veenschoten..............................  1917
Rev. Henry Poppen ....................................  1918
Mrs. Dorothy T. Poppen................................  1918
Rev. Harvey I. Todd, Woodstock, N. Y ....................  1918
Mrs. Ethel L. Todd, Woodstock, N. Y .....................  1921
Rev. Edwin W .  Koeppe.................................  1919
* Service intermitted.
Mrs. Elizabeth W .  Koeppe..............   1919
Clarence H. Holleman, M . D ..............................  1919
Mrs. Ruth V. E. Holleman..............................  1919
Mrs. Maria A. Vandeweg, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k .......  1919
Rev. Henry Beltman, 437 Lafayette Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 1920
Mrs. Sara T. Beltman, 437 Lafayette Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 1920
Miss Tena Holkeboer .............................   1920
Miss Jean Nienhuis ....................................  1920
Miss Elizabeth G. Bruce.................................  1921
Richard Hofstra, M . D ...................   1922
Mrs. Johanna J. Hofstra................................  1922
Miss A l m a  L. Mathiesen................................  1923
Rev. A d a m  J. Westmaas.................................   1923
Mrs. Nellie K. Westmaas................................  1923
Miss Ruth Broekema .........................    1924
Rev. William R. A n g u s .................................  1925
Miss Agnes J. Buikema.................................  1925
Mr. William Vandermeer, under appointment.
Harold Eugene Veldman, M.D., under appointment.
Mrs. Pearl P. Veldman, under appointment.
A R C O T  M I S S I O N
General address— Madras Presidency, India.
Miss Julia C. Scudder, Chittoor..........................  1879
Rev. Lewis R. Scudder, M.D., D.D., Vellore................  1888
Mrs. Ethel F. Scudder, Vellore........................... 1888
Miss Louisa H. Hart, M.D., Madanapalle...................  1895
Rev. Henry J. Scudder, Punganur (1894-1897, 1914-1919)*......  1890
Mrs. Margaret B. Scudder, Punganur (1914-1923)*...........  1897
Rev. William H. Farrar, Arni............................  1897
Mrs. Elizabeth W .  Farrar, Arni...........................  1897
Rev. Walter T. Scudder, Tindivanam......................  1899
Mrs. Ellen B. Scudder, M.D., Tindivanam..................  1899
Miss Ida S. Scudder, M.D., Vellore.......................  1899
Miss Alice B. V a n  Doren, Chittoor........................  1903
Miss Delia M. Houghton, Vellore.........................  1908
Rev. Bernard Rottschaefer, Katpadi.......................  1909
Mrs. Bernice M. Rottschaefer, Katpadi.....................  1910
Miss Margaret Rottschaefer, M.D., Vellore.................  1909
Miss Sarella T e  Winkel, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k .........  1909
Miss Josephine V. Te Winkel, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ....  1909
Mrs. Henry Honegger, Ranipettai.........................  1910
Miss Charlotte C. Wyckoff, Chittoor.......................  1915
Miss Elizabeth W .  Conklin, Chittoor......................  1915
Rev. John D. Muyskens, Madanapalle (1919-1923)*...........  1915
Mrs. Dora J. Muyskens, Madanapalle......................  1923
Service intermitted.
Mr. Mason Olcott, Vellore (1917-1923)*....................  1915
fMrs. Eleanor G. Olcott, Vellore...........................  1920
Miss Gertrude Dodd, Vellore............................  1916
Rev. Herbert E. V a n  Vranken, Ranipettai...................  1917
Mrs. Nellie S. V a n  Vranken, Ranipettai....................  1917
Miss Wilhelmina Noordyk, Ranipettai.....................  1917
Rev. Cornelius R. Wierenga, Arni (1920-1923)*..............  1917
Mrs. Ella K. Wierenga, Arni.............................  1923
Miss Clara M. Coburn, Madanapalle.......................  1918
Rev. James H. Potter, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ..........  1919
Mrs. Helen B. Potter, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ..........  1919
Galen F. Scudder, M.D., 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ........  1919
Mrs. M a u d e  S. Scudder, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ........  1919
Miss Ruth L. Scudder, Chittoor....................... . 1919
Mr. John D e  Valois, Boyden, I o wa ........................  1920
Mrs. Henriette H. D e  Valois, BojMen, Iowa................. 1920
Miss Alice E. Smallegan, Hudsonville, Mich................  1920
Rev. John J. D e  Boer, Vellore...........................  1922
Mrs. E r m a  E. D e  Boer, Vellore...........................  1922
Miss Harriet Brumler, Madanapalle.......................  1923
Mrs. Sara W .  Zwemer, Madanapalle.......................  1923
Miss Caroline L. Ingham, Ranipettai.........    1924
Miss M a r y  E. Geegh, Palmaner...........................  1924
Mr. Arthur Wald, Katpadi...............................  1924
ft Mrs. Ethel V. Wald, Katpadi............................  1924
Miss Helen T. Scudder, Chittoor..........................  1924
Miss Cornelia W .  Jongewaard, Kodaikanal.................  1925
Rev. Ralph G. Korteling, Palmaner........................  1925
Mrs. A n n a  Ruth W .  Korteling, Palmaner...................  1925
Mr. Comie A. De. Bruin, under appointment.
Mrs. Frances L. D e  Bruin, under appointment.
* Service intermitted.t Transferred to Arcot Mission 1924. tt Transferred to Arcot Mission 1925.
J A P A N  M I S S I O N
**Rev. Eugene S. Booth, D.D., 830 West 179 Street. N e w  York. ... 1879 
**Mrs. Florence D. Booth, 830 West 179 St, N e w  York (1915-1919)* 1912
**Rev. Albert Oilmans, D.D., Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o .............  1886
**Mrs. Alice V. Oilmans, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ................  1886
Miss Sara M. Couch, Nagasaki..........................  1892
Rev. H a r m o n  V. S. Peeke, D.D., Meiji Gakuin, Tokyo (1891-1893)* 1887
Mrs. Vesta O. Peeke, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o .................  1893
Miss Harriet M. Lansing, 32 Kamabushi Cho, Ushigome Ku, Tokyo 1893
fRev. U. C. Ruigh, 16 Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki............  1902
Mrs. Christine C. Ruigh, 16 Higashi Yama t e ................  1904
Miss Jennie A. Pieters, 141 East 10 Street, Holland, Mich.....  1904
Rev. Willis G. Hoekje, 13-A Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki.......  1907
ffMrs. Annie H. Hoekje, 13-A Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki.....  1908
Rev. Hubert Kuyper, Orange City, I o wa..................  1911
Mrs. M a y  D. Kuyper, Orange City, Iowa...................  1912
Miss Jeane Noordhoff, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a ..........  1911
Rev. L u m a n  J. Shafer, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a ..........  1912
Mrs. A m y  H. Shafer, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a ...........  1912
Rev. Stephen W .  Ryder, Nishi Hori Bata, Saga.............  1913
Mrs. Reba C. Ryder, Nishi Hori Bata, Saga................  1914
Miss F. Evelyn Oilmans, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ..............  1914
Miss C. Janet Oilmans, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a ..........  1914
Rev. Alexander V a n  Bronkhorst, 439 Minami Shinchi, Oita....  1916
Mrs. Helena de M. Van Bronkhorst, 439 Minami Shinchi, Oita... 1916
Rev. Henry V. E. Stegeman, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ...........  1917
Mrs. Gertrude H. Stegeman, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ...........  1917
Miss Edith V. Teets, 11 Melvina Street, Nutley, N. J.........  1921
Miss Dora Eringa, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a ..............  1922
Rev. John Ter Borg, Kagoshima..........................  1922
Mrs. Amelia S. Ter Borg, Kagoshima.....................  1922
Miss Florence C. Walvoord, Baiko Jo Gakko, Shimonoseki....  1922
Miss Flora Darrow, 3 Oura Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki.......  1922
Miss Florence V. Buss, Ferris Seminary, Y o k o h a m a . 1922
Rev. Boude C. Moore, K u r u m e ..........................  1924
Mrs. An na  M c A.  Moore, K u r u m e .............. ..........  1924
Miss Henrietta Keizer, Sturges Seminary, Shimonoseki.......  1925
Mr. Cornelius A. Dykhuizen, Meiji Gakuin, T o ky o...........  1925
Mr. Martin Hoeksema, Steele Academy, Nagasaki............  1925
Miss Bessie J. Shafer, Tozan Gakuin, Nagasaki.........  1926
Mr. Eugene Clark Duryee, under appointment.
* Service intermitted.
** Emeritus.t Transferred to Japan Mission. R.C.A.. 1905. tt Transferred to Japan Mission, R.C.A., 1912.
A R A B I A N  M I S S I O N
Rev. Samuel M. Zwemer, Cairo, Egypt.....................  1890
Mrs. A m y  W .  Zwemer, Cairo, Egypt......................  1896
Rev. James E. Moerdyk, Basrah, Mesopotamia........... . 1900
Rev. John V a n  Ess, D.D., Basrah, Mesopotamia.............  1902
Mrs. Dorothy F. V a n  Ess, Basrah, Mesopotamia.............  1909
**Miss Jane A. Scardefield, 57 So. Second Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 1903
Miss Fanny Button, Muscat, Arabia.......................  1904
Rev. Dirk Dykstra, Amarah, Mesopotamia..................  1906
Mrs. Minnie W .  Dykstra, Amarah, Mesopotamia.............  1907
C. Stanley G. Mylrea, M.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf...........  1906
Mrs. Bessie L. Mylrea, Kuwait, Persian Gulf................  1906
Rev. Gerrit J. Pennings, Bahrain, Persian Gulf..............  1908
Mrs. Gertrud S. Pennings, Bahrain, Persian Gulf............  1912
Rev. Edwin E. Calverley, Ph.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf........  1909
Mrs. Eleanor T. Calverley, M.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf.......  1909
Paul W .  Harrison, M.D., Bahrain, Persian Gulf.............  1909
Mrs. Regina R. Harrison, Bahrain, Persian Gulf.............  1916
Rev. Gerrit D. V a n  Peursem, Muscat, Arabia................  1910
Mrs. Josephine S. V a n  Peursem, Muscat, Arabia............  1910
Miss Sarah L, Hosmon, M.D., Muscat, Arabia...............  1911
Miss Charlotte B. Kellien, Basrah, Mesopotamia............  1915
Rev. Henry A. Bilkert, Basrah, Mesopotamia................  1917
Mrs. A n n a  M. Bilkert, Basrah, Mesopotamia................  1917
Miss M a r y  C. V a n  Pelt, Kuwait, Persian Gulf..............  1917
Louis P. Dame, M.D., 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y'ork..........  1919
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Dame, 25 East 22 Street, N e w  Y o r k ........  1919
Miss Ruth Jackson, Basrah, Mesopotamia...................  1921
Miss Rachel Jackson, Basrah, Mesopotamia.................  1921
Miss Cornelia Dalenberg, Bahrain, Persian Gulf.............  1921
Rev. Bernard D. Hakken, Bahrain, Persian Gulf.............  1922
Mrs. Elda V. Hakken, Bahrain, Persian Gulf................  1922
William J. Moerdyk, M.D., Amarah, Mesopotamia...........  1923
Mrs. Cornelia L. Moerdyk, Amarah, Mesopotamia...........  1923
Miss Swantina D e  Young, under appointment.
Rev. Garrett E. D e  Jong, under appointment.
Mrs. Everdene K. D e  Jong, under appointment.
Mr. Theodore Essebaggers, under appointment.
U N I T E D  M I S S I O N  I N  M E S O P O T A M I A
Rev. James Cantine, D.D., Stone Ridge, N e w  Y o r k ...........  1889
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Cantine, Stone Ridge, N e w r Y’ork..........  1902
Rev. Fred J. Barny, Taifur St., Sinak, Baghdad, Mesopotamia... 1897 
Mrs. Margaret R. Barny, Taifur St, Sinak, Baghdad, Mesopotamia. 1898 
Mrs. Sharon J. Thoms, Baghdad, Mesopotamia (1913-1918)*.... 1906
Service intermitted. Emeritus.
CONDITIONAL GIFTS
The Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in America
will guarantee you an income during your lifetime on the following 
conditions:
Your Part.— Y o u  pay to the Board a s u m  of m o n e y  designed for use 
in the w o r k  of Foreign Missions.
The Board’s Part.— T h e  Board pays you, semi-annually during your 
lifetime, an amount equivalent to a fair rate of interest on the 
s u m  given, from 4 to 8 %  per annum, depending upon your age at 
the time of the gift.
T h e  contract thus m a d e  with you is called a Conditional Gift Agree­
ment by the terms of which you become a beneficiary for life, while 
your investment will ultimately serve the great cause of Foreign 
Missions under the care of the Board.
PUBLICITY MATERIAL
Sketches of Our Missions.— China and Arabia 6c. each. India 10c. 
A  n e w  sketch of the United Japan Mission, 1921, 10c.
Annual Reports— of the Board and of the W o m a n ’s Board.
There can also be obtained suitable material for graded missionary 
instruction in the Sunday School; for Primary classes, “Primary 
Mission Stories,” $1.75; for Juniors, “Junior Mission Stories,” $1.75, 
and for Intermediates, “Missionary Travelogues,” with twenty-four 
large posters in colors, $4.00.
Stereopticon Slides.— Sets of Stereopticon Slides, all colored, with 
accompanying lectures, have been prepared and will be loaned to 
any church or society for the s u m  of $1.00.
All inquiries should be addressed to the Board of Foreign Missions, 
R.C.A., 25 East 22nd Street, New York City.
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Talmage College, 3, 10-12.Theological Seminary, Amoy, 10. Theological Seminary, Arcot, 39-40. Tindivanam High School, 35-36.Tokyo, 53-54, 62-63.Tong-an District, 19-22.Trust and Security Funds, Statement of, 94-95.
U.
ITiion Activities, 24-27.Union Mission Training School, Vellore, 35. Union Missionary Medical School. Vellore, 
26.Union Mission Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 26. United Mission in Mesopotamia, xvi-xvii, 65-57, 101,United Theological College, Bangalore, 25-26.
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Voorhees College, 37-39.
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Western District, xx.Woman’s Board, Receipts of, xxiv-xxv. Women’s Industrial School. Arcot, 45. Women’s Work:Amoy, 4.Arcot, 24-26, 35-37, 41-42, 45.Japan, 60-62.Women's Christian College. Madras, 24-25.
A C T I O N  O F  G E N E R A L  S Y N O D
The following recommendations were adopted by General Synod on 
June 7, 1926:
1. That the last Sunday in February be designated for the special pre­
sentation of Foreign Missions in our Churches and Sunday Schools.
2. That the Churches be encouraged to make special offering for the 
work on the Foreign Mission Sunday, if possible and if consistent with the 
regular order of benevolence.
3. That the Churches be assured of the deep appreciation of the 
General Synod, the Board and the Missions of their prompt and hearty 
response to the request for a special offering under the direction of 
Synod to abolish the old deficit, a response which is interpreted as an 
indication of the purpose of the Church that the foreign work shall 
suffer no diminution.
4. That the Synod urge the Board of Foreign Missions not only to 
maintain the work as it was in 192S, but also to go forward and to 
impress urgently upon the churches at large, the necessity of advancing 
in the foreign fields.
5. That to meet this budget for which the regular contributions of 
this year have proved inadequate by about $50,000, the churches be 
urged to make an increase of $25,000 or 1 0 %  in their offerings; 
Sunday Schools an increase of $10,000 or 2 5 % ;  Young Peoples’ Societies 
$5,000 or 2 0 0 %  while the Board make special effort to secure an increase 
of $10,000 from the gifts of individuals.
6. That the attention of pastors be called to the large number of 
Sunday Schools and Y o un g  People’s Societies which are making no 
contribution whatever to Missions, and that each Pastor be urged to 
make certain that the young people of his church shall make such 
contribution this year, as an essential part of their religious education.
7. That in view of the generous response to a special appeal this year 
the Board be encouraged to adopt a plan of special objects within the 
regular budget, the budget for educational work totalling $60,000 being 
particularly recommended to Sunday Schools for their support as an 
appropriate expression of their interest in the young people of other 
color, nationality and race.
8. That Pastors and Sunday School Superintendents be urged, where 
possible, to adopt such special objects for support, or in other ways to 
provide for an increase in the budget, reporting the same to the Board 
by November 1, 1926, when the Board makes its appropriations for 1927, 
in order that the Board m a y  be assured of the successful financing of 
its budget.
9. That w e  send to each Mission the assurance of the Church’s deep 
interest in the progress of its work and to each missionary our affec­
tionate greetings and the assurance of our constant prayers that they 
m a y  be sustained in a great and noble work by the strength of the 
Master whose c o m m a n d  they have obeyed.
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